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Summary

The past two decades have seen the development of metagenomics, the study of genes and
genomes of multiple organisms simultaneously. In contrast to traditional genomic techniques,
which require isolating and growing individual organisms in the lab, in metagenomics, sam-
ples are directly taken from the environment, sequenced and then analyzed in silico. Modern
sequencing techniques have enabled high throughput read-out of DNA and RNA of microor-
ganism communities in marine, soil, gut and many other environments.

The plethora of data generated using these techniques poses a major challenge for existing com-
putational techniques. This burden translates directly to computational run times and the cost
of resources required to carry out metagenomic analyses. Thus, computational methods de-
veloped for metagenomic analysis require exceptional efficiency and speed. At the same time,
metagenomic studies become relevant for more andmore fields of research, requiring that tech-
niques be suited for a wide range of scientific disciplines.

In this work, I present three methods I developed to address the throughput bottlenecks of
data analysis in metagenomics. (1) The MMseqs2 webserver is a user-friendly extension of
the popular homology search method MMseqs2 designed for non-expert bioinformaticians. I
accelerated MMseqs2 to process single queries much more quickly and introduced an API to
enable MMseqs2’s use in web applications. (2) MMseqs2 taxonomy is a method for fast and
accurate taxonomy assignment of metagenomic contigs. (3) ColabFold is a method to make the
groundbreaking AlphaFold2 protein structure predictions widely accessible, accelerating its in-
put sequence alignment generation and improving its accuracy by assembling a novel database
enriched with metagenomic sequences from a multitude of datasets.

These methods improve upon the state-of-the-art by introducing novel algorithms and acceler-
ating previous ones – such that previously infeasible analyses become possible – and making
our metagenomic toolbox accessible to users of a wide range of skill levels.
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1 Introduction

In the last decades, computational methods have revolutionized the biological sciences. They
have become indispensable to deal with the avalanche of data produced by state-of-the-art bio-
logical experiments.

The sequence similarity search method BLAST [Altschul et al., 1990] is among the computa-
tional methods that arguably have had the biggest impact on biological sciences to date. BLAST
and PSI-BLAST [Altschul et al., 1997] have been cited close to two hundred thousand times. Ho-
mology search methods find sequences similar to a given query sequence in a larger sequence
collection. Similarity is defined in a biological sense; two sequences are similar if they share a
sufficient number of identical or similar characters. Sufficient levels of sequence similarity are
evidence for a common evolutionary origin, and such sequences are named homologous. In
section 1.2 I will describe algorithms for homology search in detail.

In the last decade several methods have been developed that far eclipse BLAST in speed and
sensitivity – the ability to detect remotely homologous sequences with low similarity to the
query. At the forefront of this newwave of homology searchmethods lie DIAMOND [Buchfink
et al., 2015] andMMseqs2 [Steinegger and Söding, 2017]. I want to highlight two recent ground-
breaking projects that were enabled by DIAMOND and MMseqs2:

A notable example of DIAMOND’s ability to process metagenomic data was the recent, ex-
tremely parallelized searchwhere thewhole SequenceReadArchive (SRA) [Sayers et al., 2021a]
was systematically queried for markers of viral proteins [Edgar et al., 2020]. The SRA stores
most published genomic experiments and consists ofmultiple petabytes of nucleotide sequences
(see section 1.4). It was distributed to a large set of cloud computing resources and the authors
could achieve extremely low costs per processed set in the SRA.

Recently, AlphaFold2 [Jumper et al., 2021a] was able to predict protein structures from their se-
quenceswith accuracies comparable to experimental structure determinationmethods. To com-
pute high-quality protein structures, AlphaFold2 requires diverse Multiple Sequence Align-
ments (MSAs) as input. To build these MSAs enormous protein reference catalogs [Mirdita
et al., 2017, Mitchell et al., 2020, Jumper et al., 2021a] are queried for similar sequences by sensi-
tive search methods. MMseqs2’s clustering capabilities have enabled building these enormous
protein reference catalogs, resulting in protein databases of sizes in the order of multiple billion
protein sequences. In section 1.6 I describe the challenges of computational protein structure
prediction.
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2 Introduction

Scope of this work
The main goal of my doctoral research was to develop efficient computational methods for the
analysis of large amounts of biological data. Specifically, I wanted to make these available as
high-quality software for users with a wide range of skill levels in bioinformatics. Additionally,
I have been involved in the development of MMseqs2 and other methods within its ecosystem
since 2014. Since then, I have contributed to extending MMseqs2 and leveraged its capabilities.
As MMseqs2 is a foundational method for this work, I will present it in detail in section 1.3.

Main publications
I want to highlight three projects in this work, to which I contributed in a leading role:

MMseqs2 App and Server. The originalMMseqs2 toolkit was developed for expert userswho
are savvy in running software through a shell and process its output by writing shell scripts.
It has therefore been my goal to make MMseqs2 available for scientists not comfortable with
using a command line. To this end, I developed a version of MMseqs2 that can be run as either
a traditional desktop application or as an easily deployable webserver.

As part of this work, I accelerated MMseqs2 searches for single- or small sets of queries, by
reducing the overhead between module invocations (see 1.3 for an introduction to MMseqs2’s
architecture). Such searches are more common for users who want to interactively investigate
individual proteins. In addition, I greatly expanded the facilities for precomputing data struc-
tures for searches, so that these can directly be read from disk. These changes allow computing
search results withinmilliseconds to seconds. In this manuscript, I also show thatMMseqs2 can
be used for highly efficient searches against profile databases (e.g., PFAM [Mistry et al., 2021]).

I further expanded the MMseqs2 webserver API to serve two additional use-cases. In collabo-
ration with the PredictProtein authors (Bernhofer et al. [2021], see section 6.2 for the abstract),
we expanded the MMseqs2 webserver to quickly return multiple sequence alignments for the
various downstream protein property prediction methods that are available in PredictProtein.
Up to now, the MMseqs2 server has processed over a hundred thousand MSAs for PredictPro-
tein users. Similarly, I extended the MMseqs2 server to serve diverse MSAs for use in protein
structure prediction in ColabFold (see below).

Chapter 2 includes the manuscript for the MMseqs2 desktop and webserver app.

MMseqs2 Taxonomy. Annotation of unknown sequences is a common task in bioinformat-
ics. In metagenomics, communities of diverse microorganisms are sampled directly from their
native environments. Determining the taxonomic identity of each sequence from these samples
allowsmany useful downstream analyses. For example, in clinical use a taxonomic analysis of a
metagenomic sample from a patient could reveal the disease-causing agent. Existing taxonomy
assignment methods are well suited to assign taxonomic identity to the short (often 2 × 150

base pair long) reads produced in paired-end sequencing experiments. Reads from these ex-
periments are often assembled into longer contigs.
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In this manuscript, we extended MMseqs2 to exploit the additional information available in
contigs in order to assign reliable taxonomic labels. We compare MMseqs2 taxonomy with the
state-of-the-art method CAT [Von Meijenfeldt et al., 2019] and show that we can assign taxo-
nomic identity much faster at comparable quality. MMseqs2 taxonomy is now being used in the
machine learning based binning method SemiBin [Pan et al., 2021]. See section 1.5 for a more
in-depth introduction into taxonomy and chapter 3 for the manuscript.

ColabFold. The public release of AlphaFold2 [Jumper et al., 2021a] has started a new era in
structural biology. For the first time, an in silico protein structure prediction method was shown
to predict structures from protein sequences at an accuracy nearly indistinguishable from ex-
perimental structure determination methods. However, its heavy computational requirements
raised concerns about its usability for many biologists. We leveraged the MMseqs2 Server’s
MSA generation capability to build ColabFold. ColabFold [Mirdita et al., 2021] replaces Al-
phaFold2’s MSA generation stage to generate highly diverse MSAs in a matter of seconds to
minutes instead ofmultiple hours. With the help of the free-to-access GPUs provided byGoogle
Colaboratory, we could provide access to AlphaFold2’s predictions to a wide community of re-
searchers. Additionally, we pioneered modelling protein complexes with AlphaFold2. To-date
our methods have been used to process many hundreds of thousands MSAs. See chapter 4 for
the manuscript.

Additional publications
In addition to the main projects of my doctoral research, I have been involved in several other
projects. The following is a brief presentation of them.

HH-suite3. In 2019we released a new version of theHH-suite [Steinegger et al., 2019a], one of
themost sensitive homology searchmethods to date. HH-suite leverages theUniclust databases
[Mirdita et al., 2017] for deep annotations across vast evolutionary time frames. Continuing
development of HH-suite’s databases was only possible due to the fast clustering capabilities
of MMseqs2. HH-suite is also available within the MPI Bioinformatics Toolkit (Gabler et al.
[2020], see section 6.1 for the abstract), an easy-to-use web server for sequence analysis. See
section 5.2 for the manuscript.

Plass. With the rapid growth of the SRA, we observed that state-of-the-art assembly tools pro-
duced fragmented and low-quality assemblies on highly diverse metagenomic datasets, limit-
ing the amount of sequences that can be gleaned from such datasets. Specifically, the major-
ity of these tools rely on exact-kmer matching (De-Bruijn Graph Assemblies), which deteri-
orate significantly as the number of species increase and the sequence coverage drops. With
Plass [Steinegger et al., 2019b], we showed that we could assemble translated protein fragments
through the alternative approach of overlap-assembly and thus could extract many times the
number of proteins from metagenomic and metatranscriptomic datasets than state-of-the-art
methods. See section 5.1 for the manuscript.
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MetaEuk. We observed that even though the availability of datasets enriched for eukaryotic
life-forms is increasing rapidly [Carradec et al., 2018], studying their genomes remained diffi-
cult due to the complex intron-exon structures of eukaryotic genes. We developed MetaEuk, a
reference-based gene finder and annotator, which takes into account the unique features of eu-
karyotic genes by efficiently examining all possible exon sets [Levy Karin et al., 2020]. MetaEuk
has been integrated as the default gene predictor in the highly popular BUSCO tool suite for as-
sessing assembly completeness [Manni et al., 2021]. See section 5.3 for the manuscript.

SpacePHARER. CRISPR spacers (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats)
are short viral genome fragments integrated into a majority of bacterial and archaeal genomes
that guide their adaptive immune response [Hille et al., 2018]. With SpacePHARER [Zhang
et al., 2021], we developed a method to exploit these sequences to identify host-phage relation-
ships reliably and faster than previously possible. Here, MMseqs2 was optimized for searching
short, translated protein fragments. See section 5.4 for the manuscript.
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1.1 The central dogma of biology

The Central Dogma of Biology [Cobb, 2017] describes the process of information flow at the
heart of biology. This process starts with deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), the blueprint of life
that is passed from generation to generation. DNA is a long polymer made up of four different
bases, abbreviated into one of four letters: A for adenine, T for thymine, G for guanine and C
for cytosine. To produce proteins, DNA is first transcribed by polymerase proteins into single-
stranded strands of nucleic acids called ribonucleic acid (RNA).

DNA RNA Protein 

Transcription Translation 

Figure 1.1: The central dogma describes a process of information flow from DNA (left) getting tran-
scribed to RNA (middle) and finally translated to a protein (right). Example protein structure from
PDB 1DPT [Sugimoto et al., 1998, 1999]. Created with BioRender.com.

Like DNA, RNA consists of four nucleic acids. Unlike DNA, RNA uses the close chemical rela-
tive Uracil (with the letter U) instead of thymine. The process of generating RNA from a DNA
template is called transcription and serves to spatially and temporarily split “blueprint” read-
out from its use to manufacture proteins.

Ribosomes attach to theRNAstrand and translate theRNA to a chain of amino acids. Ribosomes
read the RNA in groups of three nucleotides (called a codon) and place based on the 3-codon
letters the corresponding amino acid into the new chain to form a protein.

DNA & amino-acid sequences

DNA and Protein sequence determination began with the invention of degradation methods
where one nucleic- or amino acid could be removed and read at a time [Edman et al., 1950,
Sanger and Coulson, 1975]. Soon after Edman-degradation was established, hundreds of thou-
sands of residues of proteins were known. The first protein databases were compiled into books
and published for the community by scientists such as Margret Dayhoff [Hersh et al., 1967,
Strasser, 2010].
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As sequencing methods became more efficient, it did not take long for these to become too
large to publish in print and were only feasible as electronic files. The GenBank was estab-
lished in 1982 [Burks et al., 1985] to collect all DNA sequence data produced from sequenc-
ing experiments. For protein sequences, the Swiss-Prot database was established in 1986 with
the goal of making all known protein sequences digitally available [Bairoch and Boeckmann,
1991]. In its current release, GenBank stores trillions of base pairs [Sayers et al., 2021b] and the
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot+TrEMBL contains > 190 mil. protein sequences [Bateman et al., 2021].

The rapid growth of sequence databases is fueled by next-generation sequencing techniques
that enable high-throughput read out of DNA sequences (as reviewed in e.g., Hu et al. [2021]).
While currently infeasible, direct high throughput read-out of protein sequences might soon
become possible with e.g., Nanopore based protein sequencing [Brinkerhoff et al., 2021].

Protein structures

Proteins have beendescribed as one of the basic building blocks of life [Marth, 2008]. They spon-
taneously fold into three-dimensional conformations. Such structures include catalytic sites,
binding sites, exposed and folded areas and more. Thus, revealing the structures proteins take
under different biological conditions is crucial for understanding their function.

Figure 1.2: PDB Entry 3KAN
[Zierow and Lolis, 2009, Ra-
jasekaran et al., 2014]. Homo-
hexamer of the tautomerase
shown previously. Created with
BioRender.com.

Fig. 1.1 (right) shows a ribbon-diagram [Richardson, 2000]
of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) deposited protein 1DPT
– a human d-dopachrome tautomerase protein. Ribbon-
diagrams highlight secondary structure elements, in the
foreground two α-helices, while the background contains
four parallel β-sheets. This protein also oligomerizes into a
hexamer, which is shown as an example for a protein com-
plex in figure 1.2. Here, the protein shown in Fig. 1.1 (right)
is repeated six times to form a homo-hexamer.

This example shows the various levels at which protein
structures are organized: (1) The protein’s primary struc-
ture is the sequence of its constituting amino acids. (2)
Its secondary structure is typically defined by three local
structure element types: α-helices, β-sheets and loops (finer
grained classifications such as the eight DSSP states also ex-
ist [Kabsch and Sander, 1983]). (3) The tertiary structure of
a protein defines the coordinates in three dimensions. (4) The quaternary structure is defined
by the three-dimensional arrangement of multiple protein chains that form a protein complex.

Since the early days ofmolecular biology, much effort has been invested in solving protein struc-
tures, which can be seen in the over 184 000 structures that are now deposited in the PDB. The
PDB [Berman et al., 2003] is a union of international organizations to ensure that solved protein
structures are openly accessible to all scientists.
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1.2 Homology searches

In biology, identifying similarities and differences between sequences of genes and proteins is a
powerful way to study their function. If for example, the same protein sequence is found among
all organisms in a specific environment, however, is absent in closely related organisms who
do not share that environment, one can postulate this protein may be important for survival
under certain ecological conditions. Similarly, a part of a protein coding gene that is highly
conserved even among sequences of evolutionarily distant species could be the active site of
that protein. Lastly, if one has a set of carefully annotated sequences, laboriously established
annotations about the members can be transferred to novel sequences, if these show sufficient
similarity to some of the members of that collection (also known as homology-based inference
of annotations).

It is thus of great value to identify homology between sequences through sequence similarity.
However, it is worth noting that the term “sequence homology” refers to sequences that share
a joint ancestor, while “sequence similarity” refers to closeness under some (biochemical) met-
ric. Thus, two sequences can be homologous but have some (even many) residues with very
low sequence similarity. Moreover, it has been shown that some protein sequences can share
similarities even though they are not homologous [Krishna and Grishin, 2004]. Finally, ho-
mology can be further categorized based on the evolutionary scenario (e.g., gene duplications,
speciations, etc.).

A string is a sequence of characters from a finite alphabet and understandable by computers.
This definition of strings fits both DNA/RNA and protein sequences as they have alphabets of
sizes 4 and 20 respectively. Various algorithms were developed to compare and search these
strings. In the following, I will briefly discuss important algorithms for aligning biological se-
quences.

Sequence alignments unravel the evolutionary history, as sequences that are similar are as-
sumed to be evolutionary conserved and share common ancestral sequences. Fig 1.3 shows
conserved proteins from Homo sapiens and the archaeon Caldiarchaeum subterraneum. As the
last eukaryotic common ancestor is estimated to have existed over 1-2 billion years ago [Eme
et al., 2014], the common ancestor of these two structures must have existed some additional
time before that. The pairwise sequence alignment shown in the bottom of the figure has a se-
quence identity of 32.8%, showing that alignments can detect both evolutionary and functional
conservation across billions of years.

Pairwise sequence alignments

For the first protein sequences, pairwise alignments were still possible through visual inspec-
tion, as only a few highly conserved homologs of a small number of proteins were known (e.g.,
the 10 homologous Cytochrome c proteins in Hersh et al. [1967]). However, it was clear that
efficient computational solutions would be soon needed, as a naïve solution for optimal pair-
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PDB: 6FJ7
Caldiarchaeum subterraneum

PDB: 1D3Z
Homo sapiens

1D3Z 10 GKTITLEVEPSDTIENVKAKIQDKEGIPPDQQRLIFAGKQLEDGRTLSDYNIQKESTLHLVLRLRGG 76
|..:.|||.|:.|:..|:.|:...:.:|||..||.:.|:.|:|..||....:.......|:.|..||

6FJ7 14 GSPLELEVAPNATVGAVRTKVCAMKKLPPDTTRLTYKGRALKDTETLESLGVADGDKFVLITRTVGG 80

>1-2 billion years 

Ubiquitin

Figure 1.3: Comparison of the human ubiquitin protein [Cornilescu et al., 1999, 1998] and the homolo-
gous one from an archaeon [Wojtynek et al., 2018, Fuchs et al., 2018]. Created with PyMol Open-Source
(pymol.org), EMBOSS-Water [Madeira et al., 2019] and Sequence Manipulation Suite [Stothard, 2000].

ing of two sequences would have an exceedingly large search space. Algorithms based on dy-
namic programming were introduced to solve the pairwise alignment problem efficiently and
elegantly [Eddy, 2004]. In dynamic programming, problems are broken down into (mathe-
matically) optimally solvable independent sub-problems. These sub-problems are usually de-
scribed with a recurrence equation. The same sub-problems can reoccur; thus, their solutions
are memorized (e.g., tabulated in a grid). The final optimal solution is assembled from the
solutions of the sub-problems.

One of the earliest (if not the first) applications of dynamic programming to pairwise com-
parison of sequences was the Needleman-Wunsch (NW) algorithm [Needleman and Wunsch,
1970]. NW and the closely related Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm [Smith and Waterman,
1981] are still among the most important and widely used pairwise alignment algorithms. The
former produces optimal global alignments, where all residues of each of the two sequences are
included in the alignment. The latter produces optimal local alignments which do not neces-
sarily include all residues, but rather only the most conserved parts of each sequence.

The recurrence equation for the NW and SW algorithms is shown in equation 1.1. M is a func-
tion returning the substitution or match/mismatch score between character i of sequenceQ and
character j of sequence T . In the simplest case, the algorithmgives a score of 1 for an exactmatch
and a score of -1 for a mismatch. This is also called identity scoring. The function g returns a
gap score. In the simplest case -1 could be used. The solutions to previous calls of the function
S(i, j) are memorized to avoid solving the sub-problems S(i−1, j−1), S(i−1, j) and S(i, j−1)

repeatedly.

https://pymol.org
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S(i, j) = max



S(i− 1, j − 1) +M(Qi, Tj), (match/mismatch)
S(i− 1, j) + g(Qi, –), (deletion)
S(i, j − 1) + g(–, Tj), (insertion)
0 (only in Smith-Waterman).

(1.1)

To compute the alignment score of a query sequenceQ and target sequence T , the two sequences
are arranged on the two sides of a grid (usually with an additional first row and first column).
The first rowand column are initializedwith zeros in the SWcase, to allowan alignment to begin
anywhere in either sequence. For NW the first row and column are initialized with increasing
gap costs. The dynamic programming recurrence equation is computed for every cell. In SW
the cell with the highest score is stored and marks the end of the alignment. In NW the cell in
the bottom-right corner marks the end of the alignment.

During each cell update the direction that was taken (left for deletion, top-left for match/mis-
match, right for insertion) to compute the maximum is stored in a traceback matrix. From the
end cell of the alignment the path is then traced back. If the top-left direction is chosen, the two
corresponding letters in Q and T are aligned with each other. If either the left or top path is
chosen a gap character (usually ‘-’) is introduced and alignedwith the corresponding sequence
letter. In SW the alignment stops once the first zero is encountered. In NW the alignment con-
tinues to the top-left cell.

Affine gap costs. The algorithm as described scores many one-character gaps, just as highly
as – biologically much more likely – fewer, but longer gaps. Affine gap costs were introduced to
penalize the former. Affine gap costs separate the costs for opening a gap, so a higher cost can
be “paid” a single time, and the costs for extending gaps, where a lower cost can be repeatedly
paid. Gotoh [1982] introduced an efficient formulation of this algorithm.

Substitution matrices. Using identity scoring (e.g., 1 for matches and −1 for mismatches) is
usually insufficient for amino acids, as for biological sequences some amino acids exchanges are
more likely than others. This might be due to chemical relatedness, hydrophobicity, acidity and
other properties. Amino acid substitution matrices were created that assign each pair of amino
acids a score for the likelihood of substitution in evolutionarily related sequence families. One
of the first such matrices was the Point Accepted Mutation (PAM) matrix [Dayhoff et al., 1978].
Later the Blocks Substitution Matrix (BLOSUM) family of matrices was introduced [Henikoff
and Henikoff, 1992]. To create the BLOSUM matrices, amino acid substitution frequencies in
highly conserved protein families were counted and turned into log-odd scores.

Multiple sequence alignments

Homologous sequences from multiple sources can also be aligned as MSAs. Here, each indi-
vidual sequence is placed into a separate row and evolutionary conserved residues from each
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sequence are aligned into columns. Gap characters indicate insertions or deletion. As produc-
ing optimal MSAs was found to be NP-hard (e.g., in Elias [2006]), MSA generation methods
use heuristics to produce MSAs in reasonable time. Figure 1.4 shows a cropped region of the
MSA of the sequence of the tautomerase shown in Figure 1.1 and multiple related sequences
from the UniProt [Bateman et al., 2021].

1DPT/55-74
A0A5A7RF11/55-73
A0A6A4XAY3/55-73
A0A2A6CG61/55-73
UPI00067C6F19/55-73
A0A0M3HKV0/55-62

P C A Q L S I S S IG V V G T A E D N R
P A A Y G E L I S IG G L - T S D V N K
P C A V C R L T A IN N ID - E E H N R
P V C H IV IK S IG C V G - EQ L N I
P G A IA T F E S IG S V G - P E E N K
P T C V IT V R - - - - - - - - - - - -

Figure 1.4: Cropped MSA of 1DPT against many UniRef sequences. Cre-
ated with Jalview [Waterhouse et al., 2009].

An MSA can be the starting point for many different analyses, such as phylogenetic analysis
[Feng and Doolittle, 1987] or determination of contacts within a protein [Göbel et al., 1994].
Protein families are usually provided as MSAs (e.g., PFAM [Mistry et al., 2021]). MSAs of
sufficient quality continue to be important in AlphaFold2 [Jumper et al., 2021a] to produce
highly accurate predicted protein structures, although around 30 sufficiently diverse sequences
are often enough.

Sequence profiles. From multiple sequence alignments various forms of profiles can be com-
puted that can be used for much more sensitive pairwise sequence searches. A simple form of
sequence profile is the Position Specific ScoringMatrix (PSSM),where theM×N largeMSA (M
being the number of sequences and N the length of the MSA) is reduced to alphabet size×N .
This allows during a pairwise alignment to create a position specific substitution matrix for
each MSA column. Figure 1.5 shows a sequence logo [Schneider and Stephens, 1990], where
the height of each letter indicates the likelihood of it to appear in this position. Highly conserved
columns contain only a single tall letter.

Figure 1.5: Sequence logo of 1DPT MSA
from Fig. 1.4. Created with Jalview.

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based profiles furthermore add various transition scores to
the sequence profiles. This allows to explicitly model transition probabilities from match-to-
match state, match-to-deletion and so on. Software like HMMER [Eddy, 2011] and HHblits
[Steinegger et al., 2019a] use profile-HMMs for highly sensitive homology searches.
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1.3 Current methods for homology search

Due to their quadratic runtime complexity, Needleman-Wunsch and Smith-Waterman can only
be applied to small collections of sequences. However, as reference databases began undergoing
rapid growth in the 1980s, faster heuristics were required to keep up. FASTA [Lipman and
Pearson, 1985] and BLAST [Altschul et al., 1990] were some of the early methods that could
deal with the growing databases. For reference, the Intel 386 and 486 CPUs were state-of-the-
art in 1985 and 1990 respectively. They had 12MHz to 20MHz clock speeds and RAM amounts
between 1MB to 16MB.

Today, reference databases contain hundreds of millions of sequences, while protein catalogs
mined frommetagenomics contain tens of billions of sequences. Workstations can contain hun-
dreds of CPU cores and terabytes of RAM. Modern hardware features have enabled the devel-
opment of much faster algorithms to handle the enormous amount of steadily growing data.

In the following I will focus on two methods that introduced novel algorithms and were able to
exploit modern hardware to face the challenges of metagenomic data analyses.

MMseqs2

MMseqs2 [Steinegger and Söding, 2017] is one suchmethod that profits from advances in hard-
ware. Specifically, MMseqs2 uses the large amount of RAM available on modern systems to
build efficient index structures of the reference databases. These allow fast and efficient queries
to identify likely homologous candidates and discard likely unrelated ones. As MMseqs2 is
used in every project in this work, I will provide an introduction into its software architecture
and core algorithms.

At its core MMseqs2 facilitates batch processing through exchange of its data exchange for-
mats (“databases”, see below), between modules implementing different algorithms. These
consume specific input databases and emit new output databases containing the results of the
respective algorithms.

For example, during a homology search a sequence file containing proteins in FASTA format is
converted to an amino acid database. This database is given together with a similar database of
reference sequence to the prefiltering module (prefilter) to quickly identify likely homolo-
gous pairs. The prefilter’s output is a new prefiltering database containing only these pairs. The
two sequence databases and the prefiltering database are then used in the alignment module
(align). It aligns the prefiltered pairs with the sensitive but much slower Smith-Waterman-
Gotoh algorithm, identifies homologous pairs and emits them in a new alignment database.
In the last step, the convertalis module converts the alignment database to a user defined
human-readable output format.

This modularized architecture enables reuse of existing modules for new applications. Thus,
only modules specific to a new application have to be implemented.
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Figure 1.6: Details of the MMseqs2 database format. The
database format was introduced for fast, direct access to
many small entries.

MMseqs2 databases. The MMseqs2
database format was built to avoid many
pitfalls with processing a large num-
ber of small files. A typical sequence
database contains tens to hundreds of
millions of sequence entries. Process-
ing these as separate files could lead to
various issues, such as file-system slow-
down and system-call overheads.

Instead, we store all these entries into
a single file with each entry separated
from the next by a null byte character.
Additionally, we store for each entry an
identifier (key), its position (byte-offset)
in the file and the entry length in a sepa-
rate file (index file). The lines of the in-
dex file are sorted by keys. Thus, entries
can be quickly found through a binary search (see Figure 1.6 for a schematic description). When
a database is used, it is typically read using memory mapping, a mechanism provided by the op-
erating system which allows reading the file as if it was a string in RAM.
Prefilter. The prefiltering module implements one of the most important algorithms in MM-
seqs2. The prefilter’s main objective is to quickly identify two consecutive k-mer hits on the
same diagonal above a given score threshold. k-mers are k characters-long sub-strings of a se-
quence. MMseqs2 precomputes a data structure to store every occurrence of a k-mer in a target
database together with the position within its sequence. With this data structure, k-mer hits on
the same diagonal (i − j, where i and j are the start positions of the respective k-mer in the
query and target sequence) can be efficiently identified. Demanding double-consecutive hits
increases selectivity by rejecting most chance k-mer hits. To increase sensitivity, MMseqs2 not
only compares the original k-mer extracted from the query to the database k-mers, but also gen-
erates a list of similar k-mers, where letters within the query k-mer are progressively replaced
with similar characters according to a substitution matrix. To reduce dependencies between
consecutive k-mers in sequences, we use spaced k-mers, where the extracted substring contains
k informative positions and number of ignored positions.

The MMseqs2 prefilter is thus a heuristic that quickly identifies likely homologous sequence
pairs, while rejecting few real hits and allowing few false hits. This does not only result in high
sensitivity, but also, crucially, a large speedup over the slower downstream algorithms, as they
have to investigate a much-reduced search space.
Alignment. MMseqs2 uses a Farrar-style Smith-Waterman-Gotoh [Farrar, 2007, Zhao et al.,
2013] algorithm to identify homologous hits. This algorithm is vectorized to use Single Instruc-
tionMultiple Data (SIMD) processing capabilities ofmodern CPUs. SIMD-vectorization allows
efficient processing of multiple values with a single CPU instruction.
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DIAMOND
DIAMOND [Buchfink et al., 2015, 2021] is another fast and sensitive sequence aligner. It drives
the homology-based search for the assignment of taxonomic labels in CAT [Von Meijenfeldt
et al., 2019], thus also requiring some details about its inner workings.

In contrast to MMseqs2, DIAMOND precomputes sorted lists of k-mers for both query and
target sequences. To identify shared k-mers between query and target sequences, both lists are
linearly read together. This approach results in a high utilization of cacheswithinmodern CPUs
and, thus, in fast and efficient identification of likely homologous pairs. To increase sensitivity,
DIAMOND repeats this search with multiple spaced k-mer patterns. The found pairs are then
aligned with a SIMD accelerated Smith-Waterman algorithm to identify homologous hits.

1.4 Metagenomics and the sequencing revolution
Since the Human Genome Project first decoded the human genome, sequencing technology
has improved dramatically in throughput and price [Venter et al., 2001]. An estimated 500
million $ to 1 billion $ were spent to produce the first high-quality human reference genome
[Wetterstrand, 2021a]. Illumina, a biotechnology company specialized in sequencingmachines,
claimed in 2014 to have reached the stated goal of the 1000$ genome. However, the National
HumanGenomeResearch Institute (NHGRI) states that this price point has only becomewidely
accessible in the beginning of 2019 [Wetterstrand, 2021b]. Figure 1.7 shows the drop in costs for
sequencing a megabase of DNA since the human genome project.

Cost per megabase of DNA sequencing

as reported by the NHGRI at genome.gov/sequencingcosts

$0.01

$0.10

$1

$10

$100

$1,000

$10,000

2005 2010 2015 2020

Figure 1.7: Costs to sequence one megabase of DNA according to the NHGRI.

The availability of fast and affordable sequencing technologies has enabled a revolution of se-
quencing samples directly from various environmental sources, such as soils, oceans, animal
guts and many more. The study of microorganisms directly from their native environments
without culturing in a laboratory has been named metagenomics [Handelsman et al., 1998].
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Early metagenomics experiments could only resolve few genomes from low diversity sources
(e.g., five bacterial genomes from acid mine drainage by Tyson et al. [2004]). Technology and
software have improved to the point that it is now possible to resolve hundreds of thousands
of high-quality genomes (e.g. Almeida et al. [2021]) or billions of proteins [Steinegger et al.,
2019b, Mitchell et al., 2020] from metagenomic experiments.
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Figure 1.8: (a) Growth of the number of publications indexed in PubMed [Sayers et al., 2021a] containing
the term “metagenomic”. (b) Growth of the SRA in log-scale.

The results of sequencing experiments are deposited – often by mandate if they are to be pub-
lished – in the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) and made available to the scientific community.
Over 53 PB of data in a total of 12.1 million indexed sequencing experiments are now deposited
in the SRA, a figure that continues to grow rapidly (Fig. 1.8 right). As metadata is not standard-
ized [Kasmanas et al., 2021] estimating the share of metagenomic data proves itself difficult.
Searching the SRA for the term “metagenomic” currently (Nov 2021) results in over 2 million
hits, a substantial fraction of all data sets.
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1.5 Taxonomy

Taxonomic classification of species began as a modern science with Carl Linnaeus, who is also
called the “father of modern taxonomy” [Calisher, 2007]. Linnaeus introduced a hierarchical
system of taxonomic ranks – from the root of all life to phyla, classes, orders, families, genera
and species – and the binomial nomenclature with two-part scientific names for species. The
first, generic name identifies the genus and the second, the specific names, identifies the species.
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Figure 1.9: Taxonomic visualization of the acid mine drainage dataset [Tyson et al., 2004] mentioned in
section 1.4. Created with Krona [Ondov et al., 2011].

Today, the actual naming is governed by international societies, such as the International Com-
mittee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICVT) for viruses (among many others). A central reposi-
tory for taxonomic classification is hosted by theNational Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) [Federhen, 2012], which maintains a digitally readable taxonomy.

Historically, the exact definition of a species has been controversial [Hey et al., 2005]. The con-
cept of reproductive isolation, defining species in terms of the ability to produce reproductively
viable offspring, has been successfully applied to differentiate most sexually reproducing eu-
karyotic species. The vast majority of microorganisms (such as viruses, bacteria, protists etc.)
however, do not reproduce sexually, or only rarely. Additionally, horizontal gene transfer – the
exchange of genetic material between individual microorganisms – further complicatesmatters.
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For bacteria, a 95% average nucleotide identity of the 16S ribosomal RNA subunit is commonly
used as a cutoff to separate species [Goris et al., 2007]. Additionally, bacterial species have to be
culturable and samples have to be deposited into public repositories before they are assigned
an official name.

Most species identified in metagenomic experiments are however unculturable. Thus, the di-
versity of microorganisms found in these is absent from taxonomic databases. A proposed so-
lution to allow naming of unculturable microbes was to allow genome sequences to be directly
deposited in the public repositories [Murray et al., 2020]. However, this proposal was rejected.

To alleviate this, independent taxonomies based on genomic data alone were developed. The
Genome Taxonomy Database (GTDB) [Parks et al., 2018, 2021] contains a consistent taxon-
omy based on 258 406 bacterial and archaeal genomes. These genomes originate from iso-
lates, metagenome assembled genomes and single amplified genomes, covering amuch broader
range of microbial life.

Inconsistencies between these approaches remain an important challenge. A widely known ex-
ample of the difficulty in classifying bacterial species are the two bacteria Escherichia coli and
Shigella flexneri. Both species have highly similar genomes, thus should – from a biological per-
spective – reside in the same genus [Zuo et al., 2013]. However, in clinical care infections by E.
coli and S. flexneri have vastly different risks and treatments [Devanga Ragupathi et al., 2018].
The decision of the GTDB to resolve the biological misclassification bymoving S. flexneri into the
Escherichia genus and renaming it to Escherichia flexneri was met with heavy criticism [Sanford
et al., 2021].

Determining the taxonomic identity of unknown sequences is an important task in sequence
analysis. The most commonly used technique is to transfer taxonomical labels to unknown
sequences by comparing them to a reference database annotated with taxonomic labels. As ref-
erence database searches rarely yield only one exact match of an unknown sequence, taxonomic
labels are assigned by combining evidence frommultiple close hits and computing e.g., a lowest
common ancestor as the best possible label.

A distinction can be made between methods using nucleotide- and protein reference databases
for taxonomic assignment. Since protein sequences are more conserved than their DNA coun-
terparts, protein alignments can be used to detect homology into the twilight zone of 20–35% se-
quence identity [Rost, 1999]. With this strategy, taxonomic labels can be assigned to sequences,
which do not have sufficient similarity to any known sequence on the DNA level.

Many computational methods are available for fast taxonomic classification (as reviewed in
Sczyrba et al. [2017], Ye et al. [2019], Meyer et al. [2021]). Kraken [Wood and Salzberg, 2014,
Wood et al., 2019] is a commonly used method for taxonomic assignment of short sequence
reads. Methods like Kaiju [Menzel et al., 2016] and Megan [Huson et al., 2007] are commonly
used to exploit protein databases. Fewer methods taxonomically annotate assembled contigs;
one such method is CAT [Von Meijenfeldt et al., 2019] and another is MMseqs2 taxonomy
[Mirdita et al., 2021], presented here.
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1.6 Protein structure prediction

Early experiments have shown that denatured (forcibly unfolded) proteins will often regain
their function when returned to normal physiological conditions [Anson, 1945]. As a conse-
quence it was postulated that there must exist a unique mapping of the amino acid sequence
to its native three-dimensional structure [Anfinsen, 1973] (Anfinsen’s dogma). Even though
some broad classes of exceptions are now known (e.g., proteins with multiple native conforma-
tions [Fox et al., 1986] or intrinsically disordered proteins [Dunker et al., 2013]), the dogma can
still be considered to broadly hold; the amino acid sequence of a protein largely determines its
three-dimensional structure.

An implication of Anfinsen’s dogma is that it may be possible to predict the three-dimensional
structure given an amino acid sequence. Themain task lies in predicting the positions of the pro-
tein backbone, the chain of α-carbons of all the amino acids. The backbone is usually encoded
in terms of three relevant angles (φ,ψ,ω) that uniquely define the position of each α-carbon
in three-dimensional space (Ramachandran et al. [1963], also called dihedral angles). This re-
sults in a combinatorial explosion of possible arrangements even for relatively short amino acid
chains, making it infeasible to solve the protein folding problem with algorithms that rely on
exploring the full parameter space.

The interest in producing in silico predicted protein structures is not solely academic. Exper-
imental structure determination methods (i.e., X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy and
cryogenic electronmicroscopy) are costly in terms of procuring the expensivemachines, contin-
uously maintaining these and, perhaps most important, in terms of the laboriously and error-
prone preparation of each protein whose structure should be solved.

Luckily, proteins are real biological entities and fold under biochemical and physical constraints.
Thus, the space of possible arrangements is limited and researchers began to investigate how to
exploit these limits to predict protein structures computationally [Levitt and Warshel, 1975].

The Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction (CASP) competition was started to objectively
monitor the progress of the state-of-the-art of computational protein structure determination
[Moult et al., 1995]. In almost three decades of biennial competitions, the research community
has investigated various approaches.

In the following I want to highlight broad classes of methods that found prominence in CASP
and conclude with a brief introduction to AlphaFold2, which has been particularly ground-
breaking.

Traditionally, protein structure prediction was tackled through template-based-modeling or
(template-)free modeling [Kuhlman and Bradley, 2019]. However, this distinction has become
much more blurred with the rise of machine learning based methods [AlQuraishi, 2021a].

Template-based modeling. In template-based modeling, homology search is used to find se-
quences of already solved structures or solved fragments thereof – also called templates. As
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protein structures are much more conserved than their sequences [Illergård et al., 2009], struc-
ture information can be transferred from the template to the target to predict the structure of
the unknown sequence. Particularly, software that is able to detect very remote homology to a
known structure is useful to increase the coverage of solved parts for structure determination
[Hildebrand et al., 2009].

Template-free modeling. When no homologous templates can be found, much more difficult
template-free modeling approaches have to be used, as no information from already solved
structures is available. A widely used strategy is to search for residue pairs that are distant
from each other in the amino acid sequence but close in three-dimensional space (under 8Å).
If enough such pairs can be found, then the possible conformation-space could be restricted
enough to make protein structure predictions feasible [Kim et al., 2014]. One way to find such
residue pairs is based on the observation that structural constraints lead to a characteristic co-
evolution footprint in the MSA that can be exploited to improve structure prediction. Many
methods for contact predictions were developed [Kamisetty et al., 2013, Seemayer et al., 2014,
Jones et al., 2015, Wang et al., 2018] and their application to protein structure prediction led to
significant improvements in CASP12 [Schaarschmidt et al., 2018].

Molecular dynamics and model refinement. The seeminglymost natural computational solu-
tion to the protein folding problem is the full physical ab initio simulation of the folding of a pro-
tein within its environment. This approach is also called molecular dynamics. However, this
is extremely computationally demanding and only possible for short proteins and timescales
[Bonneau and Baker, 2001]. Thus, molecular dynamics has remained confined to model refine-
ment, where it is used to improve models predicted by faster methods [Heo and Feig, 2018a].
Despite the many efforts, progress has stalled in recent CASP competitions in relation to other
methods [Heo and Feig, 2018b].

AlphaFold. AlphaFold1 [Senior et al., 2020] and AlphaFold2 [Jumper et al., 2021a] won the
CASP13 and CASP14 competitions, respectively. AlphaFold2’s predictions in CASP14 achieved
a median GDT-TS of 92.4% [Jumper et al., 2021b, Kryshtafovych et al., 2021] – a value compa-
rable to the error of margin of experimental structure determination methods. This success is
attributed to the extensive expertise of the authors in implementing and training novel machine
learning methods based on end-to-end deep learning [Glasmachers, 2017, AlQuraishi, 2021b].
In end-to-end deep learning, the problem – from input features to output structure prediction
– is encoded as a single neural network.

While AlphaFold1 employs residual networks [He et al., 2015] to predict dihedral angles and
inter-residue distances from a contact map and PSSM input, AlphaFold2 leverages transformer
neural networks architecture [Vaswani et al., 2017] to directly predict structures fromMSA and
template input. A remarkable feature of AlphaFold2 is that it often produces high quality struc-
tures with very few diverse sequences provided as input MSA features (∼30).
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1 Introduction

The most popular sequence similarity search tool, BLAST (Altschul

et al., 1990, 1997), has garnered �7000 citations per year during

the last 5 years, attesting to the unremitting importance of sequence

searches for biology. This popularity may be largely owed to the ex-

cellent web services with short response times despite fast-growing

databases provided by the NCBI/NIH, which requires a huge com-

pute infrastructure. The distributed approach of running searches lo-

cally on personal computers or IT platforms of companies and

research groups allows for custom databases, high availability and

protects sensitive data. But web server applications for local hom-

ology searches are slow as they mostly rely on BLAST (e.g. Deng

et al., 2007; Priyam et al., 2015). Here, we present an application

software to search with protein and nucleotide sequences through

custom protein sequence and profile databases using MMseqs2

(Steinegger and Söding, 2017), achieving response times of seconds

instead of minutes at a similar sensitivity as BLAST.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Reduced runtime overhead
MMseqs2 owes its sensitivity and speed mainly to its pre-filtering

stage, which rejects �99.99% of sequences. The pre-filter uses a

reverse k-mer index table for the target database and also requires

matrices with similarity scores between 2-mers and between 3-mers

to generate the lists of similar 7-mers (Steinegger and Söding, 2017).

Reading in the index table and computing these matrices on-the-fly

takes �0.5 min of runtime overhead for each search. We reduced

this to 0.05 s by (1) writing the index table, the matrices and other

pre-computable data into a file if it does not yet exist, memory map-

ping the file to take advantage of the system page cache (for detailed

memory requirements see Supplementary Materials) and (3) opti-

mizing I/O operations.

2.2 Optimized sequence-to-profile search mode
The index table for profile databases stores, for each position in a

profile, all k-mers with a profile similarity score above a threshold

set by –s. The number of similar k-mers grows exponentially with k.

To save memory, we chose a short k¼5 as default for this mode.

We also added to Mmseqs2 utilities for creating profiles from mul-

tiple sequence alignments (MSAs) and converting between profile

formats.

2.3 Desktop and web server app
Based on the same code base, the application can be either deployed

through Docker containers to be accessed through web browsers or
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packaged as a desktop GUI application with the Electron framework

(electronjs.org). In either case, the backend part of the application

provides a RESTful API and worker scheduling. The server supports

protein, translated nucleotide and nucleotide sequence searches and

iterative and reverse profile searches.

The application takes a list of either protein or nucleotide

sequences in FASTA/FASTQ format as query input. To generate a

target search database, the application takes a FASTA/FASTQ file

for protein sequence searches or a STOCKHOLM MSA file for pro-

tein profile searches. Search results are shown with a customized

feature-viewer (github.com/calipho-sib/feature-viewer) (Fig. 1A)

and can be downloaded in tabular BLAST format.

3 Results

Figure 1B demonstrates the reduction of runtime overhead by com-

paring the runtimes of the Mmseqs2 version without (‘baseline’) to

the new version with pre-computations and memory mapping (‘ser-

ver mode’). Runtimes refer to searches with amino acid query sets of

1, 10, 100, 1000 and 10 000 sequences of average length 350

(sampled from the Uniclust30 database) through the Uniclust30

2017_10 database (Mirdita et al., 2017) with 13.5 million sequen-

ces, measured on a server with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 CPUs with

14 cores each. The index table and matrix pre-computation (�3 min

40 s) is not included in the runtimes.

To test the quality and speed of annotating Pfam domains on

genes assembled from metagenomics data, we built a test set by sam-

pling 100 000 full-length sequences longer than 150 residues from

our Marine Eukaryotic Reference Catalogue (Steinegger et al.,

2018), clustering this set to 30% maximum pairwise sequence iden-

tity with MMseqs2 and sampling 10 000 sequences from the

redundancy-reduced set. We annotated these sequences with PfamA

31.0 domains (Finn et al., 2014) using HMMER3 (Finn et al.,

2011).

We then compared how well the sequence-sequence searches of

MMseqs2, BLAST and DIAMOND (Buchfink et al., 2015) and the

sequence-to-profile searches of MMseqs2 could find the correct do-

main annotations. For the sequence-sequence search methods, we

built a database from all sequences in PfamA.full MSAs and

reported as E-value of a Pfam domain the E-value for the best-

matching sequence from its MSA. We defined a search as true posi-

tive (TP) if the top match was annotated by HMMER3 with an E-

value better than 10�3 and as false positive (FP) if the top match was

not annotated with an HMMER3 E-value below 1. All other

searches were considered ambiguous and ignored. For each method,

we determined the E-value at which the precision TP/(TPþFP) is

95% and measured the sensitivity at that E-value.

As Figure 1C shows, MMseqs2 sequence-to-profile searches are

�30 times faster than sequence-sequence searches with DIAMOND,

MMseqs2 and BLAST and �300 times faster than HMMER3.

MMseqs2 sequence-to-profile searches reach 87% relative sensitiv-

ity at 95% precision, making them an attractive alternative to

HMMER3 when speed is critical.

4 Conclusion

The desktop and web server app for MMseqs2 performs fast se-

quence searches at unprecedented speed-to-sensitivity trade-off on

local computers. Thousand queries take only a minute to search

through fifteen million sequences of the Uniclust30 database, much

faster than NCBI’s BLAST website. We hope the MMseqs2 app will

also empower users unfamiliar with command line interfaces to per-

form fast and sensitive searches with their own sequence and profile

databases.
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I. MEMORY REQUIREMENTS

The MMseqs2 web server keeps the precomputed index
fully in main memory using memory mapping with the
mmap system call.

For optimal speed, the whole precomputed index file
has to reside in the operating system’s page cache.

The precomputed index consists predominantly of two
parts: (1) the k-mer lookup table and (2) the residues.
The memory consumption grows linearly with the num-
ber of residues in the database.

A. Sequence-sequence search requirements

The following formula can be used to estimate the size
M of the precomputed index file in the case of a sequence-
sequence search.

M ≈ 8 b ×N × L

+ 8 b × ak

+ 32 b ×N

Where N is the database size, L is the average se-
quence length, a the alphabet size (typically 20, with the
unknown residue X excluded) and k the k-mer size.

The following table shows memory requirements for a
few example databases of different sizes:

Name Release Entries Size k = 6 Size k = 7

SwissProt 2018 08 558125 2.3GB 12GB

Uniclust30 2018 08 30M 56GB 64GB

Uniclust50 2018 08 45M 96GB 105GB

Uniclust90 2018 08 120M 295GB 304GB

TABLE I. Memory requirements for typical sequence search
databases.

B. Sequence-profile search requirements

The target profile search keeps all similar k-mers for
each profile in memory. The memory consumption M is

dominated by the average k-mer list length (Kavg) per
profile column. Kavg depends on the chosen sensitivity
setting, higher sensitivity results in longer k-mer lists.

M ≈ 6 b ×N × Lp ×Kavg

Where N is the database size, Lp is the average profile
column length.

The following table shows memory requirements and
typical Kavg values for the Pfam-A profile database at
different sensitivity settings:

Sensitivity k = 5 Kavg k = 6 Kavg

s = 1 123MB 4.7 1.1GB 19.2

s = 3 633MB 26 5.0GB 190

s = 5 5.3GB 231 25GB 1070

s = 7 26GB 1401 119G 5279

TABLE II. Memory requirements for Pfam-A 31.0 profile
search databases (16479 profiles, 4006517 total residues in
consensus sequences).

II. SOFTWARE VERSIONS

Name Version

MMseqs2 Git: 8a8520c

blastp 2.6.0+

hmmer 3.1b2

diamond 0.9.19

TABLE III. Software versions used in this manuscript.
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Abstract

Summary: MMseqs2 taxonomy is a new tool to assign taxonomic labels to metagenomic contigs. It extracts all pos-
sible protein fragments from each contig, quickly retains those that can contribute to taxonomic annotation, assigns
them with robust labels and determines the contig’s taxonomic identity by weighted voting. Its fragment extraction
step is suitable for the analysis of all domains of life. MMseqs2 taxonomy is 2–18� faster than state-of-the-art tools
and also contains new modules for creating and manipulating taxonomic reference databases as well as reporting
and visualizing taxonomic assignments.

Availability and implementation: MMseqs2 taxonomy is part of the MMseqs2 free open-source software package
available for Linux, macOS and Windows at https://mmseqs.com.

Contact: soeding@mpibpc.mpg.de

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Metagenomic studies shine a light on previously unstudied parts of
the tree of life. However, unraveling taxonomic composition accur-
ately and quickly remains a challenge. While most methods label
short metagenomic reads (reviewed in Sczyrba et al., 2017), only a
handful (e.g. Huson et al., 2018) assign entire contigs, even though
this should lead to improved accuracy.

Recently, von Meijenfeldt et al. (2019) developed CAT, a tool
for taxonomic annotation of contigs based on protein homologies to
a reference database. It combines Prodigal (Hyatt et al., 2010) for
predicting open reading frames (ORFs), DIAMOND (Buchfink
et al., 2015) to search with the translated ORFs, and logic to aggre-
gate individual ORF annotations. CAT achieved higher precision
than state-of-the-art tools on bacterial benchmarks. Despite its ad-
vantage over existing methods, CAT has limitations: (i) Prodigal
was designed for prokaryotes and not eukaryotes (West et al.,
2018); (ii) Prodigal runs single-threaded, limiting applicability to
metagenomics; (iii) CAT’s r parameter determines the cut-off score
below each ORF’s top-hit above which hits are included in the
ORF’s lowest common ancestor (LCA) computation. Although the
authors provide guidelines to set r, it is unclear how general they
are.

Here, we present MMseqs2 taxonomy, a novel protein-search-
based tool for taxonomy assignment to contigs. It overcomes the
aforementioned limitations by extracting all possible protein frag-

ments, covering the coding repertoire of all domains of life. It quick-
ly eliminates fragments that do not bear minimal similarity to the

reference database, and searches with the remaining ones. MMseqs2
taxonomy uses an approximate 2bLCA (Hingamp et al., 2013) strat-
egy to assign translated fragments to taxonomic nodes

(Supplementary Material). The hits for the approximate 2bLCA
computation are determined automatically, saving the need to tune

an equivalent of CAT’s r parameter. It outperforms CAT on bacter-
ial and eukaryotic datasets.

2 Materials and methods

Input. Contigs are provided as (compressed) FASTA/Q files. As ref-

erence, the databases workflow can download and prepare various
public taxonomy databases, such as, nr (Agarwala et al., 2018),

UniProt (Bateman, 2019) or GTDB (Parks et al., 2020).
Alternatively, users can prepare their own taxonomic reference data-
base (see MMseqs2 wiki).

Algorithm. The four main steps are described in Figure 1A.

VC The Author(s) 2021. Published by Oxford University Press. 1
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Output. MMseqs2 taxonomy returns the following eight fields
for each contig accession: (i) the taxonomic identifier (taxid) of the
assigned label, (ii) rank, (iii) name, followed by the number of frag-

ments: (iv) retained, (v) taxonomically assigned, and (vi) in agree-
ment with the contig label (i.e. same taxid or have it as an ancestor),

(vii) the support the taxid received and, optionally, (viii) the full lin-
eage. The result can be converted to a TSV-file, and to a Kraken
(Wood et al., 2019) report or a Krona (Ondov et al., 2011) visual-

ization (Supplementary Material).

3 Results

Bacterial dataset. The CAMI-I high-complexity challenge and its

accompanying RefSeq 2015 reference database (Sczyrba et al.,
2017) were given to MMseqs2 and CAT. AMBER v2 (Meyer et al.,
2018) was used to assess the taxonomic assignment by computing

the average completeness (Fig. 1B) and purity (Supplementary Fig.
S1) bp using its taxonomic binning benchmark mode. At similar as-

signment quality, MMseqs2 taxonomy is 18� faster than CAT.
Using the nr, MMseqs2 is 10� faster (Supplementary Fig. S2).

Eukaryotic dataset. All 57 SAR (taxid 2698737) RefSeq assem-
blies and their taxonomic labels were downloaded from NCBI in 08/
2020. To resemble metagenomic data, their scaffolds were randomly

divided following the length distribution of contigs assembled for
sample ERR873969 of eukaryotic Tara Oceans (Carradec et al.,
2018), resulting in 2.7 million non-overlapping contigs with a min-
imal length of 300 bp. Using nr from 08/2020, MMseqs2 classified
more contigs than CAT (62% versus 47%). For 36%, CAT

extracted a fragment that did not hit the reference, suggesting frag-
ments extracted by MMseqs2 are more informative for eukaryotic
taxonomic annotation (Fig. 1C, Supplementary Fig. S3).

4 Conclusion

MMseqs2 taxonomy is as accurate as CAT on a bacterial dataset

while being 3–18� faster and requiring fewer parameters. Its
extracted fragments make it suitable for analyzing eukaryotes. It is

accompanied by several taxonomy utility modules to assist with
taxonomic analyses.
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S3

EARLY PROTEIN FRAGMENT REJECTION

MMseqs2 taxonomy uses the prefilter module to
find the translated fragment-to-reference match with the
highest number of consecutive similar k-mer matches
on the same diagonal. Fragments with fewer than
three matches to any reference sequence are removed.
The remaining pairs are aligned without gaps using
rescorediagonal and the fragment in each pair is re-
tained if the pair’s E-value is smaller than 100.

APPROXIMATE 2BLCA

The 2bLCA procedure consists of two searches: (I)
A search with a query sequence against a set of target
sequences. (II) A search with the aligned region of the
most significant sequence match against the same target
sequences. The taxonomic labels of all hits with an E-
value smaller or equal to the best hit E-value in search I
are used to compute an LCA.

The prefilter of MMseqs2 can quickly identify candi-
dates of homology, which are then verified by a costly
alignment step. We approximate 2bLCA by assuming
that most candidates found in a prefiltering step of search
I would also cover the candidates found by search II.
Thus, we reuse the same list of prefiltering candidates
for both alignment steps.

Additionally, we exploit MMseqs2’s support for multi-
ple alignment modes to calculate only the score and E-
value, or to additionally compute the alignment bound-
aries. In the initial alignment of the query against the
target candidates, we use the first mode to find the hit
with the best E-value and then we recompute, for the
best hit only, the alignment boundaries with the slower,
second alignment mode. To compute the E-values of the
best matching aligned region to the target sequences we
also use the first, faster alignment mode.

We applied --max-accept 30 and
--max-rejected 5 in the first alignment and
--max-rejected 5 in the second alignment, to
further speed up the alignments.

Name Version Comment
MMseqs2 Git: 7da33b0 Benchmarks
MMseqs2 Git: 6379422 nr DB creation
CAT v5.1.1

TABLE S1. Software versions used in this manuscript.

Sequence set Version Entries Residues/Bases
CAMI I HC GSA 2015 42k 2.8B nucl.
CAMI I RefSeq 2015 16M 6.5B aa.
SAR (unchopped) 08/2020 67k 2.2B nucl.
SAR (chopped) 08/2020 2.7M 2.2B nucl.
nr 08/2020 303M 109B aa.

TABLE S2. Sequence sets used in this manuscript.

Method Target DB Peak RAM
MMseqs2 CAMI I RefSeq 60 GB
MMseqs2 nr 253 GB
CAT CAMI I RefSeq 45 GB
CAT nr 63 GB

TABLE S3. Peak RAM use of MMseqs2 and CAT with CAMI
I HC dataset. Memory use was measured on a server with two
14-core Intel E5-2680v4 CPUs and 768GB RAM. Note, how-
ever, that both methods can split the database into chunks
and search them one after the other to adapt to available
system memory.
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ColabFold offers accelerated protein structure and complex predictions by combining the fast homology search of MMseqs2 with AlphaFold2
or RoseTTAFold. ColabFold’s 20−30x faster search and optimized model use allows predicting thousands of proteins per day on a server
with one GPU. Coupled with Google Colaboratory, ColabFold becomes a free and accessible platform for protein folding. ColabFold is open-
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Predicting the three-dimensional structure of a protein from
its sequence alone remains an unsolved problem. However,
by exploiting the information in multiple sequence alignments
(MSAs) of related proteins as raw input features for end-to-
end training, AlphaFold2 [1] was able to predict the 3D atomic
coordinates of folded protein structures at an median GDT-TS
of 92.4% in the latest CASP14 [2] competition. The accuracy
of many of the predicted structures was within the error mar-
gin of experimental structure determination methods. Many
ideas of AlphaFold2 were independently reproduced and im-
plemented in RoseTTAFold [3]. Additionally to single chain
predictions, RoseTTAFold was shown to model protein com-
plexes. Evans et al. [3] also announced a refined version of
AlphaFold2 for complex prediction. Thus, two highly accurate
open-source prediction methods are now publicly available.

In order to leverage the power of these methods researchers
require powerful compute-capabilities. First, to build diverse
MSAs, large collections of protein sequences from public refer-
ence [4] and environmental [1, 5] databases are searched using
the most sensitive homology detection methods HMMer [6]
and HHblits [7]. Due to the large database sizes these searches
can take up to hours for a single protein, while requiring over
two terabyte of storage space alone. Second, to execute the
deep neural networks GPUs with a large amount of GPU RAM
are required even for relatively common protein sizes of ∼1000
residues. Though, for these the MSA generation dominates
the overall run-time (Supplementary Fig. 1).

To enable researchers without these resources to use Al-
phaFold2 independent solutions based on Google Colabora-
tory were developed. Colaboratory is a proprietary version
of Jupyter Notebook hosted by Google. It is accessible for
free to logged-in users and includes access to powerful GPUs.
Tunyasuvunakool et al. [8] developed an AlphaFold2 Jupyter
Notebook for Google Colaboratory (referred to as AlphaFold-
Colab), where the input MSA is built by searching with HM-
Mer against a clustered UniProt and an eight-fold reduced en-
vironmental databases. Resulting in less accurate predictions,
while still requiring long search times.
1 Quantitative and Computational Biology, Max Planck Institute for
Biophysical Chemistry, Göttingen, Germany. 2 School of Biological Sci-
ences, Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea. 3 Department of
Biotechnology, Graduate School of Agricultural and Life Sciences, The
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan. 4 Collaborative Research Institute
for Innovative Microbiology, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.
5 Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA. 6 JHDSF Program, Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA. 7 FAS Division of Science, Har-
vard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA. 8 Artificial Intelligence
Institute, Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea * These authors
contributed equally and are ordered alphabetically.
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FIG. 1. (a) ColabFold sends a FASTA input sequence to a MM-
seqs2 server searching two databases UniRef100 and a database of
environmental sequences with three profile-search iterations each.
The second database is searched using a sequence-profile gener-
ated from the UniRef100 search as input. The server generates two
MSAs in A3M format containing all detected sequences. (b1) For
single structure predictions we filter both A3Ms using a diversity
aware filter and return this to be provided as the MSA input feature
to the AlphaFold2 models. (b2) For complex prediction we pair the
top hits within the same species to resolve the inter-complex con-
tacts and additionally add two unpaired MSAs (same to b1) to
guide the structure prediction. (c) To help researchers judge the
prediction quality we visualize MSA depth and diversity and show
the AlphaFold2 confidence measures (pLDDT and PAE).

Here, we present ColabFold, a fast and easy to use soft-
ware for protein structure and homo- and heteromer complex
prediction, for use as a Jupyter Notebook inside Google Co-
laboratory, on researchers’ local computers as a notebook or
through a command line interface. ColabFold speed-ups the
prediction by replacing the AlphaFold2’s input feature gener-
ation stage with a fast MMseqs2 [9, 10] search. It addition-
ally implements speed-ups for predictions of multiple struc-
tures by avoiding recompilation and adding early stop crite-
ria. We show that ColabFold outperforms AlphaFold-Colab
and matches AlphaFold2 on CASP14 targets while being 20-
30 times faster. ColabFold can compute a proteome (excluding
proteins >1000 residues) in 41 hours on a consumer GPU.
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FIG. 2. (a) Structure prediction comparison of AlphaFold2 (yellow), AlphFold-Colab (green) and ColabFold with BFD/MGnify (blue) and
with the ColabFoldDB (magenta) using predictions of 96 domains of 69 CASP14 targets. The 28 domains from the 20 free-modeling (FM)
targets are shown first. FM targets were used to optimize MMseqs2 search parameters. Each target was evaluated for each individual
domain (in total 96 domains). (b) MSA generation time for each CASP14 FM target sorted by protein length (same colors as before).
FM target T1064 shown separately to improve readability. (c) Comparison of ColabFold complex predictions with unpaired (red) and
unpaired+paired (blue) MSA-pairing modes, the databases BFD/MGnify (left of line) and ColabFoldDB (right). See Supplementary
Fig. 2 for comparison to paired-only mode.

ColabFold (Fig. 1) consists of three parts: (1) An MMseqs2
based homology search server to build diverse MSAs and to
find templates. The server efficiently aligns input sequence(s)
against the UniRef100, the PDB70 and an environmental se-
quence set. (2) A Python library that communicates with the
MMseqs2 search server, prepares the input features for (single
or complex) structure inference, and visualizes of results. This
library also implements a command line interface. (3) Jupyter
notebooks for basic, advanced and batch use (Methods “Co-
labFold notebooks”) using the Python library.

In ColabFold we replace the sensitive search methods HM-
Mer and HHblits by MMseqs2. We optimized the MSA gener-
ation by MMseqs2 to have the following three properties: (1)
MSA generation should be fast. (2) The MSA has to capture
diversity well and (3) it has to be small enough to run on GPUs
with limited RAM. Reducing the memory requirement is es-
pecially helpful in Google Colaboratory where the provided
GPU is selected from a pool with widely differing capabilities.
While (1) is achieved through the fast MMseqs2 prefilter for
(2 and 3) we developed a search workflow to maximize sen-
sitivity (Methods “MSA generation”) and a new filter that

samples the sequence space evenly (Methods “New diversity
aware filter” and Supplementary Fig. 3). Prediction qual-
ity highly depends on the input MSA. However, often only a
few (∼30) sufficiently diverse sequences are enough to produce
high quality predictions [1].

Additionally, we combined the BFD and MGnify databases
that are used in AlphaFold2 by HHblits and HMMer respec-
tively into a combined redundancy reduced version we refer to
as BFD/MGnify (Methods “Reducing size of BFD/MGnify”).
The environmental search database presented an opportunity
to improve structure predictions of non-bacterial sequences,
as e.g., eukaryotic protein diversity is not well represented in
the BFD and MGnify databases. Limitations in assembly and
gene calling due to complex intron/exon structures result in
under representation in reference databases. We therefore ex-
tended the BFD/MGnify with additional metagenomic protein
catalogues containing eukaryotic proteins [11, 12, 13], phage
catalogues [14, 15] and an updated version of MetaClust [16].
We refer to this database as ColabFoldDB (Methods “Colab-
FoldDB”). In Supplementary Fig. 4 we show that the Co-
labFoldDB in comparison to the BFD/MGnify produces more
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diverse MSAs for PFAM [17] domains with < 30 members.
To compare the accuracy of predicted structures we

compared AlphaFold2 (default settings with templates),
AlphaFold-Colab (no templates), and ColabFold (no tem-
plates) with the BFD/MGnify and ColabFoldDB on TM-
scores for all targets from the CASP14 competition (Fig. 2a),
split by free modeling (FM) targets on the left and the re-
maining ones on the right. We show this split as we used the
FM-targets for optimization of search workflow parameters.

The mean TM-scores for the FM targets are 0.826, 0.818,
0.79 and 0.744 for ColabFold (BFD/MGnify), ColabFold (Co-
labFoldDB), AlphaFold2 and the AlphaFold-Colab, respec-
tively. Over all CASP14 targets the TM-scores are 0.88, 0.877
and 0.88 for the former three respectively. For AlphaFold-
Colab we measured TM-scores only for FM targets as it cannot
be used stand-alone.

ColabFold could not predict T1084 well as MMseqs2 sup-
presses all databases hits as false positives due to its amino
acid composition filter and masking procedure. If these filters
are deactivated T1084 can be predicted with an TM-score of
0.872 (Supplementary Fig. 5).

ColabFold is on average 5x faster for single predictions than
AlphaFold2 and AlphaFold-Colab, when taking both MSA
generation (Fig. 2b) and model inference into account.

AlphaFold2 itself has no capabilities to model complexes.
However, we found that by combining two sequences with
a glycine linker [18] it could often successfully model com-
plexes. Shortly afterwards, Baek [19] found that incrementing
the model-internal residue index - the method that was used
in RoseTTAFold - could also be used in AlphaFold2.

For high quality predictions it was shown that sequences
should be provided in paired-form to AlphaFold2 [20]. We im-
plemented a similar pairing procedure (Methods “MSA pair-
ing for complex prediction”) and show the complex prediction
capabilities of ColabFold in Fig. 2c. We achieve high accu-
racy in complex prediction in two datasets from Ovchinnikov
et al. [21] and the CASP14 protein complex targets with two
unique sequences (Methods “Complex Benchmark” for bench-
mark details). We note though that the structures from [21]
were already public and were likely used as individual chains
during the training of AlphaFold2.

Fig. 3 shows two examples of ColabFold’s complex predic-
tion capabilities: (a) shows a homo-six-mer and (b) shows
a D-methionine transport system composed of three different
proteins. For single structure prediction AlphaFold2 provides
a pLDDT measure to indicate the prediction quality. A high
pLDDT does not necessarily indicate a correct complex pre-
diction, though the inter-complex predicted alignment error
(PAE) helps to rank complexes. We visualize plots of PAE
and complex conformation to help users judge the prediction
quality of a complex. An example for heteromer complex pre-
diction is shown in Supplementary Fig. 6 with its PAE plot.
Furthermore, ColabFold complexes were successfully used to
aid the cryo-EM structure determination of the 120 MDa hu-
man nucleopore complex [22].

In ColabFold we expose many internal parameters of Al-
phaFold2 to aid users to model difficult targets, such as the
recycle count (default 3). It controls the number of times the
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FIG. 3. Anecdotal examples showcasing the capabilities of ad-
vanced ColabFold features. (a) Setting the homo-oligomer set-
ting to 6, allows modeling of the homo-6-mer structure of 4-
Oxalocrotonate Tautomerase. Colored by chain (top), pLDDT
(predicted Local Distance Difference Test, bottom). The inter PAE
(Predicted Aligned Error) between chains is very low indicating a
confident prediction. (b) Providing three different proteins with
2:1:2 homo-oligomer setting allows modeling a hetero-complex with
mismatching symmetries of the D-methionine transport system.

prediction is repeatedly feed through the model. For diffi-
cult targets as well as for designed proteins without known
homologs additional recycling iterations can result in a high
quality prediction (Supplementary Fig. 7).

To meet the demand for high throughput structure predic-
tion we introduced several features in ColabFold. (1) MSA
generation can be executed in batch-mode independently from
model batch-inference. (2) We compile only two of the five Al-
phaFold2 models and reuse weights. (3) We provide a batch
execution mode, that avoids recompilation for sequences of
similar length. (4) We implement early stop criteria, to avoid
running additional recycles or models if a sufficiently accurate
structure was already found. All together, we show that the
proteome of 1762 proteins shorter than 1000 aa of the archaeon
Methanocaldococcus jannaschii can be predicted in 40h on one
Nvidia RTX 3090 (Methods “Proteome Benchmark”).

ColabFold builds beyond the initial offerings of Alphafold2
by improving its sequence search, providing tools for modeling
homo- and heteromer complexes, exposing advanced function-
ality, expanding the environmental databases and performing
structure prediction in batch within a minute.

In summary, ColabFold makes high quality protein struc-
ture prediction accessible and additionally provides novel
features to explore the full potential of AlphaFold2 and
RoseTTAFold.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

ColabFold notebooks ColabFold has four main Jupyter
notebooks [23]: AlphaFold2_mmseqs2 for basic use that sup-
ports protein structure prediction using (1) MSAs gener-
ated by MMseqs2, (2) custom MSA upload, (3) using tem-
plate information, (4) relaxing the predicted structures us-
ing amber force fields [24], and (5) monomer complex pre-
diction. AlphaFold2_advanced for advanced users addition-
ally supports (6) MSA generation using HMMer (same as
AlphaFold-Colab), (7) the sampling of diverse structures by
iterating through a series of random seeds (num_samples),
and (8) control of AlphaFold2 model internals, such as chang-
ing the number of recycles (max_recycle), number of ensem-
bles (num_ensemble), and enabling the stochastic part of the
models via the (is_training) option. AlphaFold2_batch
for batch prediction of multiple sequences or MSAs. The
batch notebook saves time by avoiding recompilation of the
AlphaFold2 models (“Avoid recompiling during batch compu-
tation”) for each individual input sequence. RoseTTAFold for
basic use of RoseTTAFold that supports protein structure pre-
diction using (1) MSAs generated by MMseqs2, (2) custom
MSAs and (4) sidechain prediction using SCWRL4 [25].
ColabFold command line interface We initially focused
on making ColabFold as widely available as possible through
our Notebooks running in Google Colaboratory. To meet the
demand for a version that runs on local users’ machines, we
released “LocalColabFold”. LocalColabFold can take com-
mand line arguments to specify an input FASTA file, an out-
put directory, and various options to tweak structure predic-
tions. LocalColabFold runs on wide range of operating sys-
tems, such as Windows 10 or later (using Windows Subsys-
tem for Linux 2), macOS, and Linux. The structure inference
and energy minimization are accelerated if a CUDA 11.1 or
later compatible GPU is present. LocalColabFold is available
as free open-source software at github.com/YoshitakaMo/
localcolabfold.

Specifically for running large numbers of protein complexes
or structure predictions e.g., for an entire proteome (Methods
“Proteome benchmark”), we provide the colabfold_batch
command line tool through the colabfold python package.
It can be installed with pip install colabfold, followed
by pip install -U "jax[cuda]" -f https://storage.
googleapis.com/jax-releases/jax_releases.html. It
can be used as colabfold_batch input_file_or_directory
output_directory, supporting FASTA, A3M and CSV files
as input.
MSA generation by MMseqs2 ColabFold sends the query
sequence to a MMseqs2 server [12]. It searches the sequence(s)
with three iterations against the consensus sequences of the
UniRef30, a clustered version of the UniRef100 [26]. We ac-
cept hits with an E-value of lower than 0.1. For each hit, we
realign its respective UniRef100 cluster member using the pro-
file generated by the last iterative search, filter them (Methods
“New diversity aware filter”) and add these to the MSA. This
expanding search results in a speed up of ∼10x as only 29.3
million cluster consensus sequence are searched instead of all
277.5 million UniRef100 sequences. Additionally, it has the

advantages to be more sensitive since the cluster consensus
sequences are used. We use the UniRef30 sequence-profile to
perform an iterative search against the BFD/MGnify or Co-
labFoldDB using the same parameters, filters and expansion
strategy.
New diversity aware filter To limit the number of hits
in the final MSA we use the HHblits diversity filtering
algorithm [8] implemented in MMseqs2 in multiple stages:
(1) During UniRef cluster expansion, we filter each individual
UniRef30 cluster before adding the cluster members to the
MSA, such that no cluster-pair has a higher maximum
sequence identity than 95% (--max-seq-id 0.95. (2) After
realignment enable only the --qsc 0.8 threshold and disable
all other thresholds (--qid 0 --diff 0 --max-seq-id
1.0). Additionally, the qsc filtering is only used if least 100
hits were found (--filter-min-enable 100). (3) During
MSA construction we filter again with the following pa-
rameters: --filter-min-enable 1000 --diff 3000 --qid
0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0 --qsc 0 --max-seq-id 0.95.
Here, we extended the HHblits filtering algorithm to filter
within a given sequence identity bucket, such that it cannot
eliminate redundancy across filter buckets. Our filter keeps
the 3000 most diverse sequences in the identity buckets
]0.0-0.2], ]0.2-0.4], ]0.4-0.6], ]0.6-0.8] and ]0.8-1.0]. In buckets
containing less than 1000 hits we disable the filtering.
New MMseqs2 pre-computed index to support ex-
panding cluster members MMseqs2 was initially built to
perform fast many-against-many sequence searches. Mirdita
et al. [11] improved it to also support fast single-against-
many searches. This type of search requires the database
to be index and stored in memory. mmseqs createindex in-
dexes the sequences and stores all time-consuming-to-compute
data structures used for MMseqs2 searches to disk. We load
the index into the operating systems cache using vmtouch
(github.com/hoytech/vmtouch) to allow calls to the different
MMseqs2 modules become near-overhead free. We extended
the index to store, in addition to the already present cluster
consensus sequences, all member sequences and the pairwise
alignments of the cluster representatives to the cluster mem-
bers. With these resident in cache, we eliminate the overhead
of the remaining module calls.
Reducing size of BFD/MGnify To keep all required se-
quences and data structures in memory we needed to reduce
the size of the environmental databases BFD and MGnify, as
both databases together would have required ∼517 GB RAM
for headers and sequences alone.

BFD is a clustered protein database consisting of ∼2.2
billion proteins organized in 64 million clusters. MGnify
(2019_05) contains ∼300 million environmental proteins. We
merged both databases by searching the MGnify sequences
against the BFD cluster representative sequences using MM-
seqs2. Each MGnify sequence with a sequence identity of
>30% and a local alignment that covers at least 90% of its
length is assigned to the respective BFD cluster. All unas-
signed sequences are clustered at 30% sequence identity and
90% coverage (--min-seq-id 0.3 -c 0.3 --cov-mode 1 -s
3) and merged with the BFD clusters, resulting in 182 million
clusters. In order to reduce the size of the database we fil-
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tered each cluster keeping only the 10 most diverse sequences
using (mmseqs filterresult --diff 10). This reduced the
total number of sequences from 2.5 billion to 513 million, thus
requiring only 84 GB RAM for headers and sequences.
ColabFoldDB We built ColabFoldDB by expanding the
BFD/MGnify with metagenomic sequences from various en-
vironments. To update the database, we searched the pro-
teins from the SMAG (eukaryotes) [14], MetaEuk (eukary-
otes) [13], TOPAZ (eukaryotes) [15], MGV (DNA viruses) [16],
GPD (bacteriophages) [17] and updated version of MetaClust
[17] against the BFD/MGnify centriods using MMseqs2 and
assigned each sequence to the respective cluster if they have
a 30% sequence identity at a 90% sequence overlap (-c 0.9
–cov-mode 1 –min-seq-id 0.3). All remaining sequences
were clustered using MMseqs2 cluster -c 0.9 –cov-mode
1 –min-seq-id 0.3 and appended to the database. We re-
move redundancy per cluster by keeping the most 10 diverse
sequences using (mmseqs filterresult --diff 10). The fi-
nal database consists of 209,335,865 million representative se-
quences and 738,695,580 members. See “Data availability” for
input files. We extracted the MMseqs2 search workflow used
in the server (“MSA generation by MMseqs2”) into a stan-
dalone script colabfold_search.sh and provide it together
with the databases.
Template information AlphaFold2 searches with HHsearch
through a clustered version of the PDB (PDB70 [8]) to find
the 20 top ranked templates. In order to save time, we use
MMseqs2 [10] to search against the PDB70 cluster represen-
tatives as a prefiltering step to find candidate templates. This
search is also done as part of the MMseqs2 API call on our
server. Only the top 20 target templates according to E-value
are then aligned by HHsearch. The accepted templates are
given to AlphaFold2 as input features. This alignment step is
done in the ColabFold client and therefore requires the subset
of the PDB70 containing the respective HMMs. The PDB70
subset and the PDB mmCIF files are fetched from our server.
For benchmarking, no templates are given to ColabFold.
Custom MSAs ColabFold allows researchers to upload their
own MSAs. Any kind of alignment tool can be used to gener-
ate the MSA. The uploaded MSA can be provided in aligned
FASTA, A3M, STOCKHOLM or Clustal format. We con-
vert the respective MSA format into A3M format using the
reformat.pl script from the HH-suite [8].
Modeling of protein-protein complexes Baek et al. [3]
show that RoseTTAFold is able to model complexes, despite
being trained only on single chains. This is done by provid-
ing a paired alignment and modifying the residue index. The
residue index is used as an input to the models to compute
positional embeddings. In AlphaFold2, we find the same to be
true, although surprisingly the paired alignment is often not
needed (Fig. 2c). AlphaFold2 uses relative positional encod-
ing with a cap at |i−j| ≥ 32. Meaning, any pair of residues
separated by 32 or more are given the same relative positional
encoding. By offsetting the residue index between two proteins
to be > 32, AlphaFold2 treats them as separate poly-peptide
chains. ColabFold integrates this for modeling complexes.

For homo-oligomeric complexes (Fig. 3a), the MSA is
copied multiple times for each component. Interestingly, it

was found that providing a separate MSA copy (padding by
gap characters to extend to other copies) to work significantly
better than concatenating left-to-right.

For hetero-oligomeric complexes (Fig. 3b), a separate MSA
is generated for each component. The MSA is paired according
to the chosen pair_mode (“MSA pairing for complex predic-
tion”). Since pLDDT is only useful for assessing local struc-
ture confidence, we use the fine-tuned model parameters to
return the PAE for each prediction. As illustrated in Sup-
plementary Fig. 6, the inter-PAE (predicted aligned error)
or the predicted TM-score (derived from PAE) can be used to
rank and assess the confidence of the predicted protein-protein
interaction.
MSA pairing for complex prediction A paired MSA helps
AlphaFold2 to predict complexes more accurately only if or-
thologous genes are paired with each other. We followed a
similar strategy as Bryant et al. [21] to pair sequences accord-
ing to their taxonomic identifier. For the pairing we search
each distinct sequence of a complex against the UniRef100
using the same procedure as described in “MSA generation”.
We return only hits that cover all complex proteins within one
species and pair only the best hit (smallest e-value) with an
alignment that covers the query to at least 50%. The pairing
is implemented in the new MMseqs2 module pairaln.

For prokaryotic protein prediction, we additionally imple-
mented the protocol described in [3] to pair sequences based
on their distances in the genome as predicted from the UniProt
accession numbers.
Taxonomic labels for MSA pairing To pair MSAs for com-
plex prediction, we retrieve for each found UniRef100 member
sequence the taxonomic identifier from the NCBI taxonomy
[27]. The taxonomic labels are extracted from the lowest com-
mon ancestor field (“common taxon ID”) of each UniRef100
sequence from the uniref100.xml (2021_03) file.
Complex benchmark We compare predictions of five
CASP14 complex targets (H1045, H1046, H1047, H1065,
H1072) and 32 targets from Ovchinnikov et al. [22] to their
native structures using MM-align [28] and extract TM-scores.
We used colabfold_batch with BFD/MGnify and Colab-
FoldDB to predict structures in three different modes: (1)
without MSA pairing, (2) with MSA pairing as described in
“MSA pairing for complex prediction” and (3) with MSA pair-
ing and also adding unpaired sequences. Models are ranked
by pTMscore predicted by AlphaFold2.
Avoid recompiling AlphaFold2 models The AlphaFold2
models are compiled using JAX [29] to optimize the model
for specific MSA or template input sizes. When no templates
are provided, we compile once and, during inference, replace
the weights from the other models, using the configuration
of model 5. This saves 7 minutes of compile time. When
templates are enabled, model 1 is compiled and weights from
model 2 are used, model 3 is compiled and weights from models
4 and 5 are used. This saves 5 minutes of compile time. If
the user changes the sequence or settings, without changing
the length or number of sequences in the MSA, the compiled
models are reused without triggering recompilation.
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Avoid recompiling during batch computation In order
to avoid AlphaFold2 model recompilation for every protein
AlphaFold2 provides a function to add padding to the input
MSA and templates called make_fixed_size. However, this is
not exposed in AlphaFold2. We used the function in our batch
notebook as well as in our command line tool colabfold_batch,
in order to maximize GPU utilization and minimize the need
of model recompilation. We sort the input queries by sequence
length and process them in ascending order. We pad the input
features by 10% (by default). All sequences that lie within the
query length and an additional 10% margin do not require to
be recompiled, resulting in a large speed up for short proteins.
Speed-up of predictions through early stop AlphaFold2
computes five models. We noted that for prediction of high
certainty (> 85 pLDDT), all five models would often produce
structures of very similar confidence. In order to speed up
the computation we added a parameter to colabfold_batch
to define an early stop criterion that halts additional model
inferences if a given pLDDT or pTMscore threshold is reached.
Recycle count AlphaFold2 improves the predicted protein
structure by recycling (by default) 3 times, meaning the pre-
diction is fed multiple times through the model. We exposed
the recycle count as a customizable parameter as additional
recycles can often improve a model at the cost of a longer run-
time. We also implemented an option to specify a tolerance
threshold to stop early. For some designed proteins without
known homologous sequences, this helped to fold the final pro-
tein (Supplementary Fig. 7).
Sampling of diverse structures To reduce memory require-
ments, only a subset of the MSA is used as input to the model.
Alphafold2, depending on model configuration, subsamples
the MSA to a maximum of 512 cluster centers and 1024 “extra”
sequences. Changing the random seed can result in different
cluster centers and thus different structure predictions. Colab-
Fold provides an option to iterate through a series of random
seeds, resulting in structure diversity. Further structure di-
versity can be generated by using the original or fine-tuned
(use_ptm) model parameters and/or enabling (is_training)
to activate the stochastic (dropout) part of model. Enabling
the latter, can be used to sample an ensemble of models for
the uncertain parts of the structure prediction.
Proteome benchmark We predict the proteome of the ar-
chaeon Methanocaldococcus jannaschii. Of the 1787 proteins
we exclude the 25 proteins longer than 1000 residues, leaving
1762 proteins of 268 aa average length. We search in 58 min us-
ing 100 threads on a system with 2x64-core AMD EPYC 7742
CPUs and 2TB RAM using colabfold_search.sh against the
ColabFoldDB (“ColabFoldDB”), though we reduce the sensi-
tivity to the considerably faster -s 6 setting. We then predict
the structures on a single Nvidia RTX 3090 with 28 GB RAM
in 39.6 h using only MSAs (no templates). For each query
we stop early if any model reaches a pLDDT of at least 85.
We extrapolate the runtime for no-early-stopping by multi-
plying the runtime of model 3 for each protein to five models,
yielding an overall speedup of factor 2.8. We observe a high
structural agreement with an median TM-Score of 0.986 and
mean TM-score of 0.953 when comparing the best predictions
of ColabFold and AlphaFold2 with TMalign [30].

Benchmark with CASP14 targets We compare the
AlphaFold-Colab and the AlphaFold2 (commit b88f8da)
against ColabFold (commit 2b49880, Fig. 2) using all
CASP14 [2] targets. ColabFold uses UniRef30 (2021_03) [31]
and the BFD/Mgnify or ColabFoldDB. AlphaFold-Colab uses
the UniRef90 (2021_03), MGnify (2019_05) and the small
BFD. AlphaFold2 uses the full_dbs preset with and de-
fault databases downloaded with the download_all_data.sh
script. The 69 targets contain 96 domains, among these are
20 FM-targets with 28 domains. We compared the predictions
against the experimental structures using TMalign [30].
Measuring time for CASP14 and complex targets All
ColabFold and AlphaFold2 benchmarks were executed on sys-
tems with 2x16 core Intel Gold 6242 CPUs with 192 GB RAM
and 4x Nvidia Quadro RTX5000 GPUs. Only one GPU was
used in each individual run.

ColabFold was executed using colabfold_batch. The MM-
seqs2 server which computes MSAs for ColabFold has 2x14
core Intel E5-2680v4 CPUs and 768 GB RAM. Each gener-
ated MSA was processed by a single CPU-core. Runtimes
were computed from server logs.

Runtimes for AlphaFold2 were extracted from the features
entry of generated timings.json file. Where indicated with
multicore, AlphaFold2 was used with the default 8 CPU cores
for HMMer and 4 CPU cores for HHblits to process one query.
For a fair comparison, AlphaFold2 was modified to allow HM-
Mer and HHblits to access one CPU core.

AlphaFold-Colab was executed in the browser using a
Google Colab Pro account. Times for homology search were
taken from the log output of the “Search against genetic
databases” cell in the notebook. The JackHMMer search uses
8 threads.

DATA AVAILABILITY

ColabFold databases are available at
colabfold.mmseqs.com.
Input databases used for building ColabFold databases:
UniRef30: uniclust.mmseqs.com
BFD: bfd.mmseqs.com
MGnify: ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/metagenomics/
peptide_database/2019_05
PDB70: wwwuser.gwdg.de/~compbiol/data/hhsuite/
databases/hhsuite_dbs
MetaEuk: wwwuser.gwdg.de/~compbiol/metaeuk/2019_11/
MetaEuk_preds_Tara_vs_euk_profiles_uniqs.fas.gz
SMAG: www.genoscope.cns.fr/tara/localdata/data/
SMAGs-v1/SMAGs_v1_concat.faa.tar.gz
TOPAZ: osf.io/gm564
MGV: portal.nersc.gov/MGV/MGV_v1.0_2021_07_08/mgv_
proteins.faa
GPD: ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/metagenomics/
genome_sets/gut_phage_database/GPD_proteome.faa
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Supplementary Figure 1. Time for inference vs MSA generation in AlphaFold2 pipeline (multi-core MSA
generation) 69 CASP14 targets were predicted using AlphaFold2 settings. Executed on systems with 2x16-core Intel
Xeon 6242 with 192GB RAM and 4x NVIDIA RTX5000 (only one used for model inference).
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Supplementary Figure 2. Paired MSA complex prediction accuracy vs. unpaired and unpaired+paired.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Anecdotal example of improved prediction through MSA filtering. MSA coverage
(left) and pLDDTs of predicted ColabFold models (right) for CASP14 target T1038 with two different filtering settings:
Top: Single MSA filtering step with HHblits filtering algorithm and --diff 3000 setting. Middle: Zoomed in view of
first 100 sequences in top. Bottom: Three step MSA filtering as described in methods.
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Supplementary Figure 4. Comparison of Enrichment in PFAM Comparison of homology search hits found from
selected PFAM sequences against BFD/MGnify and ColabFoldDB. We select 2439 PFAM 34.0 entries that have less than
30 sequences in their Pfam-A.full entry. In each of these PFAM families we select from the Pfam-A.seed the longest
sequence. We search this sequence with the ColabFold MMseqs2 workflow against the BFD/MGnify and ColabFoldDB.
From the MSAs we cut the PFAM domains and note how many sequences cover the domain by at least 75%.
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Supplementary Figure 5. Disabling composition-bias and masking in MMseqs2 result in better accuracy
for some CASP14 targets We turned off two MMseqs2 mechanisms for false positive suppression (--comp-bias-corr
0 --mask-profile 0) and reran our CASP14 benchmark. Target T1084-D1 (highlighted) achieves now a TM-score of
0.891210 instead of 0.456540 in default search mode.
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Supplementary Figure 6. Hetero-dimer 1:1 Only one of the five models predicted for CASP14 target H1065
has a high agreement with its native structure during unpaired complex prediction. Although the pLDDT scores are
nearly identical (shown in the middle with colored chains), the inter-PAE (bottom) is significantly lower (meaning more
confident) for the correctly predicted complex (rank 1 vs rank 2). This demonstrates the utility of PAE (and the derived
pTMscore) in ranking complexes.
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Supplementary Figure 7. Example of additional recycle steps improving prediction Occasionally, increasing
the number of recycles can help find a well predicted structure. For this de-novo designed transmembrane protein
(Vorobieva et al. Science, 371(6531), 2021), 15 recycle iterations were needed to produce structure with high pLDDT.
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5 Further contributions

5.1 Protein-level assembly increases protein sequence recovery from
metagenomic samples manyfold
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Protein-level assembly increases protein sequence recovery from
metagenomic samples manyfold

Martin Steinegger,1, 2, 3, 4 Milot Mirdita,1 and Johannes Söding1, 4

1Quantitative and Computational Biology Group, Max-Planck Institute
for Biophysical Chemistry, Am Faßberg 11, 37077 Göttingen, Germany

2Department of Chemistry, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea
3Center for Computational Biology, McKusick-Nathans Institute of Genetic Medicine,

Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA
4Emails: martin.steinegger@mpibpc.mpg.de; soeding@mpibpc.mpg.de

The open-source de-novo Protein-level assembler Plass (https://plass.mmseqs.org) as-
sembles six-frame-translated sequencing reads into protein sequences. It recovers 2
to 10 times more protein sequences from complex metagenomes and can assemble
huge datasets. We assembled two redundancy-filtered reference protein catalogs, 2
billion sequences from 640 soil samples (SRC) and 292 million sequences from 775
marine eukaryotic metatranscriptomes (MERC), the largest free collections of protein
sequences.

A major limitation of metagenomic studies is that often a large
fraction of short reads (80% − 90% in soil [1]) cannot be as-
sembled into contiguous sequences (contigs) long enough to
allow for the prediction of gene and protein sequences. Be-
cause low-abundance genomes are difficult to assemble, the5

unassembled reads contain a disproportionately large part of
the genetic diversity and probably an even greater share of bi-
ological novelty, which is mostly lost for subsequent analyses.

To decrease this loss and be less dependent on reference
genomes, gene-centric approaches have been developed. As-10

semblies of hundreds of samples from one environment are
pooled, genes in the contigs are predicted and clustered at
∼ 95% identity into gene catalogs [2–4]. Gene abundances in
each sample are found by mapping reads to the reference gene
clusters. In this way, the functional and taxonomic compo-15

sition of metagenomic samples and their dependence on en-
vironmental parameters can be studied. Also, genome-based
analyses are enabled by abundance binning, which finds sets
of catalog genes with correlated abundances across many sam-
ples and hence likely to belong to the same genome [5, 6].20

State-of-the-art assemblers for metagenomic short reads [7–
9] find contigs as paths through a de-Bruijn graph. This graph
has a node for each k-mer word in the reads and edges between
k-mers occurring consecutively in a read. On metagenomic
data, de-Bruijn assemblers suffer from a limited sensitivity-25

selectivity trade-off: k-mers have to be long and specific to
avoid the graph exploding with false edges. But long k-mers
lack sensitivity when intra-population diversities are high and
overlapping reads often contain mismatches due to single nu-
cleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Whatever k is chosen, k-mers30

will be too short to be specific enough in genomic regions con-
served between species and too long to be sensitive enough in
regions of high intra-population diversity. This dilemma leads
to short, fragmented assemblies.

Most SNPs in microbial populations lead to no change or35

conservative substitutions in the encoded protein sequences
(Supplementary Fig. 1). ORFome [10] and SFA-SPA [11]
therefore proposed to assemble protein instead of nucleotide

sequences. But they are too slow to run on large metagenomes
and as de-Bruijn assemblers they suffer from the same limited40

specificity-sensitivity trade-off.
In addition to avoiding mismatches, assembling protein se-

quences also circumvents the major issue in genome assem-
bly, sequence repeats, because proteins have much fewer and
shorter repeats. Furthermore, chimerical assemblies between45

similar protein sequences (say ≥ 97% sequence identity) are
much less problematic in that they do not lead to false conclu-
sions about which genes occur together in a genome. There-
fore, protein-level assembly also increases coverage by assem-
bling sequences that cannot be assembled on the nucleotide50

level due to the risk of chimeric assemblies.
Plass uses a novel graph-free, greedy iterative assembly

strategy (Fig. 1) that, together with its linear-time all-versus-
all overlap computation (steps 2-4) [12], scales linearly in run-
time and memory. This permits the overlap-based assem-55

bly of huge read sets on a single server. Most importantly,
by computing full alignment overlaps instead of only k-mer
matches, Plass overcomes the specificity-sensitivity limitation
of de-Bruijn assemblers, allowing it to recover several times
more proteins sequences from complex metagenomes.60

Plass needs to keep the protein sequences in main memory
to avoid random disk access (step 4). It therefore needs 1
byte of memory for every amino acid translated from the in-
put reads, or ∼500GB RAM to assemble 2-3 billion 2×150 bp
reads. In comparison, memory requirements and runtimes of65

overlap graph assemblers scale superlinearly with the num-
ber of reads. Plass therefore combines the high specificity-
sensitivity of overlap graph assemblers with the linear runtime
and memory scaling of de-Bruijn graph assemblers.

Due to our greedy assembly approach, the most critical as-70

pect to analyze is what fraction of the sequences are wrongly
assembled (precision). To challenge Plass, we sought two hard
datasets containing many related genomes, as this increases
the risk of chimeric assemblies [13].

The first set consists of 96 single-cell assembled genomes of75

Prochlorococcus [14] taken from a single sample of seawater.
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FIG. 1. Plass workflow. (1) Merge overlap-
ping read pairs and translate all potential ORFs
with ≥45 codons into protein sequences. (2) For
each of these N sequences, select the m k-mers
with the lowest hash values (default: m = 60,
k = 14, reduced alphabet size = 13). Write
the mN k-mers into an array together with se-
quence identifiers. (3) Sort the array by k-mer
to find for each k-mer the set of sequences con-
taining it, and assign the longest sequence as
the set’s center. (4) Resort the array by cen-
ter sequence into groups and gaplessly align the
center sequence to each group member (< mN
alignments). Remove sequences with insufficient
E-value (default: > 10−5) from the group. (5)
Iteratively extend each center sequence by the
remaining group member with highest sequence
identity (default: ≥ 90%) until all group mem-
bers have been processed. (6) Iterate steps 2 to 5
(default: 12 times). (7) Remove sequences trans-
lated in the wrong frame using a neural network.
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These cyanobacteria are known for their high intra-species ge-
netic diversity. The second, very hard set contains 738 single-
cell assembled genomes, 489 of which are Prochlorococcus, 50
are Synechococcus, and 199 are genomes from a diverse range80

of prokaryotic and viral groups [15].
As ground truth reference we predicted protein sequences

on the genomes using Prodigal [16]. We simulated 2× 150bp
reads with a mean coverage of 1 for each genome.

We assembled protein sequences from these nucleotide reads85

using Plass and SFA-SPA [11]. We assembled nucleotide con-
tigs with three widely used nucleotide assemblers, Megahit
[8], metaSPAdes [9], and Velvet [7], the first two of which were
among the top assemblers in recent benchmarks [13, 17, 18].
We predicted protein sequences in their contigs using Prodi-90

gal and, to ignore unassembled reads, we removed protein se-
quences with less than 100 residues.

The assembly sensitivity is the fraction of amino acids in
the reference proteins that have a sequence match with at
least X% sequence identity with an assembled sequence. To95

avoid giving too much weight to highly conserved proteins,
we redundancy-filtered the reference proteins for the sensitiv-
ity analysis using Linclust [12] with 95% sequence identity.
The sensitivity is similar for the three nucleotide assemblers,
whereas Plass assembles up to 56% more residues correctly100

than the next best tool, metaSPAdes (Fig. 2a, top).
The Plass-assembled proteins cover over 80% of the Megahit

and metaSPAdes assemblies at 99% minimum sequence iden-
tity, whereas the latter cover only around 40% of the Plass
assembly at this cut-off (Supplementary Fig. 3).105

The precision is the fraction of assembled amino acids that
have at least X% sequence identity with an assembled se-
quence.

Since ORFs are predicted on the nucleotide assemblies using
the same tool used to define the reference protein sequences110

on the single-cell genomes, whereas Plass uses a very different
approach (Online Methods), the benchmark is biased against
Plass. Nevertheless, Plass achieves the same precision below
X% = 97%, where

all assemblers except SFA-SPA achieve similar precision115

(Fig. 2a, middle). The 2% − 7% of missing precision at
X% = 90% are mainly caused by mispredicting open reading
frames (ORFs) in the assembled sequences or on the single-cell
genomes.

Plass’ neural network filter (Online Methods) for suppress-120

ing proteins translated in wrong frames raises the preci-
sion at X% = 90% on the very hard set by a few percent
(Supplementary Fig. 3b).

Plass filters out sequences translated from wrong ORFs
based on their amino acid and dipeptide composition, which125

differs from correctly translated, real protein sequences. We-
trained a neural network using as features the20length-
normalized amino acid frequencies of the sequence and
the62length-normalized dipeptide frequencies in a reduced
alpha-bet of size6. Our fully connected network has56input130

nodes,a hidden layer of96nodes, and a single output node.
However, Plass produces much fewer proteins at 99% se-

quence identity than the nucleotide assemblers, particularly
on the very hard data set (Fig. 2b). Increasing the sequence
identity threshold for merging sequence fragments from 90%135

to 97% (pink trace) markedly improves sensitivity and preci-
sion on both datasets, but still much fewer proteins match a
reference protein with identity of ≥ 97%.

To test the impact of the assembly of chimeric protein se-
quences on the quality of functional annotations, we annotated140

each protein sequence assembled from the simulated reads and
each reference protein from the single-cell genomes with an or-
thologous group using the eggNOGmapper [19]. We compared
the eggNOG annotation of each assembled protein sequence
with the annotation of the best-matching sequence found in145

the reference protein set and scored a true positive (TP) if
annotations matched and a false positive (FP) otherwise. As-
semblies that can not be assigned to a reference are FPs. De-
spite Plass’ lower assembly precision, annotations of its pro-
teins achieve lower false discovery rates (FP/(TP+FP)) than150

those of the other assemblers, on both data sets (Fig. 2, bot-
tom). We believe this is due to (1) the high conservation of
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FIG. 2. Plass assembles many times more protein sequences
from various environments than the state of the art. (a)
Sensitivity and precision of protein sequences assembled from syn-
thetic reads sampled (a) from 96 assembled genomes of single
Prochlorococcus cells [14] and (b) from 738 single-cell assembled
genomes of diverse marine prokaryotes and viruses [15]. For the
three nucleotide assemblers we predicted protein sequences on their
assembled contigs with Prodigal [16]. Top: Sensitivity is the frac-
tion of reference sequence amino acids that have are aligned to an
assembled protein sequence with a sequence identity at least the
value on the x-axis. Middle: Precision is the fraction of assembled
amino acids that are aligned to a reference protein with sequence
identity at least the value on the x-axis. Bottom: False discovery
rate (1−precision) of orthology-based functional annotations of as-
sembled proteins. Colors and order of tools as in previous legend.

molecular and cellular functions at sequence identities > 90%
(above 60% identity, 90% of proteins conserve of all four EC
number digits [20]), (2) the limited ability of homology-based155

function annotation tools to predict the effects of point mu-
tations, and (3) the positive impact of more complete protein
sequences on the prediction accuracy.

On real metagenomic datasets, no ground-truth set of ref-
erence sequences exists. Therefore precision can not be mea-160

sured, but sensitivity in terms of the total number of assem-
bled amino acids can be compared. We used four representa-
tive test sets: a single 11.3Gbp sample from the human gut
[21], 775 samples with 15Tbp of eukaryotic metatranscrip-
tome reads from TARA [22], a 31Gbp sample from Hopland165

grass soil (Brodie et al., unpublished), and 538Gbp of reads
in 12 samples from the same project to test the benefits of
co-assembly (Fig. 2b-e). All datasets contain 2×150bp over-
lapping paired-end sequences, except the metatranscriptomics
sample, which has 2× 102bp reads.170

We compared the Marine Eukaryotic Reference Catalog

(MERC) assembled by Plass to the Marine Atlas of Tara
Oceans Unigenes (MATOU) [22] assembled by Velvet. The
gut and soil datasets could not be assembled with Velvet due
to insufficient memory, and we could only compare Plass to175

Megahit and metaSPAdes. The twelve Hopland soil datasets
with 1.5 billion reads could be co-assembled in one go by Plass.
Megahit raised an out-of-memory exception, therefore we as-
sembled each sample separately and pooled the contigs. For
human gut, Hopland soil, and the soil co-assembly, Plass took180

4h 20min, 6h 20min and 360h respectively, while Megahit took
3h, 21h 30min and 200h respectively.

On the gut sample, Plass assembled 32% more amino acids
than Megahit/Prodigal at a length cut-off of 100 amino acids
(Fig. a-d, top). The marine eukaryotic reference catalog185

(MERC) assembled by Plass is 2.8-fold larger than MATOU
assembled by Velvet, and on the Hopland soil data Plass as-
sembled 2.7 times more than Megahit. In the soil co-assembly,
Plass co-assembled 10 times more amino acids than the pooled
assembly of Megahit. The increase of the ratio with se-190

quence length in the top of Fig. 2d,e indicates that the se-
quences assembled by Plass are significantly longer than those
of Megahit/Prodigal. These gains in recovered protein se-
quences are similar at all levels of redundancy up to 80% se-
quence identity (bottom half of Fig. 2b-e).195

We wanted to know how strongly the improved sensitivity of
Plass affects the apparent taxonomic composition. We imple-
mented the 2bLCA protocol (Supplementary Fig. 4) [23] to
map each read via its translated ORF to an assembled protein
sequence and each protein sequence to a node in the taxonomic200

tree. By transitivity this maps reads to taxonomic nodes.
The absolute number of reads mapped to various taxonomic
nodes (Supplementary Fig. 5a) is around twice higher for
Plass than for Megahit/Prodigal. Remarkably, the distribu-
tion over taxa can deviate quite substantially between the as-205

sembly methods (Supplementary Fig. 5b), which could be
caused be a systematic dependence of the assembly sensitivity
on genomic coverage (Supplementary Fig. 5c).

Plass is well suited to large-scale applications. We assem-
bled a Soil Reference protein Catalog (SRC) from 18Tbp of210

reads from all 640 soil samples that were sequenced between
01/2016 and 02/2018 using Illumina HiSeq or NovaSeq with
2× 150 bp paired-end reads. Each sample was assembled on a
server with 2×8 cores and 128GB memory, resulting in 12 bil-
lion protein sequences after a total runtime of about six weeks215

on 25 servers. We clustered the sequences to 90% sequence
identity at 90% minimum coverage using Linclust [12], result-
ing in 2 billion sequences with an average length of 163 amino
acid residues. Among those, at least 52.3million sequences are
complete, meaning that Plass found the stop codon and the220

earliest possible start codon (Online Methods). This dataset
contains 6.8, 4.0 and 3.9 times more amino acids than the
Uniprot database after redundancy-filtering both databases at
90%, 70% and 50%, respectively (Fig. 3a).

To assess the degree to which the SRC represents the di-225

versity of soil metagenomes, we selected two soil samples not
used for building the SRC, randomly sampled and merged
10 000 overlapping 2 × 150bp read pairs, predicted protein
sequences with Prodigal, and searched with these through the
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FIG. 3. Plass assembles many times more protein sequences from various environments than the state of the art. (a-d)
Total number of amino acids in redundancy-filtered sets of protein sequences assembled by Plass (red traces) compared to the total number
of amino acids of redundancy-filtered protein sequences predicted by Prodigal on contigs assembled by Megahit (a,c,d: blue) or on contigs
in the eukaryotic metatranscriptomes reference assembly (b: green) [22]. Top half: dependence on the minimum protein sequence length
using a redundancy-filtering with 80% maximum pairwise sequence identity. Bottom half: dependence on the strength of redundancy
filtering for a minimum sequence length of 100 amino acids. Black traces: fold increase in total assembly length by Plass versus the state
of the art. (e) Top half: Fraction of reads sampled from two soil metagenomes (not included in the SRC) that could be mapped with 90%
and 50% minimum sequence identity to a sequence in the SRC or in Uniprot. Bottom Half: Numbers of amino acids in SRC (red) and
Uniprot (turquoise) and their ratio (black) after redundancy-filtering with a maximum pairwise sequence identity of 50%, 70% and 90%.

90%-redundancy-filtered versions of the SRC and the Uniprot,230

using the map workflow of MMseqs2 [24]. Fig. 3b,c shows the
fraction of reads that obtained matches with at least 50% and
90% sequence identity. At 50% threshold, 82.5% and 89.5% of
the soil reads matched to the SRC in the two samples, while
only 62% and 64% matched to the Uniprot.235

The chief limitation of Plass is that, unlike nucleotide as-
semblers, it cannot place the assembled protein sequences into
genomic context. Furthermore, Plass relies on six-frame trans-
lation. It therefore cannot assemble intron-containing eukary-
otic proteins from metagenome data, although, as shown, it240

can assemble eukaryotic proteins from transcriptome data.
Another important drawback is its inability to resolve homolo-
gous proteins with sequence identities above ∼95%, for exam-
ple originating from closely related strains or species. How-
ever, in our tests this had little impact on the accuracy of245

predicted functions (Fig. 2). Also, one can argue that bacte-
rial phenotypes are determined mainly by the complement of
horizontally acquired accessory genes such as virulence factors,
much more so than by minor variations in protein sequences.
Whereas Plass is clearly worse than nucleotide assemblers in250

resolving such variation, it excels at assembling more complete
protein complements of metagenomes.

In conclusion, Plass is well-suited for very large-scale

metagenomic applications, for example to generate reference
protein sequence catalogs for every major type of environment.255

In addition to facilitating metagenomics analyses, these cat-
alogs can be mined for proteins of interest to biotechnology
or pharmacology. They will also improve homology detection,
protein function annotation and protein structure prediction
[25] by enriching multiple sequence alignments with diverse260

homologs.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and ref-

erences, are available in the online version of the paper.
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ONLINE METHODS

Plass proceeds in seven steps summarized in Fig. 1.

Merging paired-end reads and ORF calling. Longer
reads increase the precision and sensitivity of the assembly
due to longer overlaps obtaining higher statistical significance.
In step 1, Plass therefore merges overlapping paired-end reads
into longer sequences using code from the open-source FLASH
tool [23], which we integrated into Plass (step 1a).

Furthermore, in step 1, Plass extracts all open reading
frames (ORFs) with at least 45 codons and translates them
into protein sequences. (Alternative codon tables can be spec-
ified with option –translation-table.) To determine the
correct start codon later on, it also extract and translates all
ORFs with at least 20 codons starting with a putative ATG
start codon that is the first ATG codon after a stop codon in
the same frame. Because the coding sequence cannot start
before such an ATG, these sequences help Plass to predict start
codons later on (see “Predicting start codons” and Supple-
mentary Fig. 6).

Finding overlaps in linear time. The identification of
all overlapping alignments (Fig. 1, steps 2-4) is critical for
the performance of overlap assemblers. Previously proposed
protein-level assemblers have a runtime complexity that scales
quadratically with the input set size [24, 25]. A typical metage-
nomic read set with 100 million reads requires 1016 compar-
isons with a quadratic method. To speed up the computation,
we adapted our linear-time clustering algorithm Linclust [26]
for assembly.

In step 2, Plass transforms each protein sequence into a
reduced amino acid alphabet, whose 13 letters represent the
following groups of amino acids: (L, M), (I, V), (K, R), (E,
Q), (A, S, T), (N, D), and (F, Y). From each reduced sequence
it selects m (default: m = 60) k-mers (or l − k + 1 if the
sequence of length l contains only l − k + 1 < m k-mers).
The selected k-mers are those with lowest hash values. Our
rolling hash function [26] maps each k-mer onto a range of
[0, 216] such that even single residue changes result in quasi-
random, unrelated hash values. For each of the ∼mN selected
k-mers, Plass stores in an array the k-mer index (8 bytes),
the sequence identifier (4 bytes), the k-mer position in the
sequence (2 bytes) and the length of the sequence (2 bytes).

In step 3, Plass sorts the array by k-mer index and sequence
length to find the sets of sequences containing the same k-
mer. For each set, it picks the longest sequence as the center
sequence. For each member of the k-mer set, it overwrites
the k-mer index with the center sequence identifier and com-
putes the diagonal i − j on which the shared k-mer match
occurs, where i is the k-mer position in the center sequence
and j is the position in the member sequence. The array now
contains the center sequence identifier, the member sequence
identifier, the k-mer match diagonal, and the length of the
member sequence. It sorts the array again, this time by cen-
ter sequence identifiers, and removes duplicate center-member
pairs. If more than one diagonal match between a center and
member sequence is found only the match with lowest diagonal
is kept.

In step 4, Plass computes an ungapped local alignment be-
tween each center sequence and each group member, using one-
dimensional dynamic programming on the diagonal i−j of the
k-mer match. It computes E-values using ALP [27] and, by
default, the Blosum62 substitution matrix. Alignments with
an E-value > 10−5 (default) and a sequence identity < 90%
(default) are rejected.

Extending protein reads. In step 5, Plass extends the cen-
ter sequence by concatenating the non-overlapping residues of
the member sequence with highest similarity in the overlap.
More precisely, it processes the list of alignments with the
member sequences in order of descending overlap sequence
identity, until one side of the center sequence has been ex-
tended and the other side has either been extended as well or
has no extending alignments left in the list. Then it realigns
the extended center sequence with all yet unprocessed mem-
ber sequences and iterates the extension until the entire list of
alignments has been processed.

Iterative assembly. Plass iterates through steps 2 to 5
twelve times (default), each time updating the original ver-
sion of the center sequences with their extended versions and
keeping all other sequences unchanged (step 6). To extract
different k-mers in each new iteration, we increment the step
size of the circular shift inside our rolling hash function [26].

Removing proteins translated in wrong frames. In step
7, Plass removes sequences translated from wrong ORFs or
assembled from such sequences. ORFs translated in the wrong
frame contain a stop-codon approximately every 64/3 ≈ 21
residues, and so only a fraction of around exp(−45/21.3) ≈
12% contain ≥ 45 codons.

Plass filters out sequences translated from wrong ORFs
based on their amino acid and dipeptide composition, which
differs from correctly translated, real protein sequences. We
trained a neural network using as features the 20 length-
normalized amino acid frequencies of the sequence and the 62

length-normalized dipeptide frequencies in a reduced alpha-
bet of size 6. Our fully connected network has 56 input nodes,
a hidden layer of 96 nodes, and a single output node. We
trained the network using the Keras deep-learning framework
using the Adam optimizer with a 10% drop-out probability
and the binary cross-entropy loss function. We leave 10% of
the data out for cross validation. The network is integrated
into Plass using Kerasify.

To train the network, we created a positive set of known
coding sequences and a negative set of sequences translated
in a wrong reading frame. The positive set contained 2.4 mil-
lion proteins sampled from the prokaryotic subset of the Uni-
clust30 representative sequences [28]. For the negative set, we
extract all ORFs from 757 prokaryotic genomes contained in
the KEGG database [29] and clustered them using MMseqs2
[30] with a maximum sequence identity of 30% and a min-
imum coverage of 80%. Clusters without any member with
coding sequence annotation in KEGG or homology to entries
in Uniclust30 (requiring an E-value of < 10−3) were extracted.
From these, we sampled 2.4 million sequences.

Predicting start codons. To determine the correct start
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codon and minimize overextension at the N-terminus in the
ORF translation step 1, Plass marks with a prepended aster-
isk ∗ those methionine residues that represent the first ATG
after a stop codon in the same frame, as this implies that the
coding sequence can at the earliest start there (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 6).

After the alignment and extension step 4 in the first itera-
tion, Plass reconstructs the multiple sequence alignment of all
merged sequences. Where at least 20% of all methionines in
a column are marked by a prepended asterisk, it removes the
preceding residues from all other sequences and prepends an
asterisk to all sequences to mark the start. If several columns
fulfill the 20% criterion, it trims the sequences at the most
downstream of these columns. The start codon prediction is
only done in the first iteration to save time and disk space.

Suppressing repetitive sequences. Protein repeats can
lead to unwanted extensions during assembly. We therefore
detect sequences with repeat regions during step 2 as those
containing at least 8 (default) identical k-mers (in the 13-letter
alphabet). These sequences are ignored during all steps.

Memory-efficient processing of huge input sets. Plass
needs 1 byte per residue of translated protein sequence gener-
ated in step 1 to keep these sequences in memory and avoid
random disk accesses in the alignment step 4. But as we saw,
the k-mer array in steps 2 and 3 occupies m × 16 bytes =
720bytes of memory per sequence, which is around 16 times
more than 1 byte per residue. We removed this bottleneck, for
systems with insufficient main memory, by splitting the k-mer
array into a number of chunks and processing them sequen-
tially, with little loss in speed.

We compute the maximum number of chunks S that still
allows one chunk to fit into the available system memory M
as S = dmN × 16byte/Me. For each chunk c out of S, we
proceed with steps 2 and 3 exactly as described before ex-
cept that we only extract k-mers whose index R satisfies (R
mod S) = c and that we store the chunks of k-mer arrays on
hard disk. After all splits have been computed, we merge them
into a single k-mer array.

Assembly quality benchmark. We could not use the
standard benchmark developed by the Critical Assessment of
Metagenomic Interpretation (CAMI) [31], because the muta-
tion model of the sgEvolver tool used for simulating popula-
tion microdiversity (strain diversity) does not penalize frame-
disrupting indels and non-conservative substitutions within
coding regions. This leads to very low and unrealistic conser-
vation of coding regions. The synthetic reads generated with
such a model are certainly realistic enough to test nucleotide
assemblers but would render protein-level assembly absurdly
unsuitable.

We sought to construct a genomic benchmarking set that
would contain a high degree of natural variation, in which the
genomic sequences reflect the actual evolutionary pressures on
them.

We downloaded from the sequence read archive (SRA) at
the NCBI/NIH two sets of genomes assembled from single
cell sequencing libraries. The first set contains genomes of
96 Prochlorococcus genomes [32].

These cells were taken from the same ocean water sample
and represent a population of the cyanobacteria Prochlorococ-
cus, the most abundant marine photosynthetic organism on
earth noted for high intra-species diversities. Sequence iden-
tities of 16S rRNA ITS sequences in a matched sample are
between 50% and 100%.

The second set contains 738 single-cell genome assemblies
(NCBI project PRJNA445865) consisting of 489 Prochloro-
coccus, 50 Synechococcus, 82 SAR11, 17 SAR116, 16 SAR86,
9 extracellular virus particles, and 75 additional sympatric
microorganisms, sampled at 22 locations in the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans [33].

As ground truth reference we predicted protein sequences
on the genomes using Prodigal [34] and removed sequences
shorter than 100 residues, resulting in a redundant refer-
ence set of 109 014 protein sequences for set 1 and 829 899
for set 2. We reduced the redundancy by clustering with
Linclust at 95% sequence identity and 99% minimum cover-
age of the shorter sequence (options --cov-mode 1 -c 0.99
--min-seq-id 0.95), resulting in the non-redundant refer-
ence set with 14 943 (set 1) and 460 653 (set 2) sequences.

We created two synthetic read data sets from the two sets
of single-cell genomes, setting the mean coverage to 1 for each
genome, which yielded 392 790 reads for set 1 and 4 994 546
for set 2. We used randomreads.sh from the BBmap soft-
ware suite with options paired snprate=0.005 adderrors
coverage=1 len=150 mininsert=150 maxinsert=350
gaussian=true to simulate 2×150 bp paired-end overlapping
reads with sequencing errors.

We then assembled the synthetic paired-end read data set
with Megahit, metaSPAdes, Plass, SFA-SPA and Velvet, us-
ing the default parameters of each tool. We also tested Plass
with with a stricter minimum sequeunce identity for merg-
ing sequences (option --min-seq-id 97, "Plass-97" in Fig. 2.
For the nucleotide assemblers, we called proteins from the as-
sembled contigs using Prodigal in metagenomics mode. We
ignored all proteins shorter than 100 residues.

We calculated the precision by searching with the as-
sembled proteins through the redundant reference set,
using MMseqs2 with options -a -s 5 --max-seqs 5000
--min-seq-id 0.89. We filtered the aligned set by minimum
sequence identity thresholds between 90% and 99%. For each
search result, we only considered the longest alignment that
fulfills the minimum sequence identity criterion. We computed
the precision for each sequence identity threshold as the ra-
tio of the total count of aligned residues divided by the total
length of the assembled proteins. 100% precision is reached
when all assembled protein residues can be aligned to a refer-
ence protein sequence.

We calculated the sensitivity by searching with the non-
redundant reference set through the assembled proteins,
using MMseqs2 with options -a -s 5 --max-seqs 500000
--min-seq-id 0.89. We filtered the aligned set by minimum
sequence identity thresholds between 90% and 99%. For each
search result, we only considered the longest alignment that
fulfills the minimum sequence identity criterion. We computed
the sensitivity for each sequence identity threshold as the ra-
tio of the total count of aligned residues divided by the total
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length of the proteins in the non-redundant set. 100% sen-
sitivity is reached when all reference protein residues can be
aligned to an assembled protein sequence.

Accuracy of functional annotation of assembled pro-
teins. To test the impact of chimeric assemblies and assembly
quality on functional annotation quality, we measured the ac-
curacy of functional annotations on the proteins assembled
from the reads simulated from the single-cell marine genomes
(Fig. 2). We functionally annotated each protein sequence
assembled from the simulated reads and each reference pro-
tein from the single-cell genomes with an Orthologous Group
using the eggNOG mapper[35] and the eggNOG database
(version 4.5.1)[36] (options -d bact -m diamond –override
–cpu 16). We compared the eggNOG annotation of each as-
sembled protein sequence with the annotation of the best-
matching sequence found in the reference protein set using
MMseqs2. If the Orthologous Groups differ the annotation is
false positive (FP), otherwise true positive (TP).

Protein sequence recovery on metagenomic datasets.
For the benchmark test on real metagenomic data (Fig. a-d)
we used the following datasets: (b) a single human gut sam-
ple from SRA (SRR5024285) [37], (c) 775 samples from Tara
eukaryotic metatranscriptomes downloaded from the ENA
(PRJEB6609) [38], (d) a soil sample from the IMG project
1003784 (sample: 6398.7.44014), (e) 12 samples from the same
project (samples: 6679.7.51457 6478.6.45123, 6679.6.51456,
6398.7.44014, 6478.7.45124, 6674.6.51288, 6679.5.51455,
6674.4.51285, 6478.5.45122, 6478.4.45121, 6674.3.51284,
6674.5.51286). The soil data is also available at the NCBI
Project PRJNA330082. All samples used in Fig. 2b,d,e con-
sist of paired-end reads of 2 × 150bp length, while c consists
of reads with 2× 102 bp length.

We assembled paired-end reads in datasets b,d,e using
Megahit and Plass with default parameters. The benchmarks
for sets in Fig. 2b-d were carried out on a single . The co-
assembly in Fig. 2e was performed on a server with two 14-
core Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 CPUs with 768GB RAM. During
the co-assembly, Megahit aborted with a segmentation fault
on the 768GB server. We therefore performed twelve separate
assemblies and pooled the results.

We could compare Plass only to Megahit on datasets b,d,e,
since Velvet terminated with segmentation faults, metaSPAdes
terminated with messages specifying a required amount of
RAM in excess of the available 128GB, and SFA-SPA did
not finish execution within three days.

For Fig. 2c, we assembled the 775 Tara metatranscriptomes
using Plass and compared the results with the Marine Atlas
of Tara Oceans Unigene (MATOU) catalog [38], assembled
using Velvet. For that purpose, we called protein sequences
using Prodigal in metagenomics mode on all MATOU contigs,
since these often do not contain full-length protein sequences.
Eukaryotic protein sequences contain repeats more frequently
than viral or prokayotic ones. We therefore masked low com-
plexity regions of the assemblies created by Plass using tantan
[39] and removed all assembled proteins with more than 50%
masked residues.

To analyze the diversity of the obtained sets at various re-

dundancy levels, we clustered all assembled protein sequence
sets with Linclust using the parameters --kmer-per-seq 80
--cluster-mode 2 --cov-mode 1 -c 0.9 at sequence iden-
tity thresholds --min-seq-id from 50% to 90%.

Taxonomic classification and quantification. We investi-
gated the influence of the assembly method on the taxonomic
composition (Supplemental Fig. 5). Instead of matching
nucleotide reads to reference genomes, we here perform the
taxonomic matching on the protein level because, first, many
species sampled with metagenomics do not contain a close ho-
molog in the reference databases, and second, protein-level
comparison afford a much higher sensitivity to match to more
distantly related sequences.

Our strategy is to (1) map reads – via the translated ORFs
they contain – to assembled protein sequences and to (2) map
the assembled protein sequences to taxonomic nodes in the
NCBI taxonomic tree. We thereby map transitively each read
to one taxonomic node.

To map the assembled protein sequences to taxonomic nodes
(step 2 above), we implemented the 2bLCA protocol [40]
as new MMseqs2 module mmseqs taxonomy (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 4) and assigned the assembled protein sequences
to the 90% redundancy-filtered Uniprot database (Uniclust90
2017_07) [28], which contains taxonomic assignments to the
NCBI tree for each sequence.

Using the two-step transitive mapping, we computed read
counts for all taxonomic nodes. We then pooled the counts
for each phylum in the tree and in addition recorded counts
of reads assigned by 2bLCA to taxa above the phylum level.
Only the 8 most abundant taxa were then kept, and counts of
all others were pooled into a category "Others".

In Supplementary Fig. 5a we show the results for the soil
sample assemblies from c (blue: Megahit, red: Plass) and the
assemblies of the 12 soil samples from d (light blue: Megahit,
light red: Plass), together with the ratios on top. The inset
gives the fraction of reads in the single and the 12 soil samples
that could be mapped to an assembled protein sequence with
a minimum sequence identity of 90% (step 1 above).

In Supplementary Fig. 5b we show the count of assem-
bled amino acids within various coverage ranges. Coverage of
an assembled protein sequence is the sum of the number of
residues aligned to that sequence during mapping divided by
the length of the assembled protein sequence.

Around 5 to 10 times more reads can be mapped to the set
of protein sequences assembled by Plass (red) than to the set
predicted by Prodigal on the Megahit assembly. The gains are
particularly high for high coverages.

Soil Reference Catalog assembly and analysis. For the
Soil Reference Catalog (SRC), we downloaded from the se-
quence read archive (SRA) at the NCBI/NIH all 640 metage-
nomic datasets that (1) had the “soil metagenome” taxon iden-
tifier, (2) had dates between 01/2014 and 02/2018, (3) were
sequenced on Illumina HiSeq or NovaSeq machines, and (4)
had paired-end reads of at least 2 × 150 bp length. Sam-
ple identifiers are contained in a file SRC_sample_ids.txt at
https://github.com/martin-steinegger/plass-analysis

Plass assembled the 18Tbp of raw reads on a small
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cluster of servers with 2 × 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2640v3
CPUs and 128 GB RAM. We removed protein sequences
shorter than 100 residues and redundancy-filtered the pro-
tein sequences from each sample using Linclust with
options --min-seq-id 0.95 --alignment-mode 3 -c 0.99
--cov-mode 1 --cluster-mode 2). We pooled these 12
billion protein sequences and further reduced their redun-
dancy by clustering with Linclust (--cov-mode 1 -c 0.9
--min-seq-id 0.9). The clustering was done hierarchically,
since Linclust can only process 232−1 sequences at once. The
final set contains 2 022 891 389 sequences.

We chose two metagenomic soil sets (SRR5919294 and
SRR6201924) that were not part of the 640 datasets used for
building the SRC. We merged overlapping read pairs using
FLASH [23], sampled 100 000 merged reads per sample, pre-
dicted protein sequence fragments using Prodigal [34], and
searched through the 90%-redundancy-filtered versions of SRC
and the Uniprot database [28] using the mmseqs map workflow
(see below). We computed the fraction of mapped reads out
of the total read count while demanding a minimum sequence
identity of 50% or 90% using the option --min-seq-id.

Read mapping. In this study, we use the novel mmseqs
map workflow from the MMseqs2 package to find very simi-
lar protein sequence matches in a protein sequence database.

It first calls the mmseqs prefilter module (with a low sen-
sitivity setting of -s 2) to detect high scoring diagonals
and then computes an ungapped alignment using the mmseqs
rescorediagonal module. In contrast to the mmseqs search
workflow, for maximum speed no gapped alignment is com-
puted, query sequences are not masked for low complexity
regions (--mask-mode 0), and no compositional bias correc-
tion is applied (--comp-bias-corr 0). By default, the map-
ping workflow requires that 90% of query sequence residues
are aligned to a database sequence (--cov-mode 2 -c 0.9).

Software versions used. We used the following version of
software in this article, Prodigal V2.6.3, FLASH v1.2.11,
Velvet 1.2.10, SFA-SPA 0.2.1, metaSPAdes v3.10.1,
Megahit v1.1.1-2-g02102e1, eggnog-mapper 1.0.3.

Assembled protein sequence sets. The assembled pro-
tein sequence sets are available as FASTA formatted files at
https://plass.mmseqs.org.

Code availability. Plass is GPLv3-licensed open source soft-
ware. The source code and binaries for Plass can be down-
loaded at https://github.com/soedinglab/plass.

Data availability. All scripts and benchmark data in-
cluding command-line parameters necessary to reproduce the
benchmark and analysis results presented are available at
https://github.com/martin-steinegger/plass-analysis.
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Supplementary Figure 1 

Schematic comparison of a nucleotide- and a protein assembly. 

On top is the f inal protein assembly follow ed by the stacked overlapping protein reads. The small gray section highlights the multiple protein sequence 
alignment of the overlapping reads and below  the respective nucleotide alignment. Less ambiguity is visible on the protein level due to conservative 
mutations (mutations w ith similar biochemical properties) compared to the nucleotide level, resulting in an assembly that is more robust to microdiversity 
in the population.  
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Supplementary Figure 2 

Overlap of assemblies of Plass with Megahit and metaSPAdes  

(a) left: A fraction 38.3% of amino acids in the Plass-assembled proteins of set 1 is covered by alignments to proteins in the Megahit assembly  at a 
minimum sequence identity cut-off of 99%. Conversely, 83.2% of proteins in the Megahit-assembled set 1 is covered by alignments w ith Plass-

assembled proteins. Right: Same as on the left but comparing the Plass assembly w ith the metaSPAdes assembly. (b) Same as (a) but for protein set 2 
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Supplementary Figure 3 

Effect of neural network filter to remove wrong translation frames. 

Sensitivity and precision in set 1 (a) and set 2 (b). Top: assembly sensitivity is the fraction of reference sequence amino acids that matches to an 

assembled protein sequence. Bottom: assembly precision is the fraction of assembled amino acids that matches to a reference protein at the minimum 
sequence identity on the x-axis. Plass uses a minimum sequence identity for merging fragments of 90%, Plass-97 uses a threshold of 97%. 
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Supplementary Figure 4 

Comparison of Megahit assignment using the 2bLCA protocol 

The MMseqs2 taxonomy assignment w orkflow uses three steps to assign a taxonomic label to a query sequence. (1) We search with the query 
sequence against a reference database and extract the aligned subsequence of the best hit. (2) This sequence is matched again against the reference 
database. Each hit w ith an E-value smaller than the best hit E-value from the previous search is accepted. (3) We compute the low est common ancestor 
based on the taxonomic labels of all accepted hits. 
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Supplementary Figure 5 

Plass ORF extraction and start codon prediction (ORF calling)  
Plass extracts two sets of ORFs. ORF set 1 contains all translated ORFs w ith at least 45 codons. ORF set 2 contains all translated ORFs w ith at least 20 

codons starting w ith a putative ATG start codon that is the f irst ATG codon after a stop codon in the same frame. (Start codon prediction) Plass predicts 

start codons w ith a consensus method using a multiple sequence alignment of ORF set 1 and 2. Wherever at least 20% of all methionines in one column 
are marked by a prepended asterisk, it removes the preceding residues from all other sequences and prepends an asterisk to all sequences  to mark the 
start 
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Supplementary Figure 6 

Taxonomy evaluation of the soil metagenome assembly. 
(a) We investigate the taxonomic composition of the 8 most abundant taxa (all other taxa are pooled in “Others”) in the so il assemblies from Fig. 2d 
(blue: Megahit, red: Plass) and the assemblies of the 12 soil samples from Fig. 2e (light blue: Megahit, light red: Plass). On top w e show the read count 

ratios betw een Plass and Megahit, for both the single and 12 soil assemblies. The inset gives the fraction of reads in the single and the 12 soil samples 
that could be mapped to an assembled protein sequence. (b) We show  the count of assembled amino acids w ithin various coverage ranges for Megahit 
(blue) and Plass (red) in the single soil sample. 
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HH-suite3 for fast remote homology
detection and deep protein annotation
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Abstract

Background: HH-suite is a widely used open source software suite for sensitive sequence similarity searches and
protein fold recognition. It is based on pairwise alignment of profile Hidden Markov models (HMMs), which represent
multiple sequence alignments of homologous proteins.

Results: We developed a single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) vectorized implementation of the Viterbi algorithm
for profile HMM alignment and introduced various other speed-ups. These accelerated the search methods HHsearch
by a factor 4 and HHblits by a factor 2 over the previous version 2.0.16. HHblits3 is ∼10× faster than PSI-BLAST and
∼20× faster than HMMER3. Jobs to perform HHsearch and HHblits searches with many query profile HMMs can be
parallelized over cores and over cluster servers using OpenMP and message passing interface (MPI). The free,
open-source, GPLv3-licensed software is available at https://github.com/soedinglab/hh-suite.

Conclusion: The added functionalities and increased speed of HHsearch and HHblits should facilitate their use in
large-scale protein structure and function prediction, e.g. in metagenomics and genomics projects.

Keywords: Homology detection, Sequence search, Protein alignment, Algorithm, Profile HMM, SIMD, Functional
annotation

Introduction
A sizeable fraction of proteins in genomics and metage-
nomics projects remain without annotation due to the
lack of an identifiable, annotated homologous protein
[1]. A high sensitivity in sequence similarity searches
increases the chance of finding a homologous protein
with an annotated function or a known structure from
which the function or structure of the query protein
can be inferred [2]. Therefore, to find template pro-
teins for comparative protein structure modeling and for
deep functional annotation, the most sensitive search
tools such as HMMER [3, 4] and HHblits [5] are often
used [6–9]. These tools can improve homology detec-
tion by aligning not only single sequences against other
sequences, but using more information in form of multi-
ple sequence alignments (MSAs) containing many homol-
ogous sequences. From the frequencies of amino acids in

*Correspondence: soeding@mpibpc.mpg.de
1Quantitative and Computational Biology Group, Max-Planck Institute for
Biophysical Chemistry, Am Fassberg 11, 81379 Munich, Germany
Full list of author information is available at the end of the article

each column of the MSA, they calculate a 20 × length
matrix of position-specific amino acid substitution scores,
termed “sequence profile”.
A profile Hidden Markov Model (HMM) extends

sequence profiles by augmenting the position-specific
amino acid substitution scores with position-specific
penalties for insertions and deletions. These can be esti-
mated from the frequencies of insertions and deletions
in the MSA. The added information improves the sen-
sitivity of profile HMM-based methods like HHblits or
HMMER3 over ones based on sequence profiles, such as
PSI-BLAST [10].
Only few search tools represent both the query and

the target proteins as sequence profiles built from MSAs
of homologous proteins [11–14]. In contrast, HHblits /
HHsearch represent both the query and the target pro-
teins as profile HMMs. This makes them among the most
sensitive tools for sequence similarity search and remote
homology detection [5, 15].
In recent years, various sequence search tools have

been developed that are up to four orders of magni-

© The Author(s). 2019 Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the
Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made. The Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication waiver
(http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/) applies to the data made available in this article, unless otherwise stated.
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tude faster than BLAST [16–19]. This speed-up addresses
the need to search massive amounts of environmental
next-generation sequencing data against the ever-growing
databases of annotated sequences. However, no homol-
ogy can be found for many of these sequences even with
sensitive methods, such as BLAST or MMseqs2 [19].
Genomics and metagenomics projects could annotate

more sequence by adding HHblits searches through the
PDB, Pfam and other profile databases to their pipelines
[8]. Additional computation costs would be marginal,
since the version of HHblits presented in this work runs
20 times faster than HMMER, the standard tool for Pfam
[20] and InterPro [21] annotations.
In this work, our goal was to accelerate and parallelize

various HH-suite algorithms with a focus on the most
time-critical tools, HHblits and HHsearch. We applied
data level parallelization using Advanced Vector Exten-
sion 2 (AVX2) or Streaming SIMD Extension 2 (SSE2)
instructions, thread level parallelization using OpenMP,
and parallelization across computers using MPI. Most
important was the ample use of parallelization through
SIMD arithmetic units present in all modern Intel, AMD
and IBM CPUs, with which we achieved speed-ups per
CPU core of a factor 2 to 4.

Methods
Overview of HH-suite
The software HH-suite contains the search tools
HHsearch [15] and HHblits [5], and various utilities to
build databases of MSAs or profile HMMs, to convert
MSA formats, etc.
HHsearch aligns a profile HMM against a database of

target profile HMMs. The search first aligns the query
HMM with each of the target HMMs using the Viterbi
dynamic programming algorithm, which finds the align-
ment with the maximum score. The E-value for the target
HMM is calculated from the Viterbi score [5]. Target
HMMs that reach sufficient significance to be reported
are realigned using the Maximum Accuracy algorithm
(MAC) [22]. This algorithm maximizes the expected
number of correctly aligned pairs of residues minus a
penalty between 0 and 1 (parameter -mact). Values near
0 produce greedy, long, nearly global alignments, values
above 0.3 result in shorter, local alignments.
HHblits is an accelerated version of HHsearch that is

fast enough to perform iterative searches through mil-
lions of profile HMMs, e.g. through the Uniclust profile
HMM databases, generated by clustering the UniProt
database into clusters of globally alignable sequences [23].
Analogously to PSI-BLAST and HMMER3, such iterative
searches can be used to build MSAs by starting from a
single query sequence. Sequences from matches to pro-
file HMMs below some E-value threshold (e.g. 10−3) are
added to the query MSA for the next search iteration.

HHblits has a two-stage prefilter that reduces the num-
ber of database HMMs to be aligned with the slow
Viterbi HMM-HMM alignment andMAC algorithms. For
maximum speed, the target HMMs are represented in
the prefilter as discretized sequences over a 219-letter
alphabet in which each letter represents one of 219
archetypical profile columns. The two prefilter stages thus
perform a profile-to-sequence alignment, first ungapped
then gapped, using dynamic programming. Each stage
filters away 95 to 99% of target HMMs.

Overview of changes from HH-suite version 2.0.16 to 3
Vectorized viterbi HMM-HMMalignment
Most of the speed-up was achieved by developing effi-
cient SIMD code and removing branches in the pairwise
Viterbi HMMalignment algorithm. The new implementa-
tion aligns 4 (using SSE2) or 8 (using AVX2) target HMMs
in parallel to one query HMM.

Fast MACHMM-HMMalignment
We accelerated the Forward-Backward algorithm that
computes posterior probabilities for all residue pairs (i, j)
to be aligned with each other. These probabilities are
needed by the MAC alignment algorithm. We improved
the speed of the Forward-Backward and MAC algorithms
by removing branches at the innermost loops and opti-
mizing the order of indices, which reduced the frequency
of cache misses.

Memory reduction
We reduced the memory required during Viterbi HMM-
HMM alignment by a factor of 1.5 for SSE2 and imple-
mented AVX2 with only a 1.3 times increase, despite the
need to keep scores for 4 (SSE2) or 8 (AVX2) target pro-
file HMMs in memory instead of just one. This was done
by keeping only the current row of the 5 scoring matrices
in memory during the dynamic programming (“Memory
reduction for backtracing and cell-off matrices” section),
and by storing the 5 backtrace matrices, which previously
required one byte per matrix cell, in a single backtrace
matrix with one byte per cell (“From quadratic to linear
memory for scoring matrices” section). We also reduced
the memory consumption of the Forward-Backward and
MAC alignment algorithms by a factor of two, by
moving from storing posterior probabilities with type
double to storing their logarithms using type float.
In total, we reduced the required memory by roughly
a factor 1.75 (when using SSE2) or 1.16 (when using
AVX2).

Accelerating sequence filtering and profile computation
For maximum sensitivity, HHblits and HHsearch need to
reduce the redundancy within the input MSA by remov-
ing sequences that have a sequence identity to another
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sequence in theMSA larger than a specified cutoff (90% by
default) [15]. The redundancy filtering takes timeO(NL2),
whereN is the number of MSA sequences and L the num-
ber of columns. It can be a runtime bottleneck for large
MSAs, for example during iterative searches with HHblits.
A more detailed explanation is given in “SIMD-based
MSA redundancy filter” section.
Additionally, the calculation of the amino acid prob-

abilities in the profile HMM columns from an MSA
can become time-limiting. Its run time scales as O(NL2)
because for each column it takes a time ∼O(NL) to com-
pute column-specific sequence weights based on the sub-
alignment containing only the sequences that have no gap
in that column.
We redesigned these two algorithms to use SIMD

instructions and optimized memory access through
reordering of nested loops and array indices.

Secondary structure scoring
Search sensitivity could be slightly improved for remote
homologs by modifying the weighting of the sec-
ondary structure alignment score with respect to pro-
file column similarity score. In HH-suite3, the sec-
ondary structure score can contribute more than 20% of
the total score. This increased the sensitivity to detect
remote homologs slightly without negative impact on the
high-precision.

New features, code refactoring, and bug fixes
HH-suite3 allows users to search a large number of query
sequences by parallelizing HHblits/HHsearch searches
over queries using OpenMP and MPI (hhblits_omp,
hhblits_mpi,hhsearch_omp,hhsearch_mpi).We
removed the limit on the maximum number of sequences
in the MSAs (parameter -maxseqs < max>). We
ported scripts in HH-suite from Perl to Python and
added support for the new PDB format mmCIF, which
we use to provide precomputed profile HMM and
MSA databases for the protein data bank (PDB) [24],
Pfam [20], SCOP [25], and clustered UniProt databases
(Uniclust) [23].
We adopted a new format for HHblits databases in

which the column state sequences used for prefiltering
(former *.cs219 files) are stored in the FFindex for-
mat. The FFindex format was already used in version
2.0.16 for the a3m MSA files and the hhm profile HMM
files. This resulted in a ∼4 s saving for reading the pre-
filter database and improved scaling of HHblits with the
number of cores. We also integrated our discriminative,
sequence context-sensitive method to calculate pseudo-
counts for the profile HMMs, which slightly improves
sensitivities for fold-level homologies [26].
To keep HH-suite sustainable and expandable in the

longer term, we extensively refactored code by improving

code reuse with the help of new classes with inheritance,
replacing POSIX threads (pthreads) with OpenMP par-
allelization, removing global variables, moving from make
to cmake, and moving the HH-suite project to GitHub
(https://github.com/soedinglab/hh-suite). We fixed vari-
ous bugs such as memory leaks and segmentation faults
occurring with newer compilers.

Supported platforms and hardware
HHblits is developed under Linux, tested under Linux and
macOS, and should run under any Unix-like operating
systems. Intel and AMD CPUs that offer AVX2 or at least
SSE2 instruction sets are supported (Intel CPUs: since
2006, AMD: since 2011). PowerPC CPUs with AltiVec
vector extensions are also supported.
Because we were unable to obtain funding for continued

support of HH-suite, user support is unfortunately limited
to bug fixes for the time being.

Parallelization by vectorization using SIMD instructions
All modern CPUs possess SIMD units, usually one per
core, for performing arithmetic, logical and other opera-
tions on several data elements in parallel. In SSE2, four
floating point operations are processed in a single clock
cycle in dedicated 128-bit wide registers. Since 2012, the
AVX standard allows to process eight floating point oper-
ations per clock cycle in parallel, held in 256 bit AVX
registers. With the AVX2 extension came support for
byte-, word- and integer-level operations, e.g. 32 single-
byte numbers can be added or multiplied in parallel (32×
1 byte = 256 bits). Intel has supported AVX2 since 2013,
AMD since 2015.
HHblits 2.0.16 already used SSE2 in its prefilter

for gapless and gapped profile-to-sequence alignment
processing 16 dynamic programming cells in parallel,
but it did not support HMM-HMM alignment using
vectorized code.

Abstraction layer for SIMD-based vector programming
Intrinsic functions allow to write SIMD parallelized algo-
rithms without using assembly instructions. However,
they are tied to one specific variant of SIMD instruction
set (such as AVX2), which makes them neither down-
wards compatible nor future-proof. To be able to compile
our algorithms with different SIMD instruction set vari-
ants, we implemented an abstraction layer, simd.h. In
this layer, the intrinsic functions are wrapped by prepro-
cessor macros. Porting our code to a new SIMD standard
therefore merely requires us to extend the abstraction
layer to that new standard, whereas the algorithm remains
unchanged.
The simd.h header supports SSE2, AVX2 and AVX-

512 instruction sets. David Miller has graciously extended
the simd.h abstraction layer to support the AltiVec
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vector extension of PowerPC CPUs. Algorithm 1 shows
a function that computes the scalar product of two
vectors.

Vectorized viterbi HMM-HMM alignments
The viterbi algorithm for aligning profile hMMs
The Viterbi algorithm, when applied to profile HMMs,
is formally equivalent to global sequence alignment with
position-specific gap penalties [27]. We had previously
introduced a modification of the Viterbi algorithm that
is formally equivalent to Smith-Waterman local sequence
alignment [15]. In HH-suite we use it to compute the
best-scoring local alignment between two profile HMMs.
HH-suite models MSA columns with < 50% gaps

(default value) by match states and all other columns as
insertion states. By traversing through the states of a pro-
file HMM, the HMM can “emit” sequences. A match state
(M) emits amino acids according to the 20 probabilities
of amino acids estimated from their fraction in the MSA
column, plus some pseudocounts. Insert states (I) emit
amino acids according to a standard amino acid back-
ground distribution, while delete states (D) do not emit
any amino acids.
The alignment score between two HMMs in HH-suite

is the sum over all co-emitted sequences of the log odds
scores for the probability for the two aligned HMMs to
co-emit this sequence divided by the probability of the
sequence under the background model. Since M and I
states emit amino acids andD states do not,M and I in one
HMM can only be aligned with M or I states in the other
HMM. Conversely, a D state can only be aligned with a
D state or with a Gap G (Fig. 1). The co-emission score

Fig. 1 HMM-HMM alignment of query and target. The alignment is represented as red path through both HMMs. The corresponding pair state
sequence is MM, MM, MI, MM, MM, DG, MM
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can be written as the sum of the similarity scores of the
aligned profile columns, in other words the match-match
(MM) pair states, minus the position-specific penalties
for indels: delete-open, delete-extend, insert-open and
insert-extend.

We denote the alignment pair states as MM, MI, IM,
II, DD, DG, and GD. Figure 1 shows an example of two
aligned profile HMMs. In the third column HMM q emits
a residue from its M state and HMM p emits a residue
from the I state. The pair state for this alignment column
is MI. In column six of the alignment HMM q does not

emit anything since it passes through the D state. HMM
p does not emit anything either since it has a gap in the
alignment. The corresponding pair state is DG. To speed
up the alignment, we exclude pair states II and DD, and
we only allow transitions between a pair state and itself
and between pair state MM and pair states MI, IM, DG,
or GD.

To calculate the local alignment score, we need five
dynamic programming matrices SXY, one for each pair
state XY ∈ {MM, MI, IM, DG, GD}. They contain the
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score of the best partial alignment which ends in column i
of q and column j of p in pair state XY. These five matrices
are calculated recursively.

SMM
(
i, j

) = Saa
(
qpi , t

p
j

)
+ Sss

(
qssi , tssj

)
+ (1)

max

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 (for local alignment)
SMM(i−1, j−1) + log

(
qi−1(M,M) tj−1(M,M

)
)

SMI(i−1, j−1) + log
(
qi−1(M,M) tj−1(I,M)

)

SII(i−1, j−1) + log
(
qi−1(I,M) tj−1(M,M)

)

SDG(i−1, j−1) + log
(
qi−1(D,M) tj−1(M,M)

)

SGD(i−1, j−1) + log
(
qi−1 (M,M) tj−1(D,M)

)

SMI
(
i, j

) = max
{
SMM(i−1, j) + log

(
qi−1(M,M) tj(D,D)

)

SMI(i−1, j) + log
(
qi−1(M,M) tj(I,I)

)

(2)

SDG
(
i, j

) = max
{
SMM(i−1, j) + log (qi−1(D,M))

SDG(i−1, j) + log (qi−1(D,D))
(3)

Saa
(
qpi , t

p
j

)
= log

20∑

a=1

qpi (a) t
p
j (a)

fa
(4)

Vector qpi contains the 20 amino acid probabilities of
q at position i, tpj are the amino acid probabilities t at j,
and fa denotes the background frequency of amino acid a.
The score Saa measures the similarity of amino acid dis-
tributions in the two columns i and j. Sss can optionally
be added to Saa. It measures the similarity of the sec-
ondary structure states of query and target HMM at i and
j [15].

Vectorizations of smith-Waterman sequence alignment
Much effort has gone into accelerating the dynamic
programming based Smith-Waterman algorithm (at an
unchanged time complexity of O(LqLt)). While substan-
tial accelerations using general purpose graphics pro-
cessing units (GPGPUs) and field programmable gated
arrays (FPGAs) were demonstrated [28–31], the need for
a powerful GPGPU and the lack of of a single standard
(e.g. Nvidia’s proprietary CUDA versus the OpenCL stan-
dard) have been impediments. SIMD implementations
using the SSE2 and AVX2 standards with on-CPU SIMD
vector units have demonstrated similar speed-ups as
GPGPU implementations and have become widely used
[3, 4, 32–35].
To speed up the dynamic programming (DP) using

SIMD, multiple cells in the DP matrix are processed

jointly. However the value in cell (i, j) depends on those in
the preceding cells (i − 1, j − 1), (i − 1, j), and (i, j − 1).
This data dependencymakes acceleration of the algorithm
challenging.
Four main approaches have been developed to

address this challenge: (1) parallelizing over anti-
diagonal stretches of cells in the DP matrices
((i, j), (i + 1, j − 1), . . . (i + 15, j − 15), assuming
16 cells fit into one SIMD register) [32], (2) paralleli-
zing over vertical or horizontal segments of the DP
matrices (e.g. (i, j), (i + 1, j), . . . (i + 15, j)) [33], (3)
parallelizing over stripes of the DP matrices
((i, j), (i + 1 × D, j), . . . (i + 15 × D, j) where
D := ceil(query_length/16)) [34] and (4) where
16 cells (i, j) of 16 target sequences are processed in
parallel [35].

The last option is the fastest method for sequence-
sequence alignments, because it avoids data dependen-
cies. Here we present an implementation of this option
that can align one query profile HMM to 4 (SSE2) or 8
(AVX2) target profile HMMs in parallel.

Vectorized viterbi algorithm for aligning profile HMMs
Algorithm 2 shows the scalar version of the Viterbi algo-
rithm for pairwise profile HMM alignment based on
the iterative update Eqs. (1)–(3). Algorithm 3 presents
our vectorized and branch-less version (Fig. 2). It aligns
batches of 4 or 8 target HMMs together, depending on
howmany scores of type float fit into one SIMD register
(4 for SSE2, 8 for AVX).
The vectorized algorithm needs to access the state tran-

sition and amino acid emission probabilities for these
4 or 8 targets at the same time. The memory is laid
out (Fig. 3), such that the emission and transition prob-
abilities of 4 or 8 targets are stored consecutively in
memory. In this way, one set of 4 or 8 transition prob-
abilities (for example MM) of the 4 or 8 target HMMs
being aligned can be loaded jointly into one SIMD
register.
The scalar versions of the functions MAX6, MAX2 con-

tain branches. Branched code can considerably slow down
code execution due to the high cost of branch mispre-
dictions, when the partially executed instruction pipeline
has to be discarded to resume execution of the correct
branch.
The functions MAX6 and MAX2 find the maxi-

mum score out of two or six input scores and
also return the pair transition state that contributed
the highest score. This state is stored in the back-
trace matrix, which is needed to reconstruct the best-
scoring alignment once all five DP matrices have been
computed.
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Fig. 2 SIMD parallelization over target profile HMMs. Batches of 4 or 8 database profile HMMs are aligned together by the vectorized Viterbi
algorithm. Each cell (i, j) in the dynamic programming matrix is processed in parallel for 4 or 8 target HMMs

To remove the five if-statement branches in MAX6, we
implemented a macro VMAX6 that implements one if-
statement at a time. VMAX6 needs to be called 5 times,
instead of just once as MAX6, and each call compares
the current best score with the next of the 6 scores and
updates the state of the best score so far by maximization.
At each VMAX6 call, the current best state is overwritten
by the new state if it has a better score.

We call the function VMAX2 four times to update the
four states GD, IM, DG and MI. The first line in VMAX2
compares the 4 or 8 values in SIMD register sMM with
the corresponding values in register sXY and sets all bits
of the four values in SIMD register res_gt_vec to
1 if the value in sMM is greater than the one in sXY
and to 0 otherwise. The second line computes a bit-wise
AND between the four values in res_gt_vec (either
0x00000000 or 0xFFFFFFFF) and the value for state MM.
For those of the 4 or 8 sMM values that were greater
than the corresponding sXY value, we obtain state MM in
index_vec, for the others we get zero, which represents
staying in the same state. The backtrace vector can then
be combined using an XOR instruction.
In order to calculate suboptimal, alternative alignments,

we forbid the suboptimal alignment to pass through any
cell (i, j) that is within 40 cells from any of the cells of
the better-scoring alignments. These forbidden cells are
stored in a matrix cell_off[i][j] in the scalar ver-
sion of the Viterbi algorithm. The first if-statement in
Algorithm 2 ensures that these cells obtain a score of −∞.
To reduce memory requirements in the vectorized ver-

sion, the cell-off flag is stored in the most significant bit
of the backtracing matrix (Fig. 5) (see “Memory reduc-
tion for backtracing and cell-off matrices” section). In the
SIMD Viterbi algorithm, we shift the backtracing matrix
cell-off bit to the right by one and load four 32bit
(SSE2) or eight 64bit (AVX2) values into a SIMD reg-
ister (line 23). We extract only the cell-off bits (line 24)
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Fig. 3 The layout of the log transition probabilities (top) and emission probabilities (bottom) in memory for single-instruction single data (SISD) and
SIMD algorithms. For the SIMD algorithm, 4 (using SSE2) or 8 (using AVX 2) target profile HMMs (t1 – t4) are stored together in interleaved fashion:
the 4 or 8 transition or emission values at position i in these HMMs are stored consecutively (indicated by the same color). In this way, a single cache
line read of 64 bytes can fill four SSE2 or two AVX2 SIMD registers with 4 or 8 values each

by computing an AND between the co_mask and the
cell_off register. We set elements in the register with
cell_off bit to 0 and without to 0xFFFFFFFF by com-
paring if cell_mask is greater than cell_off (line 25).
On line 26, we set the 4 or 8 values in the SIMD reg-
ister cell_off to −∞ if their cell-off bit was set and
otherwise to 0. After this we add the generated vector to
all five scores (MM, MI, IM, DG and GD).

A small improvement in runtime was achieved
by compiling both versions of the Viterbi method,
one with and one without cell-off logic. For the
first, optimal alignment, we call the version com-
piled without the cell off logic and for the alternative
alignments the version with cell-off logic enabled.
In C/C++, this can be done with preprocessor
macros.
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Fig. 4 Two approaches to reduce the memory requirement for the DP score matrices from O(LqLt ) to O(Lt ), where Lq and Lt are lengths of the query
and target profile, respectively. (Top) One vector holds the scores of the previous row, SXY(i − 1, ·), for pair state XY ∈{MM, MI, IM, GD and DG}, and
the other holds the scores of the current row, SXY(i, ·) for pair state XY ∈{MM, MI, IM, GD and DG}. Vector pointers are swapped after each row has
been processed. (Bottom) A single vector per pair state XY holds the scores of the current row up to j − 1 and of the previous row for j to Lt . The
second approach is somewhat faster and was chosen for HH-suite3
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Shorter profile HMMs are padded with probabilities of
zero up to the length of the longest profile HMM in the
batch (Fig. 2). Therefore, the database needs to be sorted
by decreasing profile HMM length. Sorting also improves
IO performance due to linear access to the target HMMs
for the Viterbi alignment, since the list of target HMMs
that passed the prefilter is automatically sorted by length.

Vectorized column similarity score
The sum in the profile column similarity score Saa in
the first line in Algorithm 4 is is computed as the scalar
product between the precomputed 20-dimensional vector
qpi (a)/fa and tpj (a). The SIMD code takes 39 instructions
to compute the scores for 4 or 8 target columns, whereas
the scalar version needed 39 instructions for a single
target column.

From quadratic to linear memory for scoring matrices
Most of the memory in Algorithm 2 is needed for the five
score matrices for pair states MM, MI, IM, GD and DG.
For a protein of 15 000 residues, the five matrices need
15 000× 15 000× 4byte× 5 matrices = 4.5GB of memory
per thread.
In a naive implementation, the vectorized algorithm

would need a factor of 4 or 8 more memory than that,
since it would need to store the scores of 4 or 8 target pro-
file HMMs in the scorematrices. This would require 36GB
of memory per thread, or 576GB for commonly used 16
core servers.
However, we do not require the entire scoring matrices

to reside in memory. We only need the backtracing matri-
ces and the position (ibest, jbest) of the highest scoring cell
to reconstruct the alignment.
We implemented two approaches. The first uses two

vectors per pair state (Fig. 4 top). One holds the scores
of the current row i, where (i, j) are the positions of the
cell whose scores are to be computed, and the other vec-
tor holds the scores of the previous row i − 1. After all
the scores of a row i have been calculated, the pointers to
the vectors are swapped and the former row becomes the
current one.
The second approach uses only a single vector (Fig. 4

bottom). Its elements from 1 to j − 1 hold the scores of
the current row that have already been computed. Its ele-
ments from j to the last position Lt hold the scores from
the previous row i − 1.
The second variant turned out to be faster, even though

it executes more instructions in each iteration. However,
profiling showed that this is more than compensated by
fewer cache misses, probably owed to the factor two lower
memory required.
We save a lot of memory by storing the currently needed

scores of the target in a linear ring buffer of size O(Lt).
However, we still need to keep the backtracing matrix (see

next subsection), of quadratic size O(LqLt) in memory.
Therefore the memory complexity remains unaffected.

Memory reduction for backtracing and cell-off matrices
To compute an alignment by backtracing from the cell
(ibest, jbest) with maximum score, we need to store for
each cell (i, j) and every pair state (MM,GD,MI,DG, IM)

the previous cell and pair state the alignment would pass
through, that is, which cell contributed the maximum
score in (i, j). For that purpose it obviously suffices to only
store the previous pair state.
HHblits 2.0.16 uses five different matrices of type char,

one for each pair state, and one char matrix to hold
the cell-off values (in total 6 bytes). The longest known
protein Titin has about 33 000 amino acids. To keep a
33 000 × 33 000 × 6byte matrix in memory, we would
need 6GB of memory. Since only a fraction of ∼10−5

sequences are sequences longer than 15 000 residues in
the UniProt database, we restrict the default maximum
sequence length to 15 000. This limit can be increased
with the parameter -maxres.
But we would still need about 1.35GB to hold the back-

trace and cell-off matrices. A naive SSE2 implementation
would therefore need 5.4GB, and 10.8GB with AVX2.
Because every thread needs its own backtracing and cell-
off matrices, this can be a severe restriction.

We reduce the memory requirements by storing all
backtracing information and the cell-off flag in a single
byte per cell (i, j). The preceding state for the IM, MI,
GD, DG states can be held as single bit, with a 1 signi-
fying that the preceding pair state was the same as the
current one and 0 signifying it was MM. The preceding
state for MM can be any of STOP, MM, IM, MI, GD, and
DG. STOP represents the start of the alignment, which
corresponds to the 0 in (eq. 1) contributing the largest of
the 6 scores. We need three bits to store these six possi-
ble predecessor pair states. The backtracing information
can, thus, be held in ‘4 + 3’ bits, which leaves one bit for
the cell-off flag (Fig. 5). Due to the reduction to one byte
per cell we need only 0.9GB (with SSE2) or 1.8GB (with
AVX2) per thread to hold the backtracing and cell-off
information.
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Fig. 5 Predecessor pair states for backtracing the Viterbi alignments are stored in a single byte of the backtrace matrix in HH-suite3 to reduce
memory requirements. The bits 0 to 2 (blue) are used to store the predecessor state to the MM state, bits 3 to 6 store the predecessor of GD, IM, DG
and MI pair states. The last bit denotes cells that are not allowed to be part of the suboptimal alignment because they are near to a cell that was part
of a better-scoring alignment

Viterbi early termination criterion
For some query HMMs, a lot of non-homologous tar-
get HMMs pass the prefiltering stage, for example when
they contain one of the very frequent coiled coil regions.
To avoid having to align thousands of non-homologous
target HMMs with the costly Viterbi algorithm, we intro-
duced an early termination criterion in HHblits 2.0.16.
We averaged 1/(1 + E-value) over the last 200 pro-
cessed Viterbi alignments and skipped all further database
HMMs when this average dropped below 0.01, indicating
that the last 200 target HMMs produced very few Viterbi
E-values below 1.
This criterion requires the targets to be processed by

decreasing prefilter score, while our vectorized version
of the Viterbi algorithm requires the database profile
HMMs to be ordered by decreasing length. We solved this
dilemma by sorting the list of target HMMs by decreasing
prefilter score, splitting it into equal chunks (default size
2 000) with decreasing scores, and sorting target HMMs
within each chunk by their lengths. After each chunk has
been processed by the Viterbi algorithm, we compute the
average of 1/(1 + E-value) for the chunk and terminate
early when this number drops below 0.01.

SIMD-based MSA redundancy filter
To build a profile HMM from an MSA, HH-suite reduces
the redundancy by filtering out sequences that have more
than a fraction seqid_max of identical residues with
another sequence in the MSA. The scalar version of the

function (Algorithm 5) returns 1 if two sequences x and
y have a sequence identity above seqid_min and 0 oth-
erwise. The SIMD version (Algorithm 6) has no branches
and processes the amino acids in chunks of 16 (SSE2) or
32 (AVX2). It is about ∼11 times faster than the scalar
version.

Results
Speed benchmarks
Speed of HHsearch 2.0.16 versus HHsearch 3
Typically more than 90% of the run time of HHsearch is
spent in the Viterbi algorithm, while only a fraction of
the time is spent in the maximum accuracy alignment.
Only a small number of alignments reach an E-value low
enough in the Viterbi algorithm to be processed further.
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A B

Fig. 6 Speed comparisons. a runtime versus query profile length for 1644 searches with profile HMMs randomly sampled from UniProt. These
queries were searched against the PDB70 database containing 35 000 profile HMMs of average length 234. The average speedup over HHsearch
2.0.16 is 3.2-fold for SSE2- vectorized HHsearch and 4.2-fold for AVX2-vectorized HHsearch. b Box plot for the distribution of total runtimes (in
logarithmic scale) for one, two, or three search iterations using the 1644 profile HMMs as queries. PSI-BLAST and HHMER3 searches were done
against the UniProt database (version 2015_06) containing 49 293 307 sequences. HHblits searches against the uniprot20 database, a clustered
version of UniProt containing profile HMMs for each of its 7 313 957 sequence clusters. Colored numbers: speed-up factors relative to HMMER3

HHsearch therefore profits considerably from the SIMD
vectorization of the Viterbi algorithm.
To compare the speed of the HHsearch versions, we

randomly selected 1 644 sequences from Uniprot (release
2015_06), built profile HMMs, and measured the total
run time for searching with the 1644 query HMMs
through the PDB70 database (version 05Sep15). The
PDB70 contains profile HMMs for a representative set
of sequences from the PDB [24], filtered with a max-
imum pairwise sequence identity of 70%. It contained
35 000 profile HMMs with an average length of 234
match states.
HHsearch with SSE2 is 3.2 times faster and HHsearch

with AVX2 vectorization is 4.2 times faster than
HHsearch 2.0.16, averaged over all 1644 searches (Fig. 6a).
For proteins longer than 1000, the speed-up factors are 5.0
and 7.4, respectively. Due to a runtime overhead of ∼20 s
that is independent of the query HMM length (e.g. for
reading in the profile HMMs), the speed-up shrinks for
shorter queries. Most of this speed-up is owed to the vec-
torization of the Viterbi algorithm: The SSE2-vectorized
Viterbi code ran 4.2 times faster than the scalar version.
In HHblits, only part of the runtime is spent in the

Viterbi algorithm, while the larger fraction is used by the
prefilter, which was already SSE2-vectorized in HHblits
2.0.16. Hence we expected only a modest speed-up
between HHblits 2.0.16 and SSE2-vectorized HHblits 3.
Indeed, we observed an average speed-up of 1.2, 1.3, and
1.4 for 1, 2 and 3 search iterations, respectively (Fig. 6b),
whereas AVX2-vectorized version is 1.9, 2.1, and 2.3 times
faster than HHblits 2.0.16, respectively. AVX2-vectorized

HHblits is 14, 20, and 29 times faster than HMMER3
[4] (version 3.1b2) and 9, 10, and 11 times faster than
PSI-BLAST [10] (blastpgp 2.2.31) for 1, 2, and 3 search
iterations.
All runtime measurements were performed using the

Unix tool time on a single core of a computer with two
Intel Xeon E5-2640v3 CPUs with 128GB RAM.

Sensitivity benchmark
To measure the sensitivity of search tools to detect
remotely homologous protein sequences, we used
a benchmarking procedure very similar to the one
described in [5]. To annotate the uniprot20 (version
2015_06) with SCOP domains, we first generated a
SCOP20 sequence set by redundancy-filtering the
sequences in SCOP 1.75 [25] to 20% maximum pair-
wise sequence identity using pdbfilter.pl with
minimum coverage of 90% from HH-suite, resulting in
6616 SCOP domain sequences. We annotated a sub-
set of uniprot20 sequences by the presence of SCOP
domains by searching with each sequence in the SCOP20
set with blastpgp through the consensus sequences
of the uniprot20 database and annotated the best
matching sequence that covered ≥ 90% of the SCOP
sequence and that had a minimum sequence identity of at
least 30%.
We searched with PSI-BLAST (2.2.31) and HMMER3

(v3.1b2) with three iterations, using the 6616 sequences in
the SCOP20 set as queries, against a database made up of
the UniProt plus the SCOP20 sequence set. We searched
with HHblits versions 2.0.16 and 3 with three iterations
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BA

Fig. 7 Sensitivity of sequence search tools. aWe searched with 6616 SCOP20 domain sequences through the UniProt plus SCOP20 database using
one to three search iterations. The sensitivity to detect homologous sequences is measured by cumulative distribution of the Area Under the Curve
1 (AUC1), the fraction of true positives ranked better than the first false positive match. True positive matches are defined as being from the same
SCOP superfamily [25], false positives have different SCOP folds, excepting known cases of inter-fold homologies. b Sensitivity of HHsearch with and
without scoring secondary structure similarity, measured by the cumulative distribution of AUC1 for a comparison of 6616 profile HMMs built from
SCOP20 domain sequences. Query HMMs include predicted secondary structure, target HMMs include actual secondary structure annotated by
DSSP. True and false positives are defined as in A

through a database consisting of the uniprot20 HMMs
plus the 6616 UniProt profile HMMs annotated by SCOP
domains.
We defined a sequence match as true positive if query

and matched sequence were from the same SCOP super-
family and as false positive if they were from different
SCOP folds and ignore all others. We excluded the self-
matches as well as matches between Rossman-like folds
(c.2-c.5, c.27 and 28, c.30 and 31) and between the four-
to eight-bladed β-propellers (b.66-b.70), because they are
probably true homologs [2]. HMMER3 reported more
than one false positive hit just in one out of three queries,
despite setting the maximum E-value to 100 000, and we
therefore measured the sensitivity up to the first false pos-
itive (AUC1) instead of the AUC5 we had used in earlier
publications.
We ran HHblits using hhblits -min_prefilter_

hits 100 -n 1 -cpu $NCORES -ssm 0 -v 0 -wg
and wrote checkpoint files after each iteration
to restart the next iteration. We ran HMMER3
(v3.1b2) using hmmsearch -chkhmm -E 100000
and PSI-BLAST (2.2.31) using -evalue 10000
-num_descriptions 250000.
The cumulative distribution over the 6616 queries of

the sensitivity at the first false positive (AUC1) in Fig. 7a
shows that HHblits 3 is as sensitive as HHblits 2.0.16
for 1, 2, and 3 search iterations. Consistent with earlier
results [5, 26], HHblits is considerably more sensitive than
HMMER3 and PSI-BLAST.

We also compared the sensitivity of HHsearch 3
with and without scoring secondary structure similarity,
because we slightly changed the weighting of the sec-
ondary structure score (Methods). We generated a pro-
file HMM for each SCOP20 sequence using three search
iterations with HHblits searches against the uniprot20
database of HMMs. We created the query set of pro-
file HMMs by adding PSIPRED-based secondary struc-
ture predictions using the HH-suite script addss.pl,
and we added structurally defined secondary structure
states from DSSP [36] using addss.pl to the target
profile HMMs. We then searched with all 6616 query
HMMs through the database of 6616 target HMMs.
True positive and false positive matches were defined as
before.
Figure 7b shows that HHsearch 2.0.16 and 3 have

the same sensitivity when secondary structure scoring is
turned off. When turned on, HHsearch 3 has a slightly
higher sensitivity due to the better weighting.

Conclusions
We have accelerated the algorithms most critical for run-
time used in the HH-suite, most importantly the Viterbi
algorithm for local and global alignments, using SIMD
vector instructions. We have also added thread paral-
lelization with OpenMP and parallelization across servers
with Message Passing Interface (MPI). These extensions
make the HH-suite well suited for large-scale deep protein
annotation of metagenomics and genomics datasets.
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Availability and requirements
• Project name: HH-suite
• Project page: https://github.com/soedinglab/hh-suite
• Operating systems: Linux, macOS
• Programming languages: C++, Python utilities
• Other requirements: support for SSE2 or higher
• License: GPLv3

Abbreviations
AVX2: advanced vector extension (SIMD instruction set standards); HMM:
hidden Markov model; MSA: multiple sequence alignment; SIMD:
single-instruction multiple-data; SSE2: streaming SIMD extensions 2
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MetaEuk—sensitive, high-throughput gene
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eukaryotic metagenomics
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Abstract

Background: Metagenomics is revolutionizing the study of microorganisms and their involvement in biological,
biomedical, and geochemical processes, allowing us to investigate by direct sequencing a tremendous diversity of
organisms without the need for prior cultivation. Unicellular eukaryotes play essential roles in most microbial
communities as chief predators, decomposers, phototrophs, bacterial hosts, symbionts, and parasites to plants and
animals. Investigating their roles is therefore of great interest to ecology, biotechnology, human health, and evolution.
However, the generally lower sequencing coverage, their more complex gene and genome architectures, and a lack of
eukaryote-specific experimental and computational procedures have kept them on the sidelines of metagenomics.

Results: MetaEuk is a toolkit for high-throughput, reference-based discovery, and annotation of protein-coding genes
in eukaryotic metagenomic contigs. It performs fast searches with 6-frame-translated fragments covering all possible
exons and optimally combines matches into multi-exon proteins. We used a benchmark of seven diverse, annotated
genomes to show that MetaEuk is highly sensitive even under conditions of low sequence similarity to the reference
database. To demonstrate MetaEuk’s power to discover novel eukaryotic proteins in large-scale metagenomic data, we
assembled contigs from 912 samples of the Tara Oceans project. MetaEuk predicted >12,000,000 protein-coding genes
in 8 days on ten 16-core servers. Most of the discovered proteins are highly diverged from known proteins and
originate from very sparsely sampled eukaryotic supergroups.

Conclusion: The open-source (GPLv3) MetaEuk software (https://github.com/soedinglab/metaeuk) enables large-scale
eukaryotic metagenomics through reference-based, sensitive taxonomic and functional annotation.

Keywords: MetaEuk, Eukaryotes, Homology detection, Prediction, Annotation, Contigs, Marine

Background
Unicellular eukaryotes are present in almost all environ-
ments, including soil [1], oceans [2], and plant and
animal-associated microbiomes [3, 4]. They exhibit both
autotrophic and heterotrophic lifestyles [5], exist in sym-
biosis with plants and animals [6], and interact with
other microbial organisms [7]. They account for roughly

half of the global primary productivity in the oceans,
mostly by photosynthesis [8], are key contributors to the
carbon and nitrogen cycles through carbon-dioxide fix-
ation, organic matter degradation, and denitrification [9,
10], and have been shown to be a source for chemically
bioactive compounds [11, 12].
Since the advent of metabarcoding using 18S rRNA

genes, the known evolutionary diversity of unicellular eu-
karyotes has increased by orders of magnitude [13], and
novel phyla and supra-kingdoms are still being discovered
[14, 15]. Due to their vast diversity [16, 17], unicellular
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eukaryotes are certain to hold invaluable secrets for bio-
technology and biomedicine.
Protein-coding genes are major keys for understanding

eukaryotic functions and activities [18]. Metatranscriptomic
and metagenomic studies provide unique means to reveal
protein-coding genes. However, despite the great potential of
studying uncultivatable eukaryotes in their natural environ-
ment, they have received little attention in metatranscrip-
tomic and metagenomic studies so far, with a few notable
exceptions e.g., [19, 20]. The unique features of eukaryotic
data, i.e., lower genomic coverage due to lower population
densities in metagenomic samples, fewer reference genomes,
increased genome sizes, and higher complexity of gene struc-
ture negatively impact all stages of metagenomic analyses,
from assembly, through binning, to protein prediction and
annotation [21, 22].
Specifically, identifying protein-coding genes in

eukaryotes is inherently more challenging than in pro-
karyotes due to the exon-intron architecture of
eukaryotic genes. To date, methods for eukaryotic gene
calling e.g., [23–25] consider two types of information
when training models for gene prediction: intrinsic se-
quence signals (e.g., CpG islands) and extrinsic data,
such as transcriptomics or an annotated genome from a
closely related organism. As splicing signatures are not
well conserved throughout evolution, the predictive
power of the trained models declines fast when applied
to organisms that are phylogenetically distant from the
organism on which the model was trained [26].
While these methods are very useful for genomics,

their applicability to metagenomic data is severely lim-
ited. First, the transcriptomic or genomic data of anno-
tated organisms that are sufficiently closely related are
usually not available. Second, since the models need to
be trained on a relatively narrow clade, the application
of such methods to metagenomic data requires to first
bin the assembled contigs by their assumed genome of
origin as performed by [27], which is often quite in-
accurate and slow, especially when the number of con-
tigs is large, the coverage is low, the contigs are short,
and the metagenomic data are species-rich [28–30]. Fi-
nally, model-training in itself is time consuming, taking
hours to days per genomic bin [25, 27], limiting this ap-
proach to the analysis of few genomic bins at a time.
Previously, methods that bypass or reduce the need to

explicitly train models to detect protein-coding genes
have been proposed in the context of genomics e.g., [31,
32]. These methods extract putative protein-coding frag-
ments from the genome and join those that bear se-
quence similarity to available transcriptomic or protein
sequence targets. Since the joined fragments can be sep-
arated by non-coding (intronic) regions, their match to
the target is termed “spliced alignment.” Even at a gen-
omic level, a brute force application of the spliced

alignment approach poses a serious computational bur-
den as it requires aligning each putative fragment to
each target as well as recovering the set of putative frag-
ments that best match a target.
Here, we developed MetaEuk, a novel and sensitive

reference-based approach to identify single- and multi-
exon protein-coding genes in eukaryotic metagenomic
data. MetaEuk takes as input a set of assembled contigs
and a reference database of target protein sequences or
profiles. MetaEuk scans each contig in all six reading
frames and extracts putative protein fragments between
stop codons in each frame. Thus, MetaEuk makes no as-
sumption about the splicing signal and does not rely on
any preceding binning step. MetaEuk uses the MMseqs2
code library [33] for a very fast, yet sensitive identifica-
tion of putative exons within the fragments. This step
also discards the vast majority of fragments, which sig-
nificantly reduces the computation time of all succeed-
ing steps. The combinatorial task of considering all
possible sets of putative exons to best match a given tar-
get is solved by means of dynamic programming. Since
MetaEuk uses a homology-based strategy to identify
protein-coding genes, it can directly confer annotations
to the discovered genes from the matched target
proteins.
We benchmarked MetaEuk by using annotated ge-

nomes and proteins of seven unicellular organisms from
different parts of the eukaryotic tree of life under condi-
tions of increasing evolutionary distance to sequences in
the reference database. Despite its high speed and low
false positive rates, MetaEuk is able to discover a large
fraction of the known proteins in these benchmark ge-
nomes. We next applied MetaEuk to study marine eu-
karyotes. We assembled all Tara Oceans metagenomic
samples [20] and focused on ~1,300,000 contigs of at
least 5 kbp in length. We clustered more than 330,000,
000 proteins to create a comprehensive catalog of over
87,000,000 protein profiles to serve as a reference data-
base. We found the MetaEuk collection of >12,000,000
marine proteins is highly diverged, offering major
eukaryotic lineage expansions.

Results
The MetaEuk algorithm
The main steps of the algorithm are presented schematically
in Fig. 1, and a detailed description is provided in the
Methods section. For each input contig, all possible protein-
coding fragments are translated in six reading frames and
searched against a reference target database of protein se-
quences or profiles. Fragments from the same contig and
strand that hit a reference target T are examined together. In
each fragment, only the part that was aligned to the target
protein T is considered as a putative exon. The putative
exons are ordered according to their start position on the
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contig. Based on their contig locations and the locations of
their aligned region on the target T, any two putative exons
are either compatible or not. A dynamic programming pro-
cedure recovers the highest scoring path of compatible pairs
of putative exons by computing the maximum scores of all
paths ending with each putative exon. Since homologies
among targets in the reference database can lead to multiple
calls of the same protein-coding gene, redundancies are re-
duced by clustering the calls. To that end, all calls are or-
dered by their start position on the contig. The first call
defines a new cluster and all calls that overlap it on the con-
tig are assigned to its cluster if they share an exon with it.
The next cluster is defined by the first unassigned call. After
all calls are clustered, the best scoring call is selected as the
representative of the cluster, termed a “prediction.” Finally, as
overlaps of genes on the same strand are very rare as
reviewed by [34], gene predictions overlapping others on the
same strand with a better E-value are removed.

Performance evaluation on benchmark data
We evaluated MetaEuk using seven annotated unicellu-
lar eukaryotic organisms obtained from the NCBI’s gen-
ome assembly database [35] (Table 1). These organisms
are varied in terms of their phylogenetic group, genome
size, number of annotated proteins, fraction of multi-
exon genes, and assembly quality. MetaEuk was run on
the assembled scaffolds of each of these organisms
against the UniRef90 [36] database with an average run
time of 42 min per genome, or 0.5 Mbp/min, on a server
with two 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2640v3 CPUs and 128
GB RAM (Table 1). The NCBI data included the scaffold
coordinates of the annotated protein-coding genes and
their exons. In the following sections, we used this infor-
mation to assess MetaEuk’s sensitivity and precision by
mapping MetaEuk predictions to annotated proteins in
their scaffold location. This was done based on the scaf-
fold boundaries of the MetaEuk prediction and the

Fig. 1 MetaEuk algorithm. Input to MetaEuk are assembled metagenomic contigs and a reference database of protein sequences. 1 Six-frame
translation of all putative protein-coding fragments from each contig. 2 Fragments on the same contig and strand that hit the same reference
protein T are examined together. 3 Putative exons are identified and ordered according to their start position on the contig. The highest score
and path (denoted with a star) of a set of compatible putative exons is computed by dynamic programming, in which individual scores of the
putative exons are summed and unmatched amino acids are penalized. 4 Redundancies among gene calls due to homologous targets (T, T’, and
“T”) are reduced and a representative prediction (denoted with a star) is retained. 5 Contradicting predictions of overlapping genes on the same
strand are resolved by excluding the prediction with the higher E-value
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Table 1 Species used to benchmark MetaEuk

Species Group Genome size
(Mbp)

#
scaffolds

# annotated
proteins

% multi-exon
proteins

GC% MetaEuk run time
against UniRef90

Schizosaccharomyces pombe Fungi 12.59 4 5132 47 36 35 m

Acanthamoeba castellanii str. Neff Amoebozoa 42.02 384 14,974 91 57.8 59 m

Phytomonas sp. isolate EM1 Excavata 17.78 138 6381 0 48 37 m

Babesia bigemina Alveolates 13.84 483 5079 54 50.6 35 m

Nucleomorph of Lotharella oceanica Rhizaria 0.68 4 668 39 32.8 24 m

Phaeodactylum tricornutum Stramenopiles 27.45 88 10,408 46 48.8 51 m

Aspergillus nidulans Eurotiomycetes 30.28 91 9556 88 50.3 52 m

Fig. 2 MetaEuk evaluation on benchmark. MetaEuk predictions were mapped to annotated proteins. a Conditions of increasing evolutionary
divergence were simulated by excluding gene calls based on their sequence identity to their target. Sensitivity is the fraction of annotated
proteins from the query genome to which a MetaEuk prediction was mapped. b Fraction of exons covered by MetaEuk (color saturation). The
number of MetaEuk predictions is indicated on top of each bar. c In an annotation-dependent precision estimation, MetaEuk predictions that
mapped to an annotated protein were considered as “true” and the rest as “false.” These sets of predictions are well separated by their E-values,
as indicated by the high AUC-PR values. d Fraction of annotated protein-coding genes that were split by MetaEuk into two (dark grey) or three
(black) different predictions. e Comparison of the E-values computed by MetaEuk and by the Smith-Waterman algorithm for A. castellani proteins.
The Spearman rho values indicate high correlation for A. castellani and for the other organisms (Supp. Figure S3A)
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annotated protein and by requiring high sequence iden-
tity of their protein alignment. We then computed the
coverage of individual exons of the annotated proteins
to which MetaEuk predictions were mapped. These
mappings are fully described in the Methods section.

Sensitivity at evolutionary distance
Sequences from major eukaryotic clades, such as Rhi-
zaria, Stramenopiles, and Dinoflagellata are poorly repre-
sented in public protein databases, despite their high
abundance in the environment [17]. We therefore mea-
sured the ability of MetaEuk to identify homologous
protein-coding genes in organisms, which have distant
evolutionary relatives in the reference database, as would
be the case in a typical metagenomic analysis. To that
end, for each annotated organism, we considered five
sets of MetaEuk predictions. The first is the base set,
which consisted of all predictions. Since we worked with
annotated species, their proteins are well represented in
UniRef90. The base set therefore reflects ideal condi-
tions, in which the queried organisms are close to the
reference database. The other four sets reflect an in-
creasing evolutionary distance and were generated by ex-
cluding MetaEuk gene calls whose Smith-Waterman
alignment (computed using MMseqs2) to their UniRef90
target had more than 90%, 80%, 60%, or 40% sequence
identity. We measured sensitivity as the fraction of an-
notated proteins from the query genome to which a
MetaEuk prediction was mapped (see Methods). For all
organisms, the sensitivity of the base set of predictions
was at least 92%, and sensitivity decreased with the se-
quence identity threshold (Fig. 2a). However, even at
low thresholds (40–60%), a significant fraction of the an-
notated proteins could be discovered.

Annotated exon coverage
We next assessed MetaEuk’s performance at the level of indi-
vidual exons. For each MetaEuk prediction from the base set
and its mapped annotated protein, we computed the propor-
tion of annotated exons that were covered by the prediction
(see Methods). Overall, the majority of predictions covered
the majority of exons and, as expected, the fraction of predic-
tions that cover all annotated exons decreases with the num-
ber of exons in the annotated protein (Fig. 2b). For all
organisms, most (77–91%) annotated exons were covered by
MetaEuk predictions. In addition, we found that the fraction
of multi-exon MetaEuk predictions was similar to that pre-
sented in Table 1 (average difference 10%, Supp. Figure S1A)
and that single-exon predictions tended to have longer exons
than multi-exon predictions (Supp. Figure S1B). An add-
itional measure of completeness of MetaEuk predictions is
the coverage of the target UniRef90 protein based on which
the prediction was made. We therefore aligned each pre-
dicted MetaEuk protein to its target and found that on

average, >83% of predictions covered >90% of their target
(Supp. Figure S2).

Precision
MetaEuk predictions that were mapped to annotated pro-
teins were considered as true predictions. We first mea-
sured the precision of MetaEuk by using the NCBI
annotations as gold standard and regarded all predictions
in the base set that were not mapped to an annotated pro-
tein (8–35%, Supp. Figure S2) as false. We computed
precision-recall curves by treating the predictions’ E-
values as a classifying score. We found good separation
(AUC-PR > 0.7 in all cases) between predictions that
mapped to annotated proteins and the rest (Fig. 2c). How-
ever, a prediction that does not map to a known protein is
not necessarily false as it might reflect an unannotated
protein. We found that about 40% of the unmapped pre-
dictions overlap a protein-coding gene on the opposite
strand or are on scaffolds that had no annotation at all
(Supp. Figure S2), suggestive of post hoc exclusion criteria
in the NCBI annotation procedure. For this reason, we
also measured the precision of MetaEuk independently of
external annotations by using an inverted sequence null
model. For this annotation-free approach, we ran standard
MetaEuk on the inverted sequences of the six frame-
translated putative fragments. Each prediction based on
these inverted sequences can therefore be considered a
false positive. We applied the same E-value cutoff for
reporting predictions based on the original sequence data
and based on the inverted set. For all organisms, the total
number of false positive predictions produced by this ap-
proach was low (0–12), indicating very high precision (>
99.9%).

Redundancy reduction
MetaEuk’s redundancy reduction procedure divides gene
calls into disjoint clusters and retains a representative
call as gene prediction for each cluster (see Methods).
This reduces the number of potential protein-coding
genes that need to be inspected. For example, for S.
pombe, MetaEuk produced over 1,100,000 calls that were
reduced to a total of 5564 predictions in the base set. A
full reduction of redundancy is achieved when no two
predictions correspond to same protein-coding gene.
We thus identified cases in which two or more MetaEuk
predictions were mapped to the same protein-coding
gene. We found that for all benchmark organisms, re-
dundancy is greatly reduced, as more than 99% of the
annotated protein-coding genes in the benchmark scaf-
folds are only predicted once (Fig. 2d).

Statistical scores
For each prediction, MetaEuk computes a bit-score be-
tween the set of translated and joined putative exons
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and the target protein. Based on this bit-score and
the size of the reference database, an E-value is com-
puted (see Methods). We evaluated MetaEuk’s bit-
scores and E-values by comparing them to those
computed for each predicted protein and its target by
the Smith-Waterman algorithm. Since MetaEuk penal-
izes missing and overlapping amino acids when join-
ing putative exons, we expect the MetaEuk bit-score
to be more conservative than the direct Smith-
Waterman alignment bit-score. We found very high
levels of agreement between the MetaEuk statistics
and the Smith-Waterman statistics (Fig. 2e, Supp.
Figure S3). This suggests a straightforward statistical
interpretation of MetaEuk prediction scores.

Effect of contig length
Assembling metagenomic reads often produces contigs
that are much shorter than the scaffolds of the organ-
isms we used for benchmarking MetaEuk (Table 1). We
thus aimed to assess the effect of analyzing shorter gen-
omic stretches by artificially dividing each of the scaf-
folds from Table 1 into shorter contigs following a
typical length distribution with a minimum of 5 kbp in
length and a median of 6.8 kbp (see Methods). Any
protein-coding gene that spans more than one contig is
expected to result in incomplete MetaEuk predictions.
Indeed, while the sensitivity measured by the mapping
to annotated proteins remained similar to that recorded
on the original scaffolds (Supp. Figure S4A), we found
that more predictions were partial and covered fewer an-
notated exons (Supp. Figure S4B) as well as an increase
of up to 15% in annotated genes being split into more
than one MetaEuk prediction (Supp. Figure S4D).

Eukaryotic protein-coding genes in the ocean
To date, little is known about the biological activities of
eukaryotes in the oceans [2, 37]. We aimed to use
MetaEuk to discover eukaryotic protein-coding genes in
the Tara Oceans metagenomic dataset [20]. We first
used MEGAHIT [38] to assemble all 912 samples of this
project. We retained 1,351,204 contigs of at least 5 kbp
in length that were classified as potentially eukaryotic by
EukRep [27]. We next constructed a comprehensive set
of reference proteins by uniting over 21,000,000 repre-
sentative sequences of the Uniclust50 database [39], the
MERC dataset of over 292,000,000 protein sequence
fragments assembled from eukaryotic Tara Oceans
metatranscriptomic datasets [40], and over 18,500,000
protein sequences of MMETSP, the Marine Microbial
Eukaryotic Transcriptome Sequencing Project [17, 41].
We clustered the joint dataset of 331,913,793 proteins
using the combined Linclust/MMseqs2 four-step cas-
caded clustering workflow [42] with a minimal sequence
identity of 20% and high sensitivity (-s 7). This resulted

in 87,984,812 clusters, most of which (> 97%) contained
proteins from a single reference dataset (Fig. 3). For each
cluster, a multiple sequence alignment was generated,
based on which a sequence profile was computed.
MetaEuk’s run using this reference database took 8

days on ten 2x8-core servers and resulted in 12,111,301
predictions with no same-strand overlaps in 1,287,197 of
the Tara Oceans contigs. Due to sequence similarities
among the assembled contigs, some of these proteins are
identical to each other, leaving a total of 6,158,526
unique proteins. We examined the distribution of pre-
dictions per contig, the number of putative exons in
each prediction and the length of putative exons in
single-exon and multi-exon predictions. We found that
the number of predictions increases as a function of the
contig length (Fig. 4a), about 24% of predictions had
more than one putative exon (Fig. 4b) and multi-exon
predictions tend to have shorter putative exons than
single-exon predictions (Fig. 4c). We analyzed the con-
tribution of each reference dataset to the profiles based
on which the MetaEuk predictions were made. MERC,
MMETSP, and Uniclust50 contributed 77.4%, 5.7%, and
4.3% of the predictions, respectively. The rest of the pre-
dictions were based on mixed-dataset clusters (Supp.

Fig. 3 Reference profiles composition. Proteins from three datasets:
MERC (292 million), MMETSP (18.5 million), and Uniclust50 (21 million)
were clustered into ~ 88 million clusters. Most clusters contained
proteins from a single reference dataset. The profiles computed based
on these clusters served as the reference database for the MetaEuk run
on the Tara Oceans contigs
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Figure S5). We then used MMseqs2 to query the
MetaEuk predicted proteins against their targets. Over
33% of the MetaEuk predictions have less than 60% se-
quence identity to their MERC, MMETSP, or Uniclust50
target (Fig. 5a). Finally, we found that 70% of the
MetaEuk predicted proteins covered at least 80% of their
reference target (Fig. 5b).
We next explored the taxonomic composition of the

MetaEuk proteins. Since the majority (77%) of MetaEuk
predictions were based on homologies to the MERC data-
set, for which no taxonomic annotation is available, we
queried the MetaEuk marine protein collection against the
Uniclust90 dataset [39] and the MMETSP dataset, both
annotated using NCBI taxonomy (see Methods). We
found that 63% of predictions based on homologies to the
MERC dataset did not match any protein in either of the
reference datasets, which means ~49% (63% of 77%) of the
MetaEuk marine protein collection could not be assigned
any taxonomy. This is in agreement with 52% of un-
assigned unigenes assembled from Tara Oceans metatran-
scriptomics [20]. We next assigned taxonomic labels to
each assembled contig by conferring the taxonomic label
with the best E-value of all MetaEuk predictions in the
contig. This allowed us to annotate 92% of the contigs for
which MetaEuk produced predictions (87% of all input
contigs). We found that 82% of the contigs were assigned

to the domain Eukaryota and 9% to non-eukaryotes,
mostly bacteria (Fig. 6a). We then examined the assigned
eukaryotic supergroups below the domain level. About
12% of the eukaryotic contigs could not be assigned a
supergroup. Among the most abundant eukaryotic super-
groups are Metazoa and Chlorophyta (Fig. 6b).
The high fraction of unassignable predictions (49%)

prompted us to seek an additional way to assess the di-
versity of the MetaEuk marine proteins. We thus
collected orthologous sequences of the large subunits of
RNA polymerases, which are universal phylogenetic
markers [43] from 985 organisms for which we had
taxonomic information, as well as 1076 MetaEuk pro-
teins, which consisted of all five Pfam domains of the
large subunit in the right order (see Methods). We
aligned these sequences using MAFFT [44] and con-
structed the maximum-likelihood phylogeny using
RAxML [45]. The aim of this analysis was to delineate
the diversity of eukaryotic taxa of the MetaEuk marine
protein collection and not to resolve the exact phylogen-
etic relationships among them. As can be seen in Fig. 7,
MetaEuk proteins offer major lineage expansions in
under-sampled eukaryotic supergroups. Importantly, the
strict ortholog collection procedure performed for this
analysis results in a conservative estimate of the diversity
level of the MetaEuk marine proteins collection.
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Fig. 4 MetaEuk predictions on Tara Oceans contigs. MetaEuk was run on over 1.3 million contigs assembled from Tara Oceans metagenomic
reads against a reference database of ~88 million protein profiles. a The number of MetaEuk predictions per contig increases with its length.
Horizontal lines mark contig length quartiles. b Most (76%) MetaEuk predictions had a single putative exon. The absolute number of predictions
is indicated above each bar. c Single-exon predictions tend to have longer putative exons than multi-exon predictions
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Discussion
We presented MetaEuk, an algorithm designed for large-
scale analysis of eukaryotic metagenomic data. We dem-
onstrated its utility for discovering proteins from highly
diverged eukaryotic groups by analyzing assemblies of a
huge set of 912 marine metagenomics samples. MetaEuk
makes no assumption concerning splice site signatures
and does not require a preceding binning procedure,
which renders it suitable for the analysis of contigs from
a mixture of highly diverged organisms. In order to
achieve this, MetaEuk considers all possible putative
protein-coding fragments from each input contig. Apply-
ing the spliced alignment dynamic programming proced-
ure to recover the optimal set of putative exons directly
on these fragments would result in a run time complex-
ity per contig that is quadratic in the number of its frag-
ments times the number of targets in the reference
database. This is not feasible for metagenomics, as the
number of fragments can be very high (e.g., from 1,351,
204 Tara Oceans contigs, 152,519,258 fragments were
extracted) and the reference database should be as com-
prehensive as possible (in this study, we used more than
87,000,000 protein profiles). To circumvent this limita-
tion, MetaEuk takes advantage of the ultra-fast

MMseqs2 search algorithm, which allows it to find puta-
tive exons matching a reference protein sequence with
sufficient significance (in this study, a lenient E-value of
100). MetaEuk does not require significance at the exon
level as it can combine sub-significant single exon
matches to highly significant multi-exon matches. For
example, two putative exons each with an E-value of 10
(corresponding to a bit-score of 25–40 in this study), are
not individually significant but the sum of their bit-
scores of at least 50 corresponds to a significant E-value
of 10-5.
MetaEuk is not designed to recover accurate splice

sites, but rather to identify the protein-coding parts
within exons. Indeed, we showed that MetaEuk predic-
tions on the benchmark covered the majority (77–91%)
of exons in annotated proteins. Since MetaEuk relies on
local alignment at the amino acid level, it could poten-
tially report pseudogenes, which still bear sequence simi-
larity to reference proteins. However, we found that the
majority of benchmark predictions (65–92%) mapped to
NCBI annotated protein-coding genes, while the rest
could be well separated from those that mapped by their
E-values (AUC-PR > 0.7). Furthermore, unmapped pre-
dictions can reflect a missing annotation or post hoc

Fig. 5 MetaEuk predictions compared to the reference datasets. MetaEuk predicted proteins were queried against the representative
sequence of their target reference cluster. a About one third of the predicted MetaEuk proteins had less than 60% sequence identity to their
target. b Targets are well covered by MetaEuk predicted proteins
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exclusion criteria (e.g., removal of annotations that over-
lap a better scoring one on the opposite strand). We
therefore measured precision independently of annota-
tions by running standard MetaEuk on the inverted se-
quences of the putative protein fragments extracted
from the contigs. By using this annotation-free approach,
we showed that MetaEuk’s precision was greater than
99.9% for all benchmark organisms. Put together,
MetaEuk’s strength is in describing the protein-coding
repertoire of versatile environments rather than in con-
structing statistical models of exon-intron transitions.
The Tara Oceans contigs analyzed in this study were

assembled from Illumina HiSeq 2000 short reads. High
population diversity, repeat regions, and sequencing er-
rors are among the major factors contributing to the
computational challenge associated with metagenomic
assembly (reviewed by [46]). These factors reduce the
quality of the assembly as reflected, for example, in
shorter contig lengths, chimeric contigs and contigs con-
taining strand inversions. These in turn, directly and

negatively impact MetaEuk. Shorter contigs limit its abil-
ity to discover multi-exon protein-coding genes as it
searches for them within a contig. In addition, predic-
tions on contig edges can be partial, which is more likely
to happen in a highly fragmented assembly. By dividing
each of the benchmark scaffolds to contigs whose
lengths were drawn at random based on the length dis-
tribution of the Tara Ocean contigs, we showed that
while MetaEuk retains its overall sensitivity to detect
protein-coding genes even under conditions of increas-
ing evolutionary distance between the query organism
and the target reference database, the completeness of
its predictions is reduced. We thus expect MetaEuk to
benefit from future improvements in assembly algo-
rithms, higher sequencing coverage, and long-read se-
quencing technology [47–50].
In addition to developing MetaEuk, we generated two

useful resources for the analysis of eukaryotes as part of
this study. The first is the comprehensive protein profile
database, which was computed using protein sequences

Fig. 6 Taxonomy of Tara Oceans contigs with MetaEuk predictions. The best-scoring taxonomic label of all predictions on each contig was
conferred to the contig. Contigs were divided into four categories according to their number of MetaEuk predictions. Over 82% of the contigs were
assigned to the domain Eukaryota. a The proportion of unassigned contigs decreases with the number of MetaEuk predictions on the contig. The
fraction of eukaryotic contigs out of all assigned contigs is about 90% in all four categories. b Eukaryotic taxonomic labels below the domain level
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from three sources: MERC, MMETSP, and Uniclust50.
With ~88 million records, it is the largest profile data-
base focused on eukaryotes to date. Since MERC was as-
sembled from the Tara Oceans metatranscriptomic data,
we expected it to be a valuable resource for discovering
protein-coding genes in the same environment. Indeed,
we found that the majority of MetaEuk predictions
(77%) were based on MERC protein profiles. Further-
more, the high fraction of MERC-based predictions that
could not be assigned a taxonomic label (63%) demon-
strates the uniqueness of this resource.
The second resource is the MetaEuk marine protein col-

lection, which is available on our search web server
(https://search.mmseqs.com) for easy investigation [51].
Using a phylogenetic marker protein, we showed that this
collection contains proteins spanning major eukaryotic
lineages, including supergroups with very few available

genomes. Over 33% of these proteins have less than 60%
sequence identity to the representative reference proteins
that were used to predict them, indicating their diversity
with respect to the reference database. Unlike the MERC
and MMETSP proteins, MetaEuk proteins are predicted
in the context of genomic contigs. This allows us to learn
of the number of putative exons that code for them as well
as to examine them together with other proteins on the
same contig. The latter is useful for conferring taxonomic
annotations to unlabeled predictions on the same contig
as well as for detecting complex functional modules, by
searching for co-occurrences of the module’s proteins on
the same contig.
As was demonstrated by the challenge of assigning

taxonomy to highly diverged eukaryotic proteins, the
paucity of eukaryotic sequences in reference databases is
currently a major limitation in the study of eukaryotes.

Fig. 7 Diversity of MetaEuk marine eukaryotic proteins. Homologous sequences of the large subunits of RNA polymerases of 985 species as
well as 1076 MetaEuk marine proteins were collected and a maximum-likelihood tree was computed based on their alignment. MetaEuk
sequences (black) expand major eukaryotic lineages, including deeply rooted supergroups (denoted with star)
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Thus, we expect the resources produced in this study
and further analyses of eukaryotic metagenomic data
using MetaEuk to produce a more comprehensive de-
scription of the tree of life [16, 52–54].

Conclusions
MetaEuk is a sensitive reference-based algorithm for large-
scale discovery of protein-coding genes in eukaryotic metage-
nomic data. Applying MetaEuk to large metagenomic data-
sets is expected to significantly enrich our databases with
highly diverged eukaryotic protein-coding genes. By adding
sequences from under-sampled eukaryotic lineages, we can
improve sequence homology searches, protein profile com-
putation and thereby homology-based function annotation,
template-based, and even de novo protein structure predic-
tion [55, 56]. These, in turn will allow for further exploration
of eukaryotic activity in various environments [57].

Methods
MetaEuk algorithm
Code and resources availability
The MetaEuk source code, compilation instructions, and a
brief user guide are available from https://github.com/soedin-
glab/metaeuk under the GNU General Public License v3.0.
The resources produced during this study are available from
http://wwwuser.gwdg.de/~compbiol/metaeuk/.

Putative exons compatibility
In the first two stages of the MetaEuk algorithm, all possibly
coding protein fragments are translated from the input con-
tigs. We scan each contig in six frames and extract the frag-
ments between stop codons. These fragments are queried
against the reference target database using MMseqs2. A set
of fragments from the same contig and strand that have local
matches to the same specific target T define a set of putative
exons. We say two putative exons Pi and Pj from the same
set are compatible with each other if they can be joined to-
gether to a multi-exon protein.
Each Pi is associated with four coordinates: the amino-

acid position on T from which the match to Pi starts (PST
i )

and ends (PET
i ); the nucleotide position on the contig from

which the translation of Pi starts (PSC
i ) and ends (PEC

i ). We
require a match of at least 10 amino acids (a minimal exon
length). We consider putative exons Pi and Pj with PST

i

< PST
j as compatible on the plus strand if:

(1) their order on the contig is the same as on the
target: PSC

i < PSC
j ;

(2) the distance between them on the contig is at least
the length of a minimal intron but not more than
the length of a maximal intron: 15≤ðPSC

j −PEC
i Þ≤10;

000;

(3) their matches to T should not overlap. In practice,
we allow for a short overlap to account for
alignment errors: ðPST

j −PET
i Þ≥−10.

In case Pi and Pj are on the negative strand, we modify
conditions (1) and (2) accordingly:

(1)P
SC
i > PSC

j ;

(2)15≤ PEC
i −PSCj

� �
≤10; 000:

Since the adjustment of conditions to the minus strand
is straightforward, in the interest of brevity, we focus
solely on the plus strand in the following text.
We say a set of k > 1 putative exons is compatible if,

when ordered by their PST
i values, each pair of consecu-

tive putative exons is compatible. (A set of a single exon
is always compatible.)

Bit-score and E-value computation
A set of k compatible putative exons defines a pairwise
protein alignment to the target T. This alignment is the
concatenation of the ordered local alignments of all puta-
tive exons to T. Between each consecutive putative pair of
exons Pi and Pi+1 there might be unmatched amino acids
in T or there might be a short overlap of their matches to
T. We denote the number of unmatched amino acids be-
tween Pi and Pi+1 as li, which can take a negative value in
case of an overlap. MetaEuk computes the bit-score of the
concatenated pairwise alignment S(Pset, T) by summing
the individual Karlin-Altschul [58] bit-scores S(Pi, T) of
the putative exons to T and penalizing for unmatched or
overlapping amino acids in T as follows:

(3)
S Pset;Tð Þ ¼

Xk
i¼1

S Pi;Tð Þ þ
Xk−1
i¼1

C lið Þ þ log2 k!ð Þ

where the penalty function is C(li) = − |li| for li ≠ 1 and
0 if li = 1. The last term rewards the correct ordering of
the k exons.
An E-value is the expected number of matches above

a given bit-score threshold. Since for each contig, at
most one gene call is reported per strand and target in
the reference database, the E-value takes into account
the number of amino acids in the reference database D
and the search on two strands:

(4)E−Value Pset;Tð Þ ¼ 2� D� 2−S Pset;Tð Þ

Dynamic programming
Given a set of n putative exons and their target,
MetaEuk finds the set of compatible exons with the
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highest combined bit-score. First, all putative exons are
sorted by their start on the contig, such that PSC

1 ≤…≤
PSC
n . The dynamic programming computation iteratively

computes vectors S, k, and b from their first entry 1 to
their nth. The entry Si holds the score of the best exon
alignment ending in exon i and ki holds the number of
exons in that set. Once the maximum score is found, the
exon alignment is back traced using b, in which entry bi
holds the index of the aligned exon preceding exon i (0
if i is the first aligned exon). Using the following values:

(5)S0 ¼ 0; k0 ¼ 0; b0 ¼ 0

all putative exons Pj are examined according to their
order and the score vector is updated:

(6)S j ¼ max
i

�
Si þ S P j;T

� �þ C lij
� �

þ log2 ki þ 1ð Þj0≤ i < j; i compatible with jÞ

kj and bj are updated accordingly. The terms log2(ki+ 1)

add up to the score contribution
Pk
i¼1

log2ðiÞ ¼ log2ðk!Þ and
the transition 0 to j is defined as compatible with Cðl0j Þ ¼ 0

for all j. The optimal exon set is then recovered by tracing
back from the exon with the maximal score. This dynamic
programming procedure has time complexity of O(n2).

Clustering gene calls to reduce redundancy
MetaEuk assigns a unique identifier to each extracted
putative protein fragment (stage 1 in Fig. 1). A MetaEuk
exon refers to the part of a fragment that matched some
target T (stage 2 in Fig. 1, tinted background) and has
the same identifier as the fragment. Two calls that have
the same exon identifier in their exon set are said to
share an exon. MetaEuk reduces redundancy by cluster-
ing calls that share an exon (stage 4 in Fig. 1) and select-
ing a representative call as the gene prediction of each
cluster. To that end, all N MetaEuk calls from the same
contig and strand combination are ordered according to
the contig start position of their first exon. Since this
order can include equalities, they are sub-ordered by de-
creasing number of exons. The first cluster is defined by
the first call, which serves as its tentative representative.
Let m be the last contig position of the last exon of this
representative. Each of the following calls is examined so
long as its start position is smaller than m (i.e., it over-
laps the representative on the contig). If that call shares
an exon with the representative, it is assigned to its clus-
ter. In the next iteration, the first unassigned call serves
as representative for a new cluster and the following
calls are examined in a similar manner, adding

unassigned calls to the cluster in case they share an exon
with the representative. The clustering ends with the as-
signment of all calls. At this stage, the final prediction is
the call with the highest score in each cluster. This
greedy approach has time complexity of O(N × log(N) +
N ×A), where A is the average number of calls that over-
lap each representative on the contig. Since in practice,
A≪N, the expected time complexity is O(N × log(N)).

Resolving same-strand overlapping predictions
After the redundancy reduction step, MetaEuk sorts all
predictions on the same contig and strand according to
their E-value . It examines the sorted list and retains
predictions only if they do not overlap any preceding
predictions on the list.

Benchmark datasets
The UniRef90 database was obtained on March 2018. The
annotated information of Schizosaccharomyces pombe
(GCA_000002945.2), Acanthamoeba castellanii str. Neff
(GCA_000313135.1), Babesia bigemina (GCA_000981445.1),
Phytomonas sp. isolate EM1 (GCA_000582765.1), Nocleo-
morph of Lotharella oceanica (GCA_000698435.2), Phaeo-
dactylum tricornutum (GCA_000150955.2), and Aspergillus
nidulans (GCA_000149205.2) were downloaded from the
NCBI genome assembly database (March–September 2018).
This information included the genomic scaffolds, annotated
protein sequences, and GFF3 files containing information
about the locations of annotated proteins and other genomic
elements. MetaEuk (Github commit 4714106, MMseqs2
submodule version ebb16f3) was run with the following pa-
rameters: -e 100 (a lenient maximal E-value of a putative
exon against a target protein), --metaeuk-eval 0.0001
(a stricter maximal cutoff for the MetaEuk E-value
after joining exons into a gene call), --metaeuk-tcov
0.6 (a minimal cutoff for the ratio between the
MetaEuk protein and the target), and --min-length
20, requiring putative exon fragments of at least 20
codons and default MMseqs2 search parameters.

Mapping benchmark predictions to annotated proteins
For each annotated protein, we listed the contig start
and end coordinates of the coding part (CDS) of each of
its exons. The lowest and highest of these coordinates
were considered as the boundaries of the annotated pro-
tein, and the stretch between them as its “global” contig
length. Similarly, we listed these coordinates and com-
puted the boundaries and global contig length for each
MetaEuk prediction. A MetaEuk prediction was globally
mapped to an annotated protein if the overlap computed
based on their boundaries was at least 80% of the global
contig length of either of them and if, in addition, the
alignment of their protein sequences mainly consisted of
identical amino acids or gaps (i.e., less than 10%
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mismatches). These criteria allow mapping MetaEuk
predictions to an annotated protein, even if they miss
some of its exons. Next, we computed the exon level
mapping for all globally mapped pairs of MetaEuk pre-
dictions and annotated proteins. To that end, we com-
pared their lists of exon contig coordinates. If an exon
predicted by MetaEuk covered at least 80% of the contig
length of an annotated protein’s exon, we considered the
annotated exon as “covered” by the MetaEuk prediction.

Generating typical metagenomic contig lengths
In order to evaluate MetaEuk’s performance on contigs
with a length distribution typical for assemblies from
metagenomic samples, we recorded the lengths of the
assembled contigs used for the analysis described in the
“Tara Oceans dataset” section. The 1,351,204 contigs
had a minimal length of 5002 bps, 1st quartile of 5661
bps, median of 6763 bps, 3rd quartile of 9020 bps, and a
maximal length of 1,524,677 bps. We divided each anno-
tated scaffold into contigs of lengths that were randomly
sampled from these recorded lengths. This resulted in
1392, 5061, 1816, 2095, 80, 3153, and 3273 contigs for S.
pombe, A. castellanii, Phytomonas sp. isolate EM1,
nucleomorph of L. oceanica, P. tricornutum, and A.
nidulans, respectively. MetaEuk was run on these con-
tigs in the same way as on the original scaffolds. Since
each of the new contigs corresponded to specific loca-
tions on the original scaffolds, we could carry out all
benchmark assessments, which relied on mapping be-
tween MetaEuk predictions and annotated proteins.

Tara Oceans dataset
The 912 metagenomic SRA experiments associated with
accession number PRJEB4352 were downloaded from
the SRA (August–September 2018). The reads of each
experiment were trimmed to remove adapters and low
quality sequences using trimmomatic-0.38 [59] with pa-
rameters ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10 LEAD-
ING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:
36 (SE for single-end samples). The resulting reads were
then assembled with MEGAHIT [38] with default pa-
rameters. Contigs of at least 5 kbp in length were classi-
fied as eukaryotic/non-eukaryotic using EukRep [27],
which is trained to be highly sensitive to detecting
eukaryotic contigs. MetaEuk was run on the contigs
classified as eukaryotic with parameters: -e 100,
--metaeuk-eval 0.0001, --min-ungapped-score 35, --min-
exon-aa 20, --metaeuk-tcov 0.6, --min-length 40, --slice-
search (profile mode), and default MMseqs2 search
parameters.

Taxonomic assignment to predictions and contigs
We used MMseqs2 to query the MetaEuk marine pro-
tein collection against two taxonomically annotated

datasets: Uniclust90 and the MMETSP protein dataset.
Taxonomic labels associated with each of the MMETSP
identifiers were downloaded from the NCBI website
(BioProject PRJNA231566). We retained the hit with the
highest bit-score value for each prediction if it had an E-
value smaller than 10-5. In addition, we examined the se-
quence identity between the MetaEuk prediction and the
target in order to determine the rank of the taxonomic
assignment. Similarly to [20], we used the following se-
quence identity cutoffs: > 95% (species), > 80% (genus),
> 65% (family), > 50% (order), > 40% (class), > 30%
(phylum), > 20% (kingdom). Lower values were assigned
at the domain level. The predictions on each contig were
examined and the best-scoring one was used to confer
taxonomic annotation to that contig. The assignment
was visualized using Krona [60].

Phylogenetic tree reconstruction
We constructed the tree using the large subunit of
RNA polymerases as a universal marker. This subunit
contains five RNA_pol_Rpb domains (Pfam IDs:
pf04997, pf00623, pf04983, pf05000, pf04998). As de-
tailed below, protein sequences that contained all five
domains in the right order were obtained in January–
November 2019 from six sources to construct the
multiple sequence alignment and tree. The sources
were as follows: (1) 75 sequences of the OrthoMCL
[61] group OG5_127924. The four-letter taxonomic
codes of these sequences were converted to NCBI sci-
entific names, based on information from the
OrthoMCL website (http://orthomcl.org/orthomcl/get-
DataSummary.do). (2) 36 reviewed eukaryotic se-
quences were downloaded from UniProt [36]. These
were used to distinguish between eukaryotic RNA
polymerase I (8 sequences), eukaryotic RNA polymer-
ase II (16 sequences), and eukaryotic RNA polymerase
III (12 sequences). We then ran an MMseqs2 profile
search against the Pfam database (with parameters: -k
5, -s 7) with several query sets and retained results in
which all five domains were matched in the right
order with a maximal E-value of 0.0001. This allowed
us to add the following sources: (3) 674 MMETSP
proteins, (4) 100 archaeal proteins, and (5) 100 bac-
terial proteins. For datasets (4, 5), we first down-
loaded candidate proteins from the UniProt database
by searching for the five domains and restricting tax-
onomy: archaea (bacteria). We then ran the previously
described search procedure and randomly sampled
exactly 100 proteins from each group that matched
the criterion. (6) 1076 MetaEuk predictions. The joint
set of 2061 sequences was aligned using MAFFT
v7.407 [44] and a phylogenetic tree was reconstructed
by running RAxML v8 [45]. Tree visualization was
performed in iTOL [62].
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Supplementary information
Supplementary information accompanies this paper at https://doi.org/10.
1186/s40168-020-00808-x.

Additional file 1: Supplementary Figure S1. MetaEuk predictions
by number of exons and exons length. MetaEuk was run on a
benchmark of seven eukaryotic unicellular organisms. (A) The fraction of
multi-exon MetaEuk predictions is similar to the fraction of annotated
multi-exon proteins (Table 1). (B) Single-exon predictions tend to have
longer putative exons than multi-exon predictions. Supplementary Fig-
ure S2. MetaEuk target coverage. The protein sequence of each
MetaEuk prediction was aligned to the UniRef90 target, which was used
to produce the prediction. The level of target coverage was measured
while recording the mapping status of the MetaEuk prediction with re-
spect to the annotations of the benchmark organism: mapped to an an-
notated protein (“prot”), overlap of at least ten nucleotides with an
annotated protein on the opposite strand (“prot. on opp. strand”), predic-
tion on a scaffold for which no NCBI annotations were given (“unannot.
scaff.”) and all other predictions (“NA”). In all cases, most targets were
highly covered by their MetaEuk prediction. Supplementary Figure S3.
MetaEuk E-values and bit-scores. MetaEuk was run on a benchmark
of seven eukaryotic unicellular organisms. The (A) E-values and (B) bit-
scores computed between each predicted protein and its target by
MetaEuk were compared to those computed by the Smith-Waterman al-
gorithm. The Spearman rho values indicate high correlation for all bench-
mark organisms. Supplementary Figure S4. MetaEuk evaluation on
typical metagenomic contig lengths. The annotated scaffolds of each
of the organism in Table 1 were randomly divided into shorter contigs,
following typical lengths of a metagenomics analysis (see Methods). Since
each of the new contigs corresponds to locations on the original scaf-
folds, MetaEuk predictions on these contigs could be mapped to anno-
tated proteins. (A) Conditions of increasing evolutionary divergence were
simulated by excluding gene calls based on their sequence identity to
their target. Sensitivity is the fraction of annotated proteins from the
query genome to which a MetaEuk prediction was mapped. (B) Fraction
of exons covered by MetaEuk (color saturation). The number of MetaEuk
predictions is indicated on top of each bar. (C) In an annotation-
dependent precision estimation MetaEuk predictions that mapped to an
annotated protein were considered as “true” and the rest as “false”. (D)
Fraction of annotated protein-coding genes that were split by MetaEuk
into two (dark grey) or three (black) different predictions. (E) Comparison
of the E-values computed by MetaEuk and by the Smith-Waterman algo-
rithm for A. castellani proteins. Supplementary Figure S5. Contribu-
tion of reference datasets to MetaEuk predictions. Profiles
computed based on clusters of MERC, MMETSP and Uniclust50 proteins
served as the reference database for the MetaEuk run on the Tara Oceans
contigs. MERC, MMETSP and Uniclust50 contributed 77.4%, 5.7% and 4.3%
of the predictions, respectively. The rest of the predictions were based on
mixed-dataset clusters.
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Supplementary Figures 24 

Supplementary Figure 1 – MetaEuk predictions by number of exons and exons length 25 

MetaEuk was run on a benchmark of seven eukaryotic unicellular organisms. (A) The fraction of 26 

multi-exon MetaEuk predictions is similar to the fraction of annotated multi-exon proteins (Table 27 

1). (B) Single-exon predictions tend to have longer putative exons than multi-exon predictions. 28 

  29 
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3 

 

Supplementary Figure 2 – MetaEuk target coverage 30 

The protein sequence of each MetaEuk prediction was aligned to the UniRef90 target, which was 31 

used to produce the prediction. The level of target coverage was measured while recording the 32 

mapping status of the MetaEuk prediction with respect to the annotations of the benchmark 33 

organism: mapped to an annotated protein (“prot”), overlap of at least ten nucleotides with an 34 

annotated protein on the opposite strand (“prot. on opp. strand”), prediction on a scaffold for which 35 

no NCBI annotations were given (“unannot. scaff.”) and all other predictions (“NA”). In all cases, 36 

most targets were highly covered by their MetaEuk prediction. 37 
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Supplementary Figure 3 – MetaEuk E-values and bit-scores 39 

MetaEuk was run on a benchmark of seven eukaryotic unicellular organisms. The (A) E-values 40 

and (B) bit-scores computed between each predicted protein and its target by MetaEuk were 41 

compared to those computed by the Smith-Waterman algorithm. The Spearman rho values 42 

indicate high correlation for all benchmark organisms. 43 

 44 
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Supplementary Figure 4 – MetaEuk evaluation on typical metagenomic contig lengths 45 

The annotated scaffolds of each of the organism in Table 1 were randomly divided into shorter 46 

contigs, following typical lengths of a metagenomics analysis (see Methods). Since each of the 47 

new contigs corresponds to locations on the original scaffolds, MetaEuk predictions on these 48 

contigs could be mapped to annotated proteins. (A) Conditions of increasing evolutionary 49 

divergence were simulated by excluding gene calls based on their sequence identity to their 50 

target. Sensitivity is the fraction of annotated proteins from the query genome to which a MetaEuk 51 

prediction was mapped. (B) Fraction of exons covered by MetaEuk (color saturation). The number 52 

of MetaEuk predictions is indicated on top of each bar. (C) In an annotation-dependent precision 53 

estimation MetaEuk predictions that mapped to an annotated protein were considered as “true” 54 

and the rest as “false”. (D) Fraction of annotated protein-coding genes that were split by MetaEuk 55 

into two (dark grey) or three (black) different predictions. (E) Comparison of the E-values 56 

computed by MetaEuk and by the Smith-Waterman algorithm for A. castellani proteins. 57 
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Supplementary Figure 5 – Contribution of reference datasets to MetaEuk predictions 63 

Profiles computed based on clusters of MERC, MMETSP and Uniclust50 proteins served as the 64 

reference database for the MetaEuk run on the Tara Oceans contigs. MERC, MMETSP and 65 

Uniclust50 contributed 77.4%, 5.7% and 4.3% of the predictions, respectively. The rest of the 66 

predictions were based on mixed-dataset clusters. 67 

 68 

 69 
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Abstract

Summary: SpacePHARER (CRISPR Spacer Phage–Host Pair Finder) is a sensitive and fast tool for de novo prediction
of phage–host relationships via identifying phage genomes that match CRISPR spacers in genomic or metagenomic
data. SpacePHARER gains sensitivity by comparing spacers and phages at the protein level, optimizing its scores for
matching very short sequences, and combining evidence from multiple matches, while controlling for false posi-
tives. We demonstrate SpacePHARER by searching a comprehensive spacer list against all complete phage
genomes.

Availability and implementation: SpacePHARER is available as an open-source (GPLv3), user-friendly command-
line software for Linux and macOS: https://github.com/soedinglab/spacepharer.

Contact: soeding@mpibpc.mpg.de

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Viruses of bacteria and archaea (phages) are the most abundant bio-
logical entities in nature. However, little is known about their roles
in the microbial ecosystem and how they interact with their hosts, as
cultivating most phages and hosts in the lab is challenging. Many
prokaryotes (40% of bacteria and 81% of archaea) possess an adap-
tive immune system against phages, the Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeat (CRISPR)-CRISPR associated
(Cas) system (Burstein et al., 2016). After surviving a phage infec-
tion, they can incorporate a short DNA fragment (28–42 nt) as a
spacer in a CRISPR array. The transcribed spacer will be used with
other Cas components for a targeted destruction of future invaders.
Some CRISPR-Cas systems require a 2–6 nucleotide long, highly
conserved protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) flanking the viral tar-
get to prevent autoimmunity. Multiple spacers targeting the same in-
vader are not uncommon, due to either multiple infection events or
the primed spacer acquisition mechanism identified in some CRISPR
subtypes. CRISPR spacers have been previously exploited to identify
phage–host relationships (Biswas et al., 2013; Dion et al., 2021;
Paez-Espino et al., 2016; Shmakov et al., 2017; Stern et al., 2012).
These methods compare individual CRISPR spacers with phage
genomes using BLASTN (Altschul et al., 1990) and apply stringent
filtering criteria, e.g. allowing only up to two mismatches. They are

thus limited to identifying very close matches. However, a higher
sensitivity is crucial because phage reference databases are very in-
complete and often will not contain phages highly similar to those
to be identified. To increase sensitivity, (i) we compare protein cod-
ing sequences because phage genomes are mostly coding, and, to
evade the CRISPR immune response, are under pressure to mutate
their genome with minimal changes to the amino acids; (ii) we
choose an optimized substitution matrix and gap penalties for short,
highly similar proteins; and (iii) we combine evidence from multiple
spacers matching to the same phage genome.

2 Materials and methods

Input. SpacePHARER accepts spacer sequences as multiple FASTA
files each containing spacers from a single prokaryotic genome or as
multiple output files from the CRISPR detection tools PILER-CR
(Edgar, 2007), CRT (Bland et al., 2007), MinCED (Skennerton,
2016) or CRISPRDetect (Biswas et al., 2016). Phage genomes are
supplied as separate FASTA files or can be downloaded by
SpacePHARER from NCBI GenBank (Benson et al., 2013).
Optionally, additional taxonomic labels can be provided for spacers
or phages to be included in the final report.

Algorithm. SpacePHARER is divided into five steps (Fig. 1A,
Supplementary Materials). (0) Preprocess input: scan the phage
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genome and CRISPR spacers in six reading frames, extract and
translate all putative coding fragments of at least 27 nt, with user-de-
finable translation tables. Each query set Q consists of the translated
ORFs q of CRISPR spacers extracted from one prokaryotic genome,
and each target set T comprises the putative protein sequences t
from a single phage. We refer to similar q and t as hit, and an identi-
fied host-phage relationship Q—T as match. (1) Search all q’s
against all t’s using the fast, sensitive MMseqs2 protein search
(Steinegger and Söding, 2017), with VTML40 substitution matrix
(Müller et al., 2002), gap open cost of 16 and extension cost of 2
(Supplementary Fig. S1). We optimized a short, spaced k-mer pat-
tern for the prefilter stage (10111011) with six informative (‘1’)
positions. In addition, align all q—t hits reported in the previous
search on nucleotide level and prioritize near-perfect nucleotide hits
(Supplementary Materials). (2) For each q—T pair, compute the P-
value for the best hit pbh from first-order statistics. (3) Compute a
combined score Scomb from best-hit P-values of multiple hits between
Q and T using a modified truncated-product method
(Supplementary Materials). (4) Compute the false discovery rate
(FDR ¼ FP/(TP þ FP)) and only retain matches with FDR < 0.05.
For that purpose, SpacePHARER is run on a null model database
and the fraction of null matches with Scomb below a cutoff (empirical
P-value) is used to estimate the FDR. (5) Scan 10 nt upstream and
downstream of the phage’s protospacer for a possible PAM.

Output is a tab-separated text file. Each host-phage match spans
two or more lines. The first starts with ‘#’: prokaryote accession,
phage accession, Scomb, number of hits in the match. Each following
line describes an individual hit: spacer accession, phage accession,
pbh, spacer start and end, phage start and end, possible 5’ PAM—3’
PAM, possible 5’ PAM—3’ PAM on the reverse strand. If requested,
the spacer–phage sequence alignments are included. If taxonomic
labels are provided, taxonomic reports based on the weighted lowest
common ancestor (LCA) procedure described in Mirdita et al.
(2021) are created for host LCAs of each phage genome or phage
LCAs of each spacer as additional tab-separated text files.

3 Results

Datasets. We split a previously published spacer dataset (Shmakov
et al., 2017) of 363 460 unique spacers from 30 389 prokaryotic

genomes randomly into an optimization set (20%, 6067 genomes)
and a test set (80%, 24 322 genomes). The performance of
SpacePHARER was evaluated on the spacer test set against a target
database of 7824 phage genomes. We used two null databases:
11 304 eukaryotic viral genomes and the inverted translated sequen-
ces of the target database. Viral genomes were downloaded from
GenBank in 09/2018. The performance of SpacePHARER in
Figure 1C was evaluated on a validation dataset of spacers from
1066 bacterial genomes against 809 phage genomes with annotated
host taxonomy (Edwards et al., 2016). For each phage, we predicted
the host based on the host LCA.

Prediction quality. At FDR ¼ 0.05, SpacePHARER predicted 3
to 4 times more prokaryote-phage matches than BLASTN (Fig. 1B,
Supplementary Fig. S2). SpacePHARER predicted the correct host
for more phages than BLASTN at all taxonomic ranks, while includ-
ing most of the BLASTN predictions, at better precision (Fig. 1C,
Supplementary Figs S3 and S4). If the host or a close relative of a
phage is absent in the database (either because the host is unidenti-
fied or the host lacks a CRISPR-Cas system), the predicted host may
be correct only at a higher rank than species.

Run time. SpacePHARER took 12 min to process the test dataset
on 2�6-core Intel E5-2620v3 CPUs, 47 times faster than BLASTN
(575 min).

4 Conclusion

SpacePHARER is 1.4 to 4� more sensitive than BLASTN in detect-
ing phage–host pairs, due to searching with protein sequences, opti-
mizing short sequence comparisons, and combining statistical
evidence, and it is fast enough to analyze large-scale genomic and
metagenomic datasets.
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Fig. 1. (A) SpacePHARER algorithm. A query set Q consists of 6-frame translated ORFs (q) from CRISPR spacers, and a target set T consists of 6-frame translated ORFs (t)

of phage proteins. (1) Search all qs against all ts using MMseqs2. Align the q—t hits on nucleotide level and prioritize near-perfect nucleotide hits. (2) For each q—T pair, com-

pute the P-value for the best hit from first-order statistics. (3) Compute score Scomb by combining the best-hit P-values from multiple hits between Q and T using a modified

truncated-product method. (4) Estimate the FDR by searching a null database. (5) Scan for possible protospacer adjacent motif (PAM). (B) Performance comparison between

SpacePHARER (blue) and BLASTN (red) using inverted phage sequences (solid lines) or eukaryotic viral ORFs as null set (dashed lines) demonstrated by expected number of

true positive (TP) predictions at different false discovery rates (FDRs). (C) Performance comparison between BLASTN (left), SpacePHARER using the weighted lowest com-

mon ancestor procedure (LCA, right) at FDR ¼ 0.02, evaluated by the number of correct (blue) and incorrect (red) predictions, for all the host predictions made at each taxo-

nomic rank or below. BLASTN hits with >95% sequence identity and query coverage (up to 2 mismatches) were retained.
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Data availability

The data used to benchmark SpacePHARER and BLASTN are pub-
licly available from ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/pub/wolf/_suppl/space
rome/ and http://edwards.sdsu.edu/PhageHosts/. The viral genomes
were downloaded from NCBI Genbank in 09/2018.
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Supplementary Material for SpacePHARER: Sensitive identification of
phages from CRISPR spacers in prokaryotic hosts
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I. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The query spacer set Q has Nq translated ORFs q of
CRISPR spacers (Q = {q1, ...qNq}) from one prokary-
otic genome. Phage proteome target set T has Nt phage
protein sequences t (T = {t1, ...tNt}). These protein se-
quences are extracted in the input preprocessing step
(Step 0) of the algorithm from each spacer set and
each phage genome by scanning them in six transla-
tional frames. We refer to similarity between q and t
as hit, and similarity between Q and T as match. The
SpacePHARER algorithm relies on a statistic for the
combination of hits between a spacer sequence set and
a phage protein sequence set. The idea is that combin-
ing together several sub-significant hits (due to weak ho-
mologies or the typical length of spacers) can be highly
informative and result in a significant match. Steps 2
and 3 of the algorithm test if the pairwise P-values of the
best hit of sequences in the query set with those in the
target set are due to homologous relationships or entirely
due to chance.

A. (1) MMseqs2 protein-level search

The SpacePHARER algorithm first searches all q’s
against all t’s using the fast, sensitive MMseqs2 protein-
level search [10], with VTML40 substitution matrix [8],
gap open cost of 16, gap extension cost of 2, and a short,
spaced k-mer pattern for the prefilter stage (10111011)
with six informative (‘1’) positions. Spaced k-mers are
utilized in MMseqs2 to reduce the correlation between
k-mers at neighboring positions, and to achieve better
sensitivity and speed. The spaced k-mer pattern is cho-
sen such that it is short in length in order to produce
consecutive double k-mer matches (which are demanded
by MMseqs2) within spacer fragments of 10-12 aa, and
that the number of maximum overlapping informative
positions is minimized.

Perfect or near-perfect hits (with no or 1-2 mismatches
on the nucleotide level) are shown to be very reliable sig-
nals in predicting phage-host relationship and improve
the taxonomic certainty of the prediction, even if there
is only a single hit between a phage-host pair [4]. How-
ever, those hits are not well reflected in the pairwise P-
value of the protein-level search. Therefore, all q− t hits
reported from the sensitive protein-level search will be
aligned again on the nucleotide level with match reward

of 1, mismatch penalty of 1, gap open cost of 10 and gap
extension cost of 2. The protein-level search will compute
a protein pairwise P-value (pprot) for each hit and nu-
cleotide alignment a nucleotide pairwise P-value (pnucl).
In order to prioritize near-perfect hits on the nucleotide
level to gain precision without losing much sensitivity,
we compute the pairwise P-value as

exp (min {(0.5 log pprot + 0.5 log pnucl) , log pnucl}) (1)

B. (2) Computing P-value of best hit

All hits of each q against the Nt proteins in a spe-
cific phage genome T are examined by their pairwise
P-values, and the hit with the lowest pairwise P-value
(“best hit”) is retained. SpacePHARER computes the
P-value of the best hit pbh(q) using first order statistics,
i.e. the P-value of taking the minimum pairwise P-value
(p(q)), given that a total of Nt pairwise P-values were
examined:

pbh(q) = P (p (q) ≤ p) = 1− (1− p)Nt (2)

C. (3) Combining P-values using a modified
truncated product method

In this step, we aim to combine the evidence from sev-
eral best hits between a spacer set Q and a phage genome
T . We sort the pbh of the given set Q of Nq sequences
in ascending order and denote the i’th pbh as pi. When
combining independent P-values of individual hits, one
needs to take into account the number of individual hits
and the strength of each hit. The truncated product
method combines independent P-values into a score by
multiplying all pbh(q) smaller than a threshold p0 [14],

Scomb = − log

Nq∏
i=1

p
I(pi<p0)
i , (3)

where I(·) is the indicator function that returns 1 if the
argument is true and otherwise returns 0.

In SpacePHARER, we modified the truncated product
method for better performance. We take the product of
the smallest best-hit P-value p1 times the ratio between
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pi and the threshold p0 for all further pi below the thresh-
old p0:

Scomb = − log

p1 ×
Nq∏
i=2

(
pi
p0

)I(pi<p0)
 (4)

For the threshold, we set p0 = 1/(Nq + 1), which cor-
responds to marginal significance, with an E-value of
Nq/(Nq + 1) just below 1. This ensures that the com-
bined score for null model-distributed P-values pi only
rarely gets boosted by a contribution from the second-
best pi.

D. (4) Determining true predictions

SpacePHARER predicts matches de novo, i.e. without
relying on any known phage-host relationships, by con-
trolling for estimated false discovery rate (FDR). The
FDR is the proportion of false predictions among all pre-
dictions:

FDR =
FP

FP + TP
(5)

We implemented an FDR estimation approach simi-
lar to that of the R package “fdrtool” [11]. In essence,
we estimate the FDR by a Grenander decreasing density
estimate of the empirical cumulative distribution func-
tion (ECDF). This non-parametric approach achieves its
robustness by ensuring monotonicity of the FDR.

SpacePHARER uses a null model dataset to estimate
the proportion of false predictions. The same search and
statistical computation procedures described in Steps 1,
2 and 3 of the algorithm are performed on a given null
model dataset, e.g. inverted phage ORFs or eukary-
otic viral ORFs. Inverting target ORFs as null model
dataset can be easily performed by specifying one pa-
rameter when preparing the input.

To compute an empirical P-value for each query spacer
set Q, we sort for each Q the combined scores Scomb of
matches in the original target dataset of phage proteomes
in ascending order. For each Scomb value in the target
dataset, we calculate an empirical P-value pemp by using
the fraction of Q−T matches with a combined score that
is below Scomb in the null model dataset. We denote the
number of Q− T matches below the cutoff as K and the
total number of matches using the null model dataset as
Nnull. The empirical P-value is then computed as

pemp(Scomb) =
K + 0.5

Nnull + 1
, (6)

where, to stabilize the estimate, we used half pseudo-
counts with P-values at 0 and 1. In the following, we
abbreviate these empirical P-values as p, or pQ for query
set Q.

If we knew the fraction π0 of false positives among all
Q − T matches, we could in principle estimate the false
discovery rate simply as

FDR(p) =
FPp

(TP + FP)p
≈ p π0

Femp(p)
, (7)

where p π0 is the fraction of false positives with empirical
P-value less than pi. Femp(p) is the empirical cumulative
distribution function of the pQ, in other words Femp(p)
is the number of query sets Q with best matches pQ ≤ p.

We can increase the robustness of the estimate by using
the fact that the true probability distribution of P-values
f(p) must be monotonously decreasing. This will also
ensure that the FDR decreases with increasing p, which
is often violated with the simple procedure above. The
Grenander estimate [11] is a simple, efficient procedure to
obtain a robust estimate F̂ (p) of F (p) from Femp(p) that
has monotonously decreasing density f̂(p) = dF̂ (p)/dp.
We simply obtain the convex hull of the area under the
Femp(p) curve, that is, the smallest function F̂ (p) with
F̂ (p) ≥ Femp(p) that yields a convex area under the
curve. This results in a piecewise constant, monotonously
decreasing density function f̂(p) = dF̂ (p)/dp with steps
at points pi with plast = 1. We estimate the proportion
of true null hypotheses π0 as the average density using
the last two steps,

π0 =
F̂ (plast)− F̂ (plast−2)

plast − plast−2
. (8)

Finally, we compute the estimated FDR corresponding
to each empirical P-value p (Fig.1A) as

FDR(p) =
FPp

(TP + FP)p
=

p π0

F̂ (p)
. (9)

By default, SpacePHARER has an FDR cutoff of 0.05,
and reports all matches in the test whose Scomb corre-
sponds to this FDR value or lower. Users can select other
suitable FDR cutoffs to retain more or fewer predictions.

E. (5) Scanning for possible PAMs

For some CRISPR-Cas systems, protospacer adjacent
motifs (PAMs) are required for the recognition of foreign
invader sequences. After reporting phage-host pairs and
their hits, SpacePHARER can perform a scan for possible
PAMs. For this, SpacePHARER by default extracts 10 nt
long fragments flanking the matched protospacer region
at the 5’ and 3’ side, in guide-centric orientation (PAM is
located on the strand that matches the spacer sequence).
Users can increase or decrease the length of the flank-
ing sequence. Both the 5’ and 3’ flanking sequences are
searched in a list of consensus PAM patterns from repre-
sentative CRISPR-Cas systems [5]. Since many CRISPR
detection tools cannot reliably predict the orientation of
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the CRISPR array, the 5’ and 3’ flanking sequences on
the reverse strand are also searched and two additional
possible PAMs are reported. Users should refer to all pos-
sible PAMs without the accurate orientation information
of the array.

II. OPTIMIZING PARAMETERS FOR SHORT
FRAGMENTS SEARCH

Different substitution matrices are optimal for compar-
ing sequences that have diverged to different degrees. By
default, MMseqs2 search [10] uses the BLOSUM62 ma-
trix with standard gap penalties: gap open cost of 11 and
gap extend cost of 1 , which is more suited for long align-
ments and detecting weak protein similarities. Converse-
ly� for shorter sequences and higher protein similarity,
one should consider a “shallower” (higher bit score per
aligned column) matrix, and higher gap penalties to pre-
vent gaps [9]. Searching with VTML40 matrix [8] with
gap open cost of 16 and gap extend cost of 2 yielded
the highest sensitivity with 20% on our test dataset at
FDR cutoff of 0.05 (Figure S2). We introduced a series of
VTML matrices in MMseqs2 to solve general problems of
short sequence search. After introducing the additional
nucleotide alignment step, the search parameter combi-
nation (VTML40 matrix, gap open cost of 16 and gap
extend cost of 2) remains the highest in sensitivity (re-
sult not shown).

III. PREDICTING MATCHES USING BLASTN

We compared SpacePHARER’s performance with the
state-of-the-art method using BLASTN. To generate
a comparable result, we performed the search step
with BLASTN and the downstream FDR control with
SpacePHARER. We used BLASTN [1] to first query the
80% test spacer dataset against 7,824 phage genomes,
then against 7,824 inverted phage genomes or 11,304 eu-
karyotic viral genomes as a null model database. For
all searches we used the parameters: -max_target_seqs
10000000 -dust no -word_size 7 -outfmt ‘6 std qcovs’
and recorded the running time. Hits with at least 95%
sequence identity and 95% query(spacer) coverage (i.e.,
one or two mismatches were allowed) were retained.
We grouped the hits into matches (unique phage-host
genome pairs) and retained the minimum pairwise E-
value of the hits. We sorted the pairwise E-values of
hits in ascending order for both searches and counted the
matches at a given pairwise E-value cutoff. Therefore, we
could calculate an FDR in the same way SpacePHARER
does (described in section I.D) and compare the number
of true predictions produced by the two methods (Figure
1B).

At FDR = 0.05, SpacePHARER predicted 2 and 1.5×
more matches than BLASTN using 90% and 85% se-
quence identity and query coverage cutoffs (i.e allowing

up to 4 and 6 mismatches, respectively) (Figure S2).

IV. HOST TAXONOMIC RANK ANALYSIS

To assess the sensitivity of SpacePHARER at different
host taxonomic rank, we searched with CRISPR spac-
ers extracted from 1,066 bacterial genomes against 809
phage genomes with annotated host taxonomy [4], then
against inverted ORFs of the 809 phage genomes as null
model dataset. For each phage, SpacePHARER pre-
dicted the host’s lowest common ancestor (LCA) based
on a weighted LCA procedure [7].

We demanded a stricter FDR cutoff of 0.02 for matches
that should be taken into account for the host taxonomic
rank prediction. In order to limit the number of false
taxonomic predictions due to incomplete databases, the
LCA result was further corrected according to the aver-
age nucleotide sequence identity of the reported matches
[6]. We used the following cutoffs for maximal taxonomic
resolution: > 86% (species), > 84% (genus), > 82% (fam-
ily), > 80% (order), > 78% (class), > 76% (phylum), >
74% (kingdom). Lower values were assigned at the su-
perkingdom level. The taxonomic FDR cutoff and se-
quence identity cutoffs are user-definable parameters for
the weighted LCA procedure.

We searched with the above-mentioned spacer dataset
against phage genomes using BLASTN with parame-
ters: blastn-short -dust no -word_size 7 -outfmt ‘6 std
qcovs’ -evalue 1 -gapopen 10 -gapextend 2 -penalty -1
[4]. Hits with at least 95% sequence identity and 95%
query(spacer) coverage were retained (i.e., one or two
mismatches were allowed). For each phage, the bac-
terium with the lowest pairwise E-value was predicted
to be its host. Note that in Edwards et al., the au-
thors searched with the phage genomes against the spacer
dataset, and demanded 100% spacer coverage.

For ranks lower than phylum, we only included the pre-
dictions with the taxonomic resolution of the respective
rank or below. At the species level, SpacePHARER pre-
dicted 142/237 hosts (60%), compared to 112/232 hosts
of BLASTN (48%). SpacePHARER predicted the cor-
rect host for more phages at all taxonomic ranks, while
including most of the BLASTN predictions on the same
rank and sometimes even those agreeing only on a higher
rank(Figure 1C, Figure S3).

Incomplete reference databases remain an issue for
phage-host relationship predictions. To simulate sce-
narios where the database is very incomplete, we pro-
gressively exclude 25% and 50% of the host genomes
in the spacer dataset, and compare the performance
between BLASTN and SpacePHARER. SpacePHARER
predicted the correct host for more phages than BLASTN
at all taxonomic ranks when we searched with 50% and
75% of original host spacer dataset (Figure S4).
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V. IDENTIFYING MIS-ANNOTATIONS IN
EUKARYOTIC VIRAL DATASET

Throughout this study we used the set of eukaryotic vi-
ral genomes as a null model dataset, assuming any match
between a prokaryotic genome and a eukaryotic virus is
false. Here, we used SpacePHARER’s second mode of
FDR control to detect viruses that were potentially mis-
annotated as eukaryotic viruses. To that end, we first
ran the SpacePHARER workflow with the full spacer
dataset against the eukaryotic viral genomes as the tar-
get database, and then, against inverted eukaryotic viral
ORFs as the null model database. We used the null set
to estimate the FDR as described in section I.D.

By applying the same FDR cutoff of 0.05, we identified
11 viruses out of the 11,304 that matched a prokaryotic
host (yielding a total of 12 matches). We observed three
groups within these matches. The first group consisted of
two matches between the smacovirus family (KP264966.1
and KY086299.1) and the archaeon CP005934.1 (Candi-
datus Methanomassiliicoccus intestinalis). Indeed this
family has been recently reported as mis-annotated as
“eukaryotic virus” by Díez-Villaseñor and Rodriguez-
Valera [3]. The second group consisted of two matches
between KT809302.1 (Haloarcula californiae icosahedral
virus 1) and family Halobacteriaceae (CP001687.1 and
LIST01000008.1). These matches are likely due to mis-
annotation of the virus as “eukaryotic virus”. The la-
beled host of this virus is Haloarcula californiae, which

is an archaeon that belongs to the same family as our
matches. The third group consisted of 8 members of the
genus Mimivirus that were matched to HE978663.1 (Ru-
minococcus sp. JC304) and JAAF01000022.1 (Fusobac-
terium necrophorum DAB). Table I shows the standard
output from SpacePHARER of this search. We suspect
the matches of the third group are due to spacer mis-
annotation and do not represent a real virus-host rela-
tionship. It was previously reported that Mimiviruses ac-
quire bacterial genes, even of the class Clostridia [12][13].
In the case of Ruminococcus sp. JC304, when we in-
spected the bacterial genomic region from which the
spacers were extracted, we found that the entire region is
likely to be a full bacterial ORF, rather than a CRISPR
array. Thus, we conclude that in these cases, the mis-
annotation is of the CRISPR array, rather than of the
virus.

VI. SOFTWARE VERSIONS

Name Version
SpacePHARER Git: 1d1f1b2

BLASTN 2.9.0+

TABLE II. Software versions used in this manuscript.

[1] Altschul, S.F. et al (1990). Basic local alignment search tool. J.
Mol. Biol., 215(3), 403–410.

[2] Brunson, J.C. (2020). ggalluvial: Layered grammar for alluvial
plots. J. Open Source Softw., 5(49), 2017.

[3] Díez-Villaseñor, C. and Rodriguez-Valera, F. (2019). CRISPR
analysis suggests that small circular single-stranded dna sma-
coviruses infect archaea instead of humans. Nat. Commun., 10(1),
294.

[4] Edwards, R.A. et al (2015). Computational approaches to predict
bacteriophage–host relationships. FEMS Microbiol. Rev., 40(2),
258–272.

[5] Leenay, R.T. and Beisel, C.L. (2017). Deciphering, communicat-
ing, and engineering the crispr pam. Journal of molecular biology,
429(2), 177–191.

[6] Levy Karin, E. et al (2020). Metaeuk—sensitive, high-throughput
gene discovery, and annotation for large-scale eukaryotic metage-
nomics. Microbiome, 8(1), 48.

[7] Mirdita, M. et al (2021). Fast and sensitive taxonomic assignment
to metagenomic contigs. Bioinformatics. btab184.

[8] Müller, T. et al (2002). Estimating amino acid substitution mod-
els: A comparison of Dayhoff’s estimator, the resolvent approach
and a maximum likelihood method. Mol. Biol. Evol., 19(1), 8–13.

[9] Pearson, W.R. (2013). Selecting the Right Similarity‐Scoring Ma-
trix. Current Protocols in Bioinformatics, 43(1), 3.5.1–3.5.9.

[10] Steinegger, M. and Söding, J. (2017). MMseqs2 enables sensitive
protein sequence searching for the analysis of massive data sets.
Nat. Biotechnol., 35(11), 1026–1028.

[11] Strimmer, K. (2008). A unified approach to false discovery rate
estimation. BMC Bioinformatics, 9(1), 303.

[12] Yoshida, T. et al (2011). Mimivirus reveals mre11/rad50 fu-
sion proteins with a sporadic distribution in eukaryotes, bacteria,
viruses and plasmids. Virology journal, 8, 427–427.

[13] Yutin, N. et al (2014). Origin of giant viruses from smaller dna
viruses not from a fourth domain of cellular life. Virology, 466-
467, 38 – 52. Special issue: Giant Viruses.

[14] Zaykin, D. et al (2002). Truncated product method for combining
p-values. Genet. Epidemiol., 22(2), 170–185.
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FIG. 1. Performance comparison of SpacePHARER with different search parameters (substitution matrix and gap penalties),
evaluated by the number of true positive (TP) predictions at different false discovery rates (FDRs). Predictions were made
by using an optimization spacer dataset (6,067 genomes, 20% of all prokaryotic genomes) against a database of 7,824 phage
genomes, with inverted phage ORFs as null model database. Searching with VTML40 matrix with gap open (16) and gap
extend (2), among various combinations of substitution matrix and gap penalties, yields more true positive matches than any
other parameter combination at FDR cutoff of 0.05.
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FIG. 2. Performance comparison of SpacePHARER with BLASTN using different sequence identity and query coverage
cutoffs (95%, 90% and 85%), evaluated by the number of true positive (TP) predictions at different false discovery rates
(FDRs). Predictions were made by using a spacer test dataset (24,322 genomes, 80% of all prokaryotic genomes) against a
database of 7,824 phage genomes, with inverted phage ORFs as null model database. (Note that the FDR control procedure
developed for SpacePHARER is not standard for BLASTN and has been applied here only for the purpose of FDR analysis.)
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were made by both SpacePHARER and BLASTN. Predictions were made using a validation spacer dataset (1,066 genomes)
against a validation database of 809 phage genomes with annotated host taxonomy. SpacePHARER prediction was further
corrected with inverted phage ORFs as null model database, and FDR cutoff of 0.02.
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#CP005934.fas KP264966.1 7.588E+01 6
>CP005934.1_930280_937725_19_spacer_931524_35 KP264966.1 1.023E-04 35 3 546 578 CCT|- -|AGG
>CP005934.1_930280_937725_20_spacer_931590_37 KP264966.1 2.833E-04 1 36 2241 2206 CCT|- -|AGG
>CP005934.1_930280_937725_23_spacer_931792_37 KP264966.1 1.034E-09 1 36 1821 1786 CCA|- -|TGG
>CP005934.1_930280_937725_24_spacer_931860_37 KP264966.1 3.121E-07 3 35 606 638 CCA|TGG -|TGG
>CP005934.1_930280_937725_25_spacer_931928_36 KP264966.1 3.399E-13 1 36 2161 2126 CCG|- -|CGG
>CP005934.1_930280_937725_25_spacer_931928_36 KP264966.1 1.713E-11 2 34 2160 2128 CCG|- -|CGG
#CP005934.fas KY086299.1 5.640E+01 4
>CP005934.1_930280_937725_19_spacer_931524_35 KY086299.1 6.205E-04 35 3 1922 1890 CCT|- -|AGG
>CP005934.1_930280_937725_23_spacer_931792_37 KY086299.1 3.399E-13 2 37 641 676 CCA|- -|AGG
>CP005934.1_930280_937725_20_spacer_931590_37 KY086299.1 4.613E-05 1 36 220 255 CCT|- -|TGG
>CP005934.1_930280_937725_23_spacer_931792_37 KY086299.1 3.399E-13 1 36 640 675 CCA|- -|TGG
#LIST01000008.fas KT809302.1 1.295E+01 1
>LIST01000008.1_120573_126312_45_spacer_123484_36 KT809302.1 2.376E-06 36 1 22375 22340 -|- TTC|-
#CP001687.fas KT809302.1 2.639E+01 2
>CP001687.1_1415738_1419119_25_spacer_1417344_34 KT809302.1 1.137E-07 6 32 6826 6852 -|CAAGAA -|ACGGGATT
>CP001687.1_1415738_1419119_25_spacer_1417344_34 KT809302.1 1.137E-07 32 6 6852 6826 -|CAAGAA -|ACGGGATT
#HE978663.fas JN258408.1 1.054E+02 2
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_2_spacer_7588_70 JN258408.1 1.755E-28 2 70 806538 806606 TTC|- -|-
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_4_spacer_7765_58 JN258408.1 5.707E-20 2 58 806715 806771 TTC|- -|-
#HE978663.fas JX885207.1 9.775E+01 2
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_2_spacer_7588_70 JX885207.1 1.755E-28 2 70 767273 767341 TTC|- -|-
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_4_spacer_7765_58 JX885207.1 1.187E-16 2 58 767450 767506 TTC|- -|-
#HE978663.fas KF527229.1 8.186E+01 2
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_1_spacer_7510_49 KF527229.1 2.905E-18 2 49 935992 935945 TTC|- -|-
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_4_spacer_7765_58 KF527229.1 5.707E-20 2 58 935836 935780 TTC|- -|-
#HE978663.fas KU877344.1 9.775E+01 2
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_2_spacer_7588_70 KU877344.1 1.755E-28 2 70 780352 780420 TTC|- -|-
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_4_spacer_7765_58 KU877344.1 1.187E-16 2 58 780529 780585 TTC|- -|-
#HE978663.fas JX975216.1 1.015E+02 2
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_2_spacer_7588_70 JX975216.1 1.755E-28 2 70 781866 781934 TTC|- -|-
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_4_spacer_7765_58 JX975216.1 2.682E-18 2 58 782043 782099 TTC|- -|-
#HE978663.fas MG779360.1 1.093E+02 2
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_2_spacer_7588_70 MG779360.1 3.447E-30 2 70 9786 9854 -|- -|-
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_4_spacer_7765_58 MG779360.1 5.707E-20 2 58 9963 10019 -|- -|-
#HE978663.fas JN885991.1 4.536E+01 2
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_3_spacer_7687_49 JN885991.1 2.061E-02 2 46 497977 498021 CCT|- TTG|AGG
>HE978663.1_7481_7851_4_spacer_7765_58 JN885991.1 5.707E-20 2 58 498055 498111 -|- -|-
#JAAF01000022.fas KY684109.1 1.295E+01 1
>JAAF01000022.1_41_3914_26_spacer_1726_36 KY684109.1 2.376E-06 1 36 185359 185324 TCT|TGAAGTTT TCA|-

TABLE I. Sample output format of SpacePHARER, demonstrated by matches when searching the full spacer dataset against
eukaryotic viral ORFs as a target database and inverted eukaryotic viral ORFs as null model database. Each match line starts
with ‘#’, followed by the prokaryote accession (the file from which spacers were extracted), viral genome accession, Scomb and
the number of hits in the match. Each hit line starts with ‘>’, followed by the spacer sequence header, viral genome accession,
pbh, spacer start, spacer end, viral genome start, viral genome end, and the possible PAM sequences on forward and reverse
strand (5’|3’). Additionally (not shown), the aligned sequences can be printed following each hit line.
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6 Minor contributions

6.1 Protein Sequence Analysis Using the MPI Bioinformatics Toolkit

Publication:

Protein Sequence Analysis Using the MPI Bioinformatics Toolkit

F. Gabler, S.Z. Nam, S. Till, M. Mirdita, M. Steinegger, J. Söding, A.N. Lupas, V. Alva†

(†) corresponding author

Current Protocols in Bioinformatics (2020), 72, e108.
Cited 84 times since 12/2020.

Manuscript abstract

TheMPIBioinformatics Toolkit (toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de) provides interactive access to awide range
of the best-performing bioinformatics tools anddatabases, including the state-of-the-art protein sequence
comparison methods HHblits and HHpred. The Toolkit currently includes 35 external and in-house
tools, covering functionalities such as sequence similarity searching, prediction of sequence features,
and sequence classification. Due to this breadth of functionality, the tight interconnection of its con-
stituent tools, and its ease of use, the Toolkit has become an important resource for biomedical research
and for teaching protein sequence analysis to students in the life sciences. In this article, we provide de-
tailed information on utilizing the three most widely accessed tools within the Toolkit: HHpred for the
detection of homologs, HHpred in conjunction withMODELLER for structure prediction and homology
modeling, and CLANS for the visualization of relationships in large sequence datasets.

Author contributions

F.G.: Software; writing-review & editing. S.Z.N.: Software. S.T.: Software. M.M.: Software. M.S.:
Software. J.S.: Software. A.L.: Funding acquisition; writing-review & editing. V.A.: Conceptualiza-
tion; project administration; software; supervision; visualization; writing-original draft; writing-review
& editing.
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6.2 PredictProtein – Predicting Protein Structure and Function for
29 Years

Publication:

PredictProtein – Predicting Protein Structure and Function for 29 Years

M. Bernhofer, C. Dallago†, T. Karl, V. Satagopam, M. Heinzinger, M. Littmann, T. Olenyi, J. Qiu,
K. Schütze, G. Yachdav, H. Ashkenazy, N. Ben-Tal, Y. Bromberg, T. Goldberg, L. Kajan, S. O’Donoghue,
C. Sander, A. Schafferhans, A. Schlessinger, G. Vriend,M.Mirdita, P. Gawron,W.Gu, Y. Jarosz, C. Trefois,
M. Steinegger, R. Schneider, B. Rost

(†) corresponding author

Nucleic Acids Research (2021), 49, W535-W540.
Cited 15 times since 5/2021.

Manuscript abstract

Since 1992 PredictProtein (predictprotein.org) is a one-stop online resource for protein sequence anal-
ysis with its main site hosted at the Luxembourg Centre for Systems Biomedicine (LCSB) and queried
monthly by over 3,000 users in 2020. PredictProtein was the first Internet server for protein predictions.
It pioneered combining evolutionary information and machine learning. Given a protein sequence as
input, the server outputs multiple sequence alignments, predictions of protein structure in 1D and 2D
(secondary structure, solvent accessibility, transmembrane segments, disordered regions, protein flex-
ibility, and disulfide bridges) and predictions of protein function (functional effects of sequence varia-
tion or point mutations, Gene Ontology (GO) terms, subcellular localization, and protein-, RNA-, and
DNA binding). PredictProtein’s infrastructure has moved to the LCSB increasing throughput; the use
of MMseqs2 sequence search reduced runtime five-fold; user interface elements improved usability, and
new prediction methods were added. PredictProtein recently included predictions from deep learning
embeddings (GO and secondary structure) and a method for the prediction of proteins and residues
binding DNA, RNA, or other proteins. PredictProtein.org aspires to provide reliable predictions to com-
putational and experimental biologists alike. All scripts and methods are freely available for offline
execution in high-throughput settings.

Selected contributions

M.M. implemented and maintains a server to compute MSAs for PredictProtein.

https://predictprotein.org
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6.3 Going to extremes - a metagenomic journey into the dark
matter of life

Publication:

Going to extremes - a metagenomic journey into the dark matter of life

A. Aevarsson†, A. Kaczorowska, B.T. Adalsteinsson, J. Ahlqvist, S. Al-Karadaghi, J. Altenbuchner,
H. Arsin, Ú. Áugúst Átlasson, D. Brandt, M. Cichowicz-Cieślak, K. A S Cornish, J. Courtin, S. Dabrowski,
H. Dahle, S. Djeffane, S. Dorawa, J. Dusaucy, F. Enault, A. Fedøy, S. Freitag-Pohl, O.H. Fridjonsson,
C. Galiez, E. Glomsaker, M. Guérin, S.E. Gundesø, E.E. Gudmundsdóttir, H. Gudmundsson, M. Håkans-
son, C.Henke, A.Helleux, J.R.Henriksen, S.Hjörleifdóttir, G.O.Hreggvidsson, A. Jasilionis, A. Jochheim,
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Manuscript abstract

The Virus-X—Viral Metagenomics for Innovation Value—project was a scientific expedition to explore
and exploit uncharted territory of genetic diversity in extreme natural environments such as geothermal
hot springs and deep-sea ocean ecosystems. Specifically, the project was set to analyse and exploit vi-
ral metagenomes with the ultimate goal of developing new gene products with high innovation value
for applications in biotechnology, pharmaceutical, medical, and the life science sectors. Viral gene pool
analysis is also essential to obtain fundamental insight into ecosystem dynamics and to investigate how
viruses influence the evolution of microbes and multicellular organisms. The Virus-X Consortium, es-
tablished in 2016, included experts from eight European countries. The unique approach based on high
throughput bioinformatics technologies combined with structural and functional studies resulted in the
development of a biodiscovery pipeline of significant capacity and scale. The activities within the Virus-
X consortium cover the entire range from bioprospecting andmethods development in bioinformatics to
protein production and characterisation, with the final goal of translating our results into new products
for the bioeconomy. The significant impact the consortium made in all of these areas was possible due
to the successful cooperation between expert teams that worked together to solve a complex scientific
problem using state-of-the-art technologies as well as developing novel tools to explore the virosphere,
widely considered as the last great frontier of life.

Selected contributions

M.M. implemented software to track the status of each target through the work packages, contributed
to method development in Platform 2 and reviewed the manuscript.





7 Discussion and outlook

The realization that protein sequence similarity often stems from evolutionary relationships (gene du-
plications and species divergence) was revolutionary for our understanding of biology and evolution.
Even more critical was the observation that very remotely related protein sequences often have con-
served structures and, above certain thresholds, conserved functions. This allowed transfer of functional
annotation from experimentally studied model species to other organisms and recently helped unlock
the prediction of protein structures at an accuracy nearly indistinguishable from crystal structures. Our
ever-expanding repositories of known sequences allow novel phylogenetic and evolutionary insights ev-
ery time the genome of a new organism is explored.

The progress of sequencing technologies over the last forty years has led to an exponential growth in
the amount of available sequences. While this treasure trove of data allowed more powerful analyses
than ever before, the sheer volume of data made the development of efficient homology search methods
critical. The advent of metagenomics put these challenges at the forefront.

In this work I have presented three computational methods I developed and published during the course
of my doctoral studies. These improve upon the state-of-the-art for homology search, taxonomic assign-
ment and protein structure prediction. The methods are user-friendly and accessible for a wide range of
users.

One of the most straightforward methods to exploit metagenomics data is their in silico analysis to iden-
tify proteins with commercially desirable properties [Robinson et al., 2021]. As participants of the Virus-
X consortium (Aevarsson et al. [2021]; see section 6.3) we helped build a pipeline for discovering novel
thermostable proteins from extremophilic environments. This was possible because of the integration of
MMseqs2 (and many other methods) to filter down the large metagenomic samples to smaller sets that
could be extensively studied.

Apart from identifying individual proteins with a specific function, metagenomics data have enriched
existing protein databases, providing us with a more complete picture of the true diversity of naturally
evolved sequences. Metagenomic-based protein databases like MGnify [Mitchell et al., 2020] and BFD
[Jumper et al., 2021a] contain several billion protein sequences. The projects presented in this work
contributed three databases constructed from metagenomic data. First, the SRC/MERC databases that
were released as part of the Plass [Steinegger et al., 2019b] manuscript contain hundreds of million to
billions of sequences assembled from soil and marine metagenomes and metatranscriptomes. Second,
we released several million likely eukaryotic proteins from marine metagenomes enriched for protists
and an accompanying database of tens of millions of protein profiles as part of MetaEuk [Levy Karin
et al., 2020]. The ColabFoldDB that was released as part of ColabFold [Mirdita et al., 2021] contains
over 200 million protein profiles. A part of the success of AlphaFold2 stems from exploiting the newly
found sequence diversity to build more diverse MSAs, informing the most accurate to-date prediction of
protein structures.

An important and rarely discussed aspect of computational methods is their impact on climate change.
Already today, data centers and high-performance computing are substantial contributors to climate
warming emissions [Lannelongue et al., 2021]. Our methods perform analyses much faster than their
state-of-the-art competitors at similar or better quality, thus reaching the same or better results at a signif-
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icantly reduced carbon footprint. In the MMseqs2 app manuscript we show that MMseqs2 can perform
profile searches hundreds to thousands of times faster than its competitors. MMseqs2 taxonomy is be-
tween 2× and 18× faster than the state-of-the-art taxonomy assignment method CAT. ColabFold’s MSA
generation stage is 20-30× faster than the AlphaFold2’s. SpacePHARER is 47× faster than a BLASTN
based approach.

The performance goals that we set for the MMseqs2 software and the diverse set of methods we have
built on top resulted in a complex code base and camewith a correspondingmaintenance burden. To aid
with development and facilitate maintenance I implemented continuous integration: before any change
is made to the code base we run an extensive test suite across many hardware-architectures, compilers
and operating systems. We provide a detailed documentation of MMseqs2 in our extensive user guide
(see Appendix A1) and have organized workshops to train the community in applying MMseqs2 and
incorporate their feedback. The modular nature of our software and the extensive documentation have
also facilitated the participation of multiple external contributors.

We committed to the principles of open science early on. MMseqs2 and all software thatwe built on top is
open-source and comes with free and open source licenses. We make all software packages available on
popular repositories such as Bioconda [Grüning et al., 2018], Homebrew (brew.sh) or pip (pypi.org).
Additionally, we closely follow and respond to the valuable feedback provided by our large user base.
Finally, we established a support network to remain in contact with our users to quickly resolve issues,
often turning discussions about the use of MMseqs2 into fruitful collaborations.

In the following I would like to focus on some of the challenges, limitations and upcoming work related
to the three main projects presented in this work.

7.1 MMseqs2 App and Server
I developed the MMseqs2 app and server to make MMseqs2 user-friendly and accessible. Beyond its
original purpose, the MMseqs2 web server has been used for performing additional tasks. Specifically,
we included the eukaryotic proteins found by MetaEuk as a searchable database in the server and Pre-
dictProtein and ColabFold use it for constructing diverse MSAs.

We plan to expose further MMseqs2 functionality within the web server. FoldSeek (in preparation) is
an upcoming algorithm for extremely fast structure-to-structure search. As millions of predicted high-
quality protein structures will soon be available [Tunyasuvunakool et al., 2021, Callaway, 2021, Varadi
et al., 2021], it is important to have algorithms ready to process these data. Our approach reduces three-
dimensional structures to a conformational state alphabet, which can efficiently be queried with algo-
rithms developed for sequence searches. Moreover, we plan additional extensions to our web server to
include MMseqs2 taxonomic annotation capabilities, to make these easier to use.

TheMMseqs2 app is geared towards single-sequence searches. However, the enormous size of databases
constructed frommetagenomics poses a challenge to fast searches with individual sequences – especially
as these protein databases are now growing into billions of sequences. The main issue lies with the
prefiltering algorithm, which uses data structures that consume RAM proportionately to the cumulative
length of the sequences in the target database. In non-serverMMseqs2 batch searches, the data structures
can be built and queried in separate chunks and the construction costs can be amortized across all queries.
Thus, memory consumption is less of a concern there. However, processing queries within milliseconds
to seconds with the MMseqs2 server, the search database and its required data structures have to fully
reside in systemmemory. Therefore, memory requirements might become a major cost factor, especially
as the reduction of RAM cost per gigabyte has not kept up with Moore’s Law [McCallum, 2021].

https://brew.sh
https://pypi.org
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Faced with a similar issue in ColabFold, we used a clustered homology search approach. We first search
with the normal MMseqs2 search workflow against the cluster consensus sequences and then, for each
hit, expand the search result with the clustermembers. Thisway, systemmemory only needs to hold data
structures for the prefiltering against the cluster centroids, reducing the memory footprint drastically.

Another solution we are exploring is to build a novel search algorithm that exploits the high read-
throughput of modern storage hardware. Currently, a typical consumer NVMe storage device offers
2 TB of storage space and up to 7GB/s read throughput for around 300$. Martin Steinegger, Johannes
Söding and I are currently developing an algorithm and software that allows searching through 40TB
of data in under 5 minutes on a built-to-purpose server filled with twenty such devices. We call this
algorithm PetaSearch (in preparation) and plan to offer a web server based on the MMseqs2 server to
allow searching through all proteins we can extract from the SRA.

7.2 MMseqs2 Taxonomy

Introducing taxonomic assignment capabilities to MMseqs2 has contributed to several other projects,
such as SpacePHARER and ColabFold. SpacePHARER annotates either phages or their bacterial hosts,
if given taxonomic labels for the other. ColabFold uses taxonomic labels for MSA pairing (see below).

To help users interpret their results, I implemented two output modes to allow visual inspection of the
taxonomy results. The first mode is a Kraken-compatible format that can be used to visualize the results
with tools like Pavian [Breitwieser and Salzberg, 2020]. The other output for visual inspection is an
interactive Krona HTML file [Ondov et al., 2011]. We plan on making MMseqs2 taxonomy easier to use,
by supporting more output formats and by providing it as a web server in the future.

A limitation of MMseqs2 taxonomy is that it uses reference-based assignment of taxonomic labels. This
means it is sensitive to the quality of the reference databases, which have been shown to suffer from
contamination [Steinegger and Salzberg, 2020] and uneven sampling. Alternative taxonomic databases,
such as the GTDB are also limited by the (metagenome assembled) genomes available. However, the
community is continuously improving the reference databases and MMseqs2 taxonomy will be able to
assign better labels using higher quality databases. Furthermore, MMseqs2 taxonomy is well suited to
deal with the increasing size of the databases.

In recent years, long read sequencing technology has drastically improved in read length and base calling
accuracy. Even single reads of mega base length are now occasionally produced by modern sequencing
methods (e.g., the 1.2 and 2.3 megabase long reads found in Payne et al. [2019]). MMseqs2 taxonomy
should be well suited for annotating long sequences. We hope to repeat the benchmarking on long read
data in the future and optimize MMseqs2 taxonomy to long read input.
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7.3 ColabFold

ColabFold has become a widely used method in the short time that has passed since its release. Its MSA
server has processed over 700 000 MSAs for users and is averaging ∼10 000 MSAs a day.

In its first release, ColabFold included a component to model protein complexes. Since then, AlphaFold2
has been specifically retrained onprotein complexes and released as anupdated version calledAlphaFold-
multimer [Evans et al., 2021]. By testing it on a small benchmark, we found AlphaFold2-multimer out-
performs ColabFold’s complex modeler. We thus integrated AlphaFold2-multimer based modeling in
ColabFold.

High-quality protein complex predictions require a pairedMSA. In a pairedMSA, directly related protein
sequences, e.g., thosewhich share the same species - are placed in theMSA line and are concatenated. As
UniRef contains taxonomic information, pairing sequences from corresponding taxa is straightforward.
However, ColabFold’s environmental databases do not currently contain anymetadata and thus can only
be used as unpaired sequence features. To further improve complex modeling, we plan on gathering
available taxonomic metadata for metagenomic sequences and assigning taxonomic labels for sequences
without metadata.

We plan on further extending ColabFoldDB with additional metagenomic and -transcriptomic data sets.
Togetherwith other planned improvements inMMseqs2’s sensitivitywewant to investigate, wehope that
ColabFold will be able to find a sufficient number of homologs to ensure high quality protein structure
predictions for most sequences.



8 Conclusion

The projects I worked on during my doctoral studies and continue to develop have contributed to the
community’s ability to investigate and explore billions of metagenomic sequences from various envi-
ronments. With over 500 citations in total, it is clear these tools can be (and already have been) put to
use by various research groups and overcome some of the main challenges in conducting metagenomic
research (e.g., large database sizes, complex assembly tasks, functional and taxonomic annotation and
more). The focus on computational efficiency has enabledmany large-scale analyses andmade replacing
less efficient methods possible.

In particular, AlphaFold2 relies onmethods that I have contributed, developed,maintained and forwhich
I have provided user-support during my doctoral research: The tools HH-suite, MMseqs2 and Plass
and the databases Uniclust and PDB70. During its self-distillation training, AlphaFold2 uses ∼ 350 000
diverse clusters that were selected (and enriched by HHblits) from the Uniclust30 database. During
inference its homology search and template detection relies on HHblits/HHsearch searches against the
Uniclust30 and PDB70. Additionally, it searches through the BFD – a database that primarily contains
sequences assembled by Plass and clustered by MMseqs2.

As I conclude the presentation of my doctoral projects, I would like to focus on a few particularly exciting
technological developments that lie ahead in the next decade. These offer many new opportunities to
develop novel algorithms and provide benefits of sequence-based analyses to new fields.

Long read sequencing technologies have made large strides in the last years. Particularly, the sequenc-
ing technology company Oxford Nanopore Technologies stands out. I already mentioned ultra-long
reads and protein sequencing as tantalizing applications of this sequencing platform. The continuing
miniaturization efforts (Flongle, MinION Mk1c) offer a glimpse into a future, where an end-to-end in-
tegrated platform might be available that deals with all steps from DNA extraction to base-calling and
bioinformatic analysis on a single chip [Wang et al., 2021]. Such a small, affordable device could be eas-
ily deployed anywhere e.g., for passive pathogen monitoring. Already now, wastewater monitoring for
pathogens has proven itself during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic as an early indicator for soon-to-be
spiking infection numbers [Karthikeyan et al., 2021].

For the compute hardware side, I want to briefly focus on two areas of upcoming technologies that seem
particularly exciting for novel algorithms for homology searches:

On-CPU caches will soon exceed the gigabyte threshold (AMD Epyc 7773X now contains 804MB of on-
chip caches). Thus, large data structures could be held directly in the CPU caches to accelerate memory-
bound algorithms. The MMseqs2 prefilter already implements many cache-optimizations and would be
a good target to see re-imagined in the future. Further reducing the relatively slow random accesses to
RAM in the MMseqs2 prefilter would yield large benefits for most methods presented here.

Solid-state disks and particularly such devices based on the NVMe standard offer high storage density
and high-throughput read/write operations. The price per terabyte of solid-state storage is projected
to drop below traditional hard disk prices in the mid 2020s [Floyer, 2021]. Multiple NVMe-devices in-
tandem will soon offer aggregated read bandwidths of hundreds of gigabytes per second. Additionally,
relatively powerful CPUs are now found on every NVMe device. Consumer NVMe storage devices con-
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taining multi-core CPUs with clock speeds above 1GHz and multiple gigabytes of RAM are now com-
mon. Efforts are underway to give programmatic access to these to offload data-processing directly onto
the storage medium. This would offer an additional opportunity to accelerate MMseqs2 and PetaSearch
(see section 7.1).

Novel algorithms will be needed to exploit the capabilities of upcoming technologies for the analysis of
the data produced by biological (and especially metagenomic) experiments.

ColabFold and future structure predictors, might start a new era of bioinformaticswith structure-analysis
at its core. Further accelerating these methods will allow us to predict hundreds of millions of structures
frommetagenomics. Thus, every analysis that is done nowon sets of sequences, such as homology-based
inference of annotations, phylogeny and many more, would benefit from the much richer information
that lies within the three-dimensional coordinates of protein structures. Novel algorithms that we are
developing, such as FoldSeek, will allow these analyses to happen efficiently at a low carbon-footprint.
Lastly, algorithms like PetaSearch will enable the analysis of some of the largest data sets in biology.

Various tools in the MMseqs2 family. From left to right and top to bottom: MMseqs2, Plass, MetaEuk,
ColabFold, Linclust, MMseqs2 App, SpacePHARER, FoldSeek. Art by Yuna Kwon (MMseqs2, Linclust,
Server), Lee Rang (Plass), Anna Papadopoulou (MetaEuk, SpacePHARER) andDoyoonKim (FoldSeek,
ColabFold).
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Appendix

A1 MMseqs2 User Guide – Table of Contents

The MMseqs2 user-guide is available online at github.com/soedinglab/MMseqs2/wiki. Due to its ex-
tensive size, I included only the table of contents. Writing and maintaining the MMseqs2 user guide has
been a continuous collaborative effort by the whole MMseqs2 team.

1. Summary
2. System requirements
3. Installation

• Install MMseqs2 for Linux
• Install MMseqs2 for macOS
• Install MMseqs2 for Windows
• Use the Docker image
• Set up the Bash/Zsh command completion
• Customizing compilation through CMake

4. Getting started
• Usage of MMseqs2 modules
• Easy workflows
• Downloading databases
• Searching
• Clustering
• Linclust
• Updating a clustered database

5. Overview of folders in MMseqs2
6. Overview of important MMseqs2 modules
7. Description of workflows

• Batch sequence searching using mmseqs search
• Translated sequence searching
• Expanded cluster searches
• Mapping very similar sequences using mmseqs map
• Clustering databases using mmseqs cluster or mmseqs linclust

– Clustering criteria
– Cascaded clustering
– Clustering modes

• Linear time clustering using mmseqs linclust
– Run Linclust

• Updating a clustering database using mmseqs clusterupdate
• Taxonomy assignment

– Terminology
– Creating a seqTaxDB
– Filtering a seqTaxDB
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– The concept of LCA
– Using seqTaxDB for taxonomy assignment
– Taxonomy output and TSV
– Taxonomic ranks
– Taxonomy report in Kraken or Krona style
– Taxonomy top hit report
– Filtering taxonomy output
– Taxonomy annotation of search/cluster results

• Reciprocal best hit using mmseqs rbh
8. Description of core modules

• Computation of prefiltering scores using mmseqs prefilter
– Set sensitivity -s parameter

• Local alignment of prefiltered sequence pairs using mmseqs align
• Clustering sequence database using mmseqs clust

9. File Formats
• MMseqs2 database format
• Manipulating databases
• Sequence database format
• Prefiltering format
• Alignment format

– Custom alignment format with convertalis
– Internal alignment format

• Clustering format
– Internal cluster format
– Cluster TSV format
– Cluster FASTA-like format
– Extract representative sequence

• Taxonomy format
– Internal taxonomy format
– Taxonomy report in Kraken or Krona style
– LCA TSV

• Profile format
– Parameters that affect profile construction
– Convert a result database into a profile
– Convert an external MSA into a profile
– Extract consensus or sequence information from a profile
– Convert HHsuite HMMs into a profile

• Identifier parsing
10. Optimizing sensitivity and consumption of resources

• Prefiltering module
– Memory consumption

∗ Database splitting runtime slowdown
– Runtime
– Disk space
– Important options for tuning the memory, runtime and disk space usage

• Alignment module
– Memory consumption
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– Runtime
– Disk space

• Clustering module
– Memory consumption
– Runtime
– Disk space

• Workflows
11. How to run MMseqs2 on multiple servers using MPI
12. How to run MMseqs2 on multiple servers using batch systems
13. Frequently Asked Questions

• How to set the right alignment coverage to cluster
• How do parameters of CD-HIT relate to MMeqs2
• How does MMseqs2 compute the sequence identity
• How to restart a search or clustering workflow
• How to control the speed of the search
• How to find the best hit the fastest way
• How does MMseqs2 handle low complexity
• How to redundancy filter sequences with identical length and 100% length overlap.
• How to add sequence identities and other alignment information to a clustering result.
• How to run external tools for each database entry
• How to compute a multiple alignment for each cluster
• How to manually cascade cluster
• How to cluster using profiles
• How to create a HHblits database
• How to create a target profile database (from PFAM)
• How to cluster a graph given as TSV or m8 file
• How to search small query sets fast
• What is the difference between the map and search workflow
• How to build your own MMseqs2 compatible substitution matrices
• How to create a fake prefiltering for all-vs-all alignments
• How to compute the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of a given set of sequences

14. Workflow control parameters
• Search workflow
• Clustering workflow
• Updating workflow

15. Environment variables used by MMseqs2
16. External libraries used in MMseqs2
17. License terms
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